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Louisiana Legislation of 1952*
The 1952 Legislature enacted into law six hundred and
twenty-seven statutes. The major portion of this discussion is
devoted to those statutes which are of general application or
general interest. Many of the statutes which are local or special
in nature, those proposing constitutional amendments, and those
which are to be effective only upon the adoption of a proposed
constitutional amendment have been omitted from treatment.
A summary of the recently adopted constitutional amendments will appear in a subsequent issue of this REVIEW.
The references given are to the Title and Section number as
they appear in West's Louisiana Legislative Service (1952).
These, however, are subject to change by the Louisiana State Law
Institute in the process of integration for the 1952 Supplement
of the Revised Statutes, and may ultimately be shown to have
other section numbers than those cited.
Title 1: Legal Holidays
National Memorial Day has been removed from the list of
holidays to be observed by state departments in the manner'
proclaimed by the Governor."'
Title 2: Aeronautics
The "Airport Authorities Act"' adds a fourth chapter to
Title 2. Under this act the governing body of a political subdivision 2 may by its own action create an airport authority having
broad powers for building and operating a public airport. Alternatively the governing body may submit such a proposal to the
electorate. The commissioners of such an authority shall have
staggered terms of membership.
The Airport Authorities Act does not limit any power of a
subdivision to regulate airport hazards by zoning. Nor does the
This symposium was prepared by the Student Board of the LOUISIANA
LAw REvmw, whose names appear on the masthead of this issue.
la. La. Act 534 of 1952, § 2, amending La. R.S. 1950, 1:55B(2).
1. La. Act 531 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 2:601-613.

2. "Subdivision" is defined in the Airport Authorities Act to mean any
parish, incorporated city, town or village. La. R.S. 1950, 2:1(16) defines It as
any municipality, city, or parish, which definition is to apply to all of Title 2.
The definitions in the Airport Authorities Act differ from the definitions
In La. R.S. 1950, 2:1, for the words "airport," "airport hazard," and "person."
[21)
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act require any subdivision to abolish any existing board or
authority. The stated purpose of the act is to "afford an additional method" whereby a political subdivision might establish
an aviation authority.
Title 3: Agriculture and Animals
The actions taken by the Commissioner of Agriculture and
Immigration under his authority to carry into effect the rules and
regulations adopted by the various agricultural commissions are
no longer subject to the approval or disapproval of the Governor.'
The affected agencies and commissions are the State Market
Commission,2 Louisiana Sweet Potato Advertising and Development Commission,3 the Livestock Brand Commission, 4 the Seed
Commission, 5 and the Louisiana State Livestock Sanitary Board."
Act 272 also vests in the Commissioner of Agriculture and Immigration the power to employ all personnel necessary to carry into
effect the rules and regulations adopted by the foregoing agencies.
Another step taken by the Legislature of 1952 to remove
several of the state agricultural commissions from political
influence was the arrangement of appointments of committee
members so as to stagger their terms of office and make it impossible for a single Governor to appoint a completely new committee membership during his tenure. The following are affected
by this legislation: the Anhydrous Ammonia Commission,, the
Louisiana Sweet Potato Advertising and Development Commission,8 and the Louisiana State Livestock Sanitary BoardY
1. La. Act 272 of 1952.

2. La. Act 272 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:401.
3. La. Act 272 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:453.

4. La. Act 272 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:732. The Commissioner
of Agriculture and Immigration is authorized by Act 273 of 1952, amending
La. R.S. 1950, 3:749, to hire livestock brand inspectors, who along with the
executive secretary of the Livestock Brand Commission are to be deputized
by the Department of Public Safety with full authority of peace officers, to
assist the commissioner in enforcing the rules and regulations of the Livestock Brand Commission and the provisions of the Revised Statutes relative
to livestock brands.
5. La. Act 272 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:1432. Another piece of
legislation affecting the Seed Commission is Act 372 of 1952, which amended
La. R.S. 1950, 3:1433, relative to the duties of the commission. The commission has been given the additional duty of adopting a schedule of service
charges to farmers and seed dealers for each sample of seed tested (after the

first five) by the State Seed Laboratory. Evidently, this service had previously been supplied entirely free of charge.
6. La. Act 272 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:2091.
7. La. Act 74 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:1352.
8. La. Act 389 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:453. This act also
changed the composition of the board and increased the terms of office to
six years. Act 272 also amended Section 453, but the new provisions created
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The salary of the Commissioner of Agriculture and Immigration has been increased from $8,500 to $10,000 annually. 10
Act 432 increases the performance bond required of livestock
market agencies and dealers."
Fertilizer. Anhydrous ammonia fertilizer, because of its
high nitrogen content and low melting point, requires special
care in handling and utilization. In view of this fact, the Legislature has enacted several additional precautionary measures
with respect to this substance. Manufacturers of anhydrous
ammonia equipment, or of fertilizer who deliver their product
in transport trucks are required to furnish bond.' 2 This bond,
which formerly affected only dealers in anhydrous ammonia, has
also been increased from $2,000 to $10,000. The inspector of the
Anhydrous Ammonia Commission has been given authority to
enter the premises of all bonded manufacturers of equipment,
dealers in fertilizer and equipment, and farmers for inspection
purposes. 13 Whereas formerly there was only a permit fee of
1/4 of 1 per cent of the gross annual sales of anhydrous ammonia
fertilizer by a dealer, there is now a basic permit fee of $300 plus
14
of 1 per cent of gross annual sales.
a percentage fee of
Pesticides. Act 501" repeals the Part dealing with agricultural poisons' 6 and substitutes therefor a new Part containing
similar provisions. Several changes in the law, however, were
made. One of the major changes effected by the act is that the
title of Part 11' is changed from "Agricultural Poisons" to "Pesticides," and the word "pesticide" replaces the word "poison"
wherever previously used throughout this Part. The word "pesticide" is used because of its broader meaning and is defined to
by the two new acts are such that they may be combined into a single sec-

tion, thus giving effect to both acts.
9. La. Act 425 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:2091. This act, in addition, changes the composition of the board. Act 272 also amended Section
2091, but again the provisions of the two acts are combinable.
10. La. Act 397 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:4.
11. La. Act 432 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:565. This bond was

increased from $2,500 to $10,000 for market agencies and dealers customarily
handling up to 250 head of livestock per week, from $5,000 to $20,000 for those
handling from 250 to 500 head per week, and from $10,000 to $40,000 for those
handling over 500 head per week.
12. La. Act 74 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:1355.
13. La. Act 74 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:1354.
14. La. Act 74 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 3:1356.
15. La. Act 501 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 3:1601-1609. The new act is
to become effective on January 1, 1953.

16. Sections 1601-1608, constituting Part I of Chapter 12, Title 3, Revised
Statutes of 1950.
17. Part I of Chapter 12, Title 3.
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include poisonous substances used about the home for nonagricultural purposes, as well as substances used only on garden
and field crops.18 Act 501 requires that all pesticides which are
distributed or offered for sale in this state must be registered,
and a fee of $10 is charged annually on each pesticide registered. 19
Any information relative to the formulas of products acquired
through registration by the commissioner and his employees is
20
confidential and cannot be revealed to unauthorized persons.
Included in the definition of insecticides are herbicides (poisons used for the destruction of weeds or other plant life).21
However, Act 502,22 which added R.S. 3:1610, treats herbicides
separately and gives the Commissioner of Agriculture and Immigration authority to hold hearings and promulgate rules and
regulations governing the use of such products.
Title 4: Amusements and Sports
State Athletic Commission. The membership of the State
Athletic Commission has been decreased from seven to five
members, and the office of vice-chairman has been created.
Changes have also been made in the disbursement and amount
of fees to be received by members of the commission.'
Horse Racing. A new gradation has been made of daily parimutuel wagering pools, the bases upon which license fees for
conducting horse races are calculated. This new gradation is
to be used to determine fees for races held in municipalities or
2
parishes having a population of 350,000 or over.
The fees, commissions, and other moneys collected from
race tracks pursuant to the horse racing statute in cities or
parishes of more than 350,000 population are no longer to be
given half to the state and half to the city or parish. Instead,
out of those funds a certain amount is to be spent through the
18. La. Act 501 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 3:1601.
19. La. Act 501 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 3:1603(4). Under the repealed
act an inspection fee of ten cents per hundredweight was charged on all
agricultural poisons sold in Louisiana.
20. La. Act 501 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 3:1603(5).
21. La. Act 501 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 3:1601(1).
22. La. Act 502 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 3:1610.
1. La. Act 480 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950, 4:61, 67. Also there
has been a change in the quorum required and vote requisite for decisions.
La. Act 480 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950, 4:61.
2. La. Act 77 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950, 4:153A. But there has
been no change in the gradation to be used by municipalities or parishes
having a population of less than 350,000. La. R.S. 1950, 4:153B.
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College of Agriculture of Louisiana State University.8 The balance of these moneys shall be apportioned to the City of New
Orleans. 4 After payment of the expenses of the racing commission, funds collected pursuant to the horse racing statute in cities
or parishes of less than 350,000 population shall continue to be
divided equally between the state and the city or parish where
the race is held.5
The amount of commissions to be deducted from the parimutuel pools by those who conduct races is calculated upon a
scale of pools set forth in the statute. The gradation in that
scale has been changed for municipalities and parishes having
a population of 350,000 or over."
A time limit of 120 days after the close of a race meeting
has been imposed for collecting on a pari-mutuel ticket. Failure
to collect within the time stipulated constitutes a waiver. Ten
days after the expiration of this period the unclaimed sum must
be paid into the general fund of the state treasury.7
Title 5: Auctions and Auctioneers
The commission charge which may be made by auctioneers
for the sale of immovable property has been increased from 22
3. The purposes for which the college shall use the funds are: (1) to
increase premiums of the 4H, FFA and Junior Club exhibits at LSU Livestock, Cattle and Swine Shows, (2) to increase premiums at LSU Livestock
and Cattle shows, (3) for Horse and Stock Shows, (4) for expenses of sending
exhibits of 4H, FFA and other junior club members to the National Dairy
Show, and (5) to finance the state program of livestock breeding by artificial
insemination. The amounts to be spent for (1) and (2) have been increased
from $10,000 to $20,000 each. The amount for (3) has been increased from
$25,000 to $35,000. La. Act 77 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950, 4:155.
4. La. Act 77 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950, 4:155A(4). Formerly,
after payment of the expenses of the racing commission, the balance of all
fees, commissions and other moneys received from horse races in any municipality or parish (New Orleans included) were given half to the state and
half to the municipality or parish where the racing was conducted. La. R.S.
1950, 4:155(2).
5. La. Act 77 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950, 4:155B.
6. La. Act 77 of 1952, § 1, amending La, R.S. 1950, 4:156A. There has been
no change in the gradation to be used in municipalities or parishes having a
population of less than 250,000. La. R.S. 1950, 4:156C. As was pointed out in
Louisiana Legislation of 1950, 11 LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 26 (1950), one schedule

for such commissions applies to parishes or municipalities of 350,000 or
more, while the second schedule applies to those with a population of less
than 250,000. However, as was further pointed out, this has no practical consequence in view of the distribution of population in Louisiana. Those who
conduct races in municipalities or parishes having a population of 350,000 or
more are required to create special funds from which additional purses and
prizes shall be paid. A certain percentage of the daily racing pools is to be
used to set up the funds. La. Act 77 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950,
4:156B.
7. La. Act 459 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 4:162; La. Act 460 of
1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 4:163.
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per cent to 4 per cent. The commission allowed for the sale of
movables or property belonging to minors or insolvents remains
the same.la
Auctioneers duly qualified for the Parish of Orleans may now
auction property situated within the Parishes of Jefferson, Plaque2
mines, St. Bernard, St. Charles and St. Tammany. a
Title 6: Banks and Banking
General Provisions. Section 872 permitted banks, trust companies, and homestead and building and loan associations organized under the laws of Louisiana to invest up to $5,000 in any
federally insured homestead and building and loan association
also organized under the laws of Louisiana.' Building and loan
associations organized under the laws of the United States,
whether investing or invested in, are now covered by this section.
Now the maximum investment is the amount insured by the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, rather than
$5,000.2
Another act allows banking associations, savings banks and
trust companies organized under the laws of Louisiana to invest
in farm loan bonds issued under the provisions of the Federal
Farm Loan Act by Federal Land Banks.3
The salary of the State Bank Commissioner has been in4
creased from $7,500 to $12,000 per annum.
Small Loans. Act 169 amends the Louisiana Small Loan Law
in several important particulars.
Each licensee is now required to maintain assets of at least
$25,000 for each license.' The minimum requirement was previously $10,000.
A paragraph added to Section 585 provides that when a new
loan of $300 or less is joined with an existing indebtedness, and
the total exceeds $300, then the new loan is not subject to the
Small Loan Law." This amendment effects a legislative rejection
of the result reached in the recent case of Home Finance Comla. La. Act 402 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 5:9.
2a. La. Act 402 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 5:121.
1. La. R.S. 1950, 6:872.
2. La. Act 487 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:872.

3. La. Act 133 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:57.
4. La. Act 294 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:155.

5. La. Act 169 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:576.
6. La. Act 169 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:585.
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27

pany v. Padgett,7 in which the court of appeal held that the new
loan would be subject to the provisions of the act.
An amendment to Section 587 specifically provides that no
assignment of wages of employees who borrow from licensees
shall be binding upon their employers without the latter's consent.8 This is a complete volte face in policy, since the consent
of the employer was formerly immaterial. The assignment cannot
exceed 10 per cent of the compensation due the employee."
A new paragraph added to Section 589 provides that insurance may be sold in a licensee's office to a borrower. This insurance may cover personal property which is security for the loan
or it may insure the life of one party obligated on the loan. The
insurance must, however, bear a reasonable relation to the risk
involved in the loan. It is provided that any gain to the licensee
realized from such sale shall not be considered additional interest,
discount, or charge in connection with such loan.10
Section 590 contained a provision whereby the licensing
official could prohibit the conduct of a small loan business in the
same office with any other business." The amendment states
that the business of making loans in excess of $300 and that of
purchasing contracts resulting12 from bona fide sales are now
exceptions to this prohibition.
Title 9: Civil Code-Ancillaries
Alimony. A judgment for future alimony now does not create
a judicial mortgage. Act 488 makes it unlawful for any recorder
of mortgages to record a judgment for future alimony. It further
provides that if any such judgment is recorded, it will not have
the effect of a judicial mortgage.' Provision is also made for
7. 54 So. 2d 813 (La. App. 1951).
8. La. Act 169 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:587.
9. La. Act 169 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:588. The section, before
the amendment, provided that the assignment was to be equal to 10 per cent
of the compensation due, instead of a sum not exceeding 10 per cent thereof.
Another change in this section seems to make it plainer that the debtor must
be in default before the 10 per cent of wages may be collected from the
employer.
10. La. Act 169 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:589.
11. La. R.S. 1950, 6:590.
12. La. Act 169 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:590. Another minor
amendment to the law provides that if the licensing official deems it necessary to make more than one examination of the business of a licensee during
a year, a charge of $50 may be made for the additional examination. Charges
have previously been made for the regular yearly examination. La. Act 169
of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 6:580.
1. La. Act 488 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:324.
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cancellation of the recordation of judgments or orders for the
2
payment of future alimony.
A judgment for alimony which is due and executory is not
subject to the prohibition, and recordation of such a judgment is
still effective as a judicial mortgage.3 Sections 321-323, providing for the giving of a special mortgage or bond in lieu of the
general judicial mortgage, 4 now apply only to cases in which
the judgment is for past due alimony.
Divorce. The Legislature adopted the Uniform Divorce Recognition Act.5 This statute provides that a foreign divorce is to
be given no force and effect in this state if both parties to the
marriage were domiciled in the state at the time the proceedings
for divorce were commenced.6 This uniform act resulted from
public dissatisfaction with "migratory divorce" practices, whereby residents of one state journey to another to take advantage of
less strict or speedier divorce procedures. It is obvious that the
effectiveness of state policy is crippled by such practices, and the
respect for local law all but. destroyed. The problem cuts considerably deeper, however, than these considerations would indicate. The validity of subsequent marriages, the status of children,
title to property, inheritance rights and other matters of private
law are all veiled by the uncertainty of the "quickie" divorce.
The act is in accord with the principle of Williams v. North
Carolina.7 In that case the Supreme Court of the United States
recognized that jurisdiction over the marriage status rests upon
the domicile of at least one of the parties, and that the full faith
and credit clause of the Federal Constitution does not require the
state of original residence to accept as conclusive the determination of the forum state regarding the domicile of the litigants. The Louisiana Supreme Court has consistently denounced
the theory of the migratory divorce and has held that a divorce
granted in a state where neither spouse resided is invalid. 8 Thus
the general policy which the act espouses is by no means an innovation in Louisiana.
Section 2 of the act is extremely significant. 9 It creates a
2. La, Act 488 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:324, 327.

3. La. Act 488 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:325.
4. La. R.S. 1950, 9:321-323.
5. La. Act 241 of 1952, incorporated in La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:351-354.
6. La. Act 241 of 1952, § 1; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:352.
7. 325 U.S. 226 (1945).

8. State v. Wenzel, 185 La. 808, 171 So. 38 (1936); State v. Dickinson, 191
La. 266, 185 So. 20 (1938).

9. La. Act 241 of 1952, § 2; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:353.
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prima facie presumption of domicile in this state at the time
divorce proceedings were instituted in another jurisdiction, if it
is proved that the person obtaining the divorce (1) was domiciled
in this state within twelve months prior to the commencement
of the proceeding therefor, and resumed residence in this state
within eighteen months after the date of his departure therefrom
or (2) at all times after his departure from this state, and until
,his return, maintained a place of residence within this state. 10
Although the presumption is rebuttable, it should prove useful
in many cases.
Adoption. The procedure for the adoption of unemancipated
minors over the age of seventeen has been made almost identical
with the adoption procedure for minors under seventeen. All
proceedings for adoption of minors over the age of seventeen
are now to be heard in chambers, and all pleadings and records,
with the exception of the act of adoption proper, are to be kept
confidential." The only distinction between the two procedures
now seems to be that the act of adoption itself is kept confidential under the procedure for adoption of persons under seven12
teen.
Tutorship; Curatorship. Practically identical procedures have
been in effect for the private sale of property belonging to minors
or interdicts and for the partition by private sale of property
owned in part by such persons.' 3 The 1952 Legislature repealed
the sections dealing with partition' 4 and amended the ones dealing with private sale so as to include a sale to effect a partition.' 5
10. The reasonableness of the presumption under the circumstances pre-

scribed by the statute seems clearly to render the section constitutional under
such decisions as Morrison v. California, 288 U.S. 591 (1933); Bandini Pet. Co.
v. Superior Ct., Los Angeles County, Calif., 284 U.S. 8 (1931); Yee Hem v.
United States, 268 U.S. 178 (1925); Mobile, J. & K.C. R.R. v. Turnipseed, 219
U.S. 35 (1910).
11. La. Act 514 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:461. It should be noted
that La. R.S. 9:461 deals with all cases In which the person to be adopted Is
over seventeen, and not merely minors over seventeen. The amendment,
however, is limited to unemancipated minors over seventeen, since its provisions apply only in cases in which a tutor or tutor ad hoc is to be appointed.
12. La. R.S. 1950, 9:437.
13. La. R.S. 1950, 9:671-675, 691-693.
14. La. Act 321 of 1952, repealing La. R.S. 1950, 9:691-693.
15. La. Act 321 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:671-674. A provision of
Section 691 which specifically allowed the sale to be made to a co-owner,
has been incorporated in Section 671. Section 692 required that the value of
the property be stated in the petition for partition. This requirement was
not found in the corresponding Section 672 and has not been placed therein
by the amendment. Sections 691 and 692 were in all other respects identical
to Sections 671 and 672. Under Section 674, the judge entered an order for the
reinvestment of the proceeds of the sale at the same time the sale was
ordered. There was no corresponding provision in the partition sections,
and it has been deleted from Section 674 by the amendment.
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Act 292 provides an additional investment which may be
made of funds belonging to minors and interdicted persons. The
act authorizes such funds to be deposited in savings accounts or
on time deposit in banks domiciled in Louisiana. Such investments, however, are not to exceed the amounts insured by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 16
Accession. Act 341 declares that in all cases in which a
change of ownership of land or water bottoms takes place as a
result of the action of a navigable stream, bay or lake in the
change of its course or bed, or as the result of accretion, dereliction, or other condition resulting from the action of a navigable
stream, bay, or lake, the new owner takes subject to any mineral
leases covering such property. The rights of lessors, lessees and
the rights of mineral and royalty owners will in no way be
17
affected by the change in ownership.'
Administration of Successions. A bank or other depositary
is authorized to pay a surviving widow up to $500 from deposits
of her deceased husband or from the deposits of the formerly
existing community without the necessity of any court proceedings.' 8 The bank or other depositary paying out money under
this provision is fully discharged and released by a receipt from
the widow.
Superficially, at least, the policy behind this statute seems
sound enough. There are numerous instances in which widows
have been extremely hard pressed until the successions of their
husbands are settled. It would seem on further analysis, however, that the act may produce undesirable results. There is no
requirement that the widow make any proof of need. Of course,
to demand judicial proof of need would thwart the purpose of
the act. It would appear that no undue delay in obtaining the
payment would be occasioned by requiring the widow to make
an affidavit asserting her impecunious circumstances. The broad
language of the act would also seem to allow a widow long
estranged from her husband to obtain such a payment. In some
cases the payment provided by the act may amount to a mere
gratuity to the widow at the expense of her husband's creditors.
The act does not state whether the creditors would be precluded
from later making claim to the $500 which the widow received
16. La. Act 292 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:734.
17. La. Act 341 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:1151.
18. La. Act 539 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:1513.
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under its provisions. Assuming 'that they could, the remedy
would nevertheless be a hollow one in many cases. 19
Parents' Right of Enjoyment of Minor Child's Estate. Act
266 provides that no parent of a minor child shall have the usufruct of any property donated to the child by one of its parents,
unless the usufruct is reserved in the act of donation. 20 Since
Article 1533 of the Civil Code provides that a donor of immovable
property cannot reserve the usufruct thereof to himself, one
effect of the new act seems to be, at first glance, to allow such a
reservation under the circumstances prescribed in the act. On
further examination, however, it appears that Act 266 probably
does not contemplate ordinary usufruct; instead it probably contemplates the "usufruct" or, more properly, the right of enjoyment given parents over the estates of their minor children by
Articles 22321-226 of the Civil Code.2 2 This conclusion is bolstered
by the fact that another 1952 act 23 amended Article 226 of the
code so as to provide that "such usufruct" (that is, right of enjoyment) shall not extend to property donated by the father or
mother unless it is donated by written act 2 4 and "the right to
such usufruct ... reserved therein."
It is believed that the reason for this legislation is linked
with federal tax law and that its purpose is to insure the irrevocable vesting of such donations. The United States Supreme Court
has recently held that property placed in trust with the income
therefrom reserved to the settlor until his death, remains in the
estate corpus and is subject to the inheritance tax. 25 Act 266
apparently contemplates that in the absence of such legislation
19. The act is not without other implications, e.g., would the widow, by
taking advantage of its provisions, be held to an unconditional acceptance of
the community?
20. La. Act 266 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:2361.

The act applies to

donations heretofore made. However, a parent who has heretofore made such
a donation may within six months from the effective date of the act execute
and record a notarial act claiming the usufruct of the property.
21. "Fathers and mothers shall have, during marriage, the enjoyment of
the estate of their children until their majority or emancipation." Art. 223,
La. Ciil Code of 1870.
22. One important distinction between usufruct, properly speaking, and
the parents' right of enjoyment is that the former ordinarily continues during
the life of the usufructuary while the latter can be claimed only during the
minority of the child. One of the most Important considerations under Act
266 is the span of existence the "usufruct" will have if specifically reserved
according to the provisions of the act.
23. La. Act 265 of 1952, amending Art. 226, La. Civil Code of 1870.
24. It should be noted, however, that Act 266 speaks of the specific reservation being made by the donating parent rather than by both parents.
25. Commissioner of Internal Revenue v. Church's Estate, 335 U.S. 632
(1949).
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the parents' right of enjoyment would preclude a gift from parent
to child from vesting, and that this would be so even though the
26
parents had not exercised that right.
Wills. By the passage of Act 66 the Legislature has provided
an additional method of making a will and for the probate thereof. The opening paragraph states that "a will shall be valid if in
writing (whether typewritten, printed, mimeographed, or written
in any other manner) .... -27 The parenthetical expression
undoubtedly removes any doubt regarding the meaning of the
word "written." The meaning of that word as used in Article 1578
of the Civil Code was the subject of a case 28 in which the court
held valid a nuncupative will even though the notary had written
it upon a typewriter. A strong dissent, however, reasoned that
the word "written" should be construed as it was understood at
the time the article was enacted, which was prior to the invention of the typewriter. The provision in Act 66 seems sufficiently
clear to avoid litigation.
The number of witnesses required for the new type will is
less than for either nuncupative or the mystic will. Only two
witnesses are needed for a valid will under Act 66.29 The nuncupative will by public act requires three witnesses who reside
in the place where the will is executed, or five non-resident
witnesses.3 0 The nuncupative will by private act has a similar
provision requiring five or seven witiesses, depending upon their
residence qualifications. 8 ' The mystic will requires three witnesses, and provides for no residence qualifications. 3 2 Similarly,
no stipulation as to the residence of witnesses is found in Act 66.
Proof of' a will made under the 1952 act is less onerous 3
than for nuncupative wills by private act 3 4 and for mystic wills.33
The basic pattern of the code, however, has been followed.8 6
26. The revenues enjoyed by parents under Articles 223-226 fall into the
community. Hence it could be said that a parent who donated separate
property to his minor child would divest himself completely of that property
and that the reasoning of the Church case could not be applied to such a
donation. This line of reasoning would be stronger when the gift was made'
by the wife, since the husband is head and master of the community.
27. La. Act 66 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:2442.
28. Prudhomme v. Savant, 150 La. 256, 90 So. 640 (1922).
29. La. Act 66 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:2442.
30. Art: 1578, La. Civil Code of 1870.
31. Art. 1581, La. Civil Code of 1870.
32. Art. 1584, La. Civil Code of 1870.
33. La. Act 66 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:2444.
34. Arts. 1648, 1649, La. Civil Code of 1870.
35. Arts. 1650, 1651, La. Civil Code of 1870.
36. See Art. 1644 et seq., La. Civil Code of 1870.
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Under Act 66, the testator is not required to write, dictate,
or even to read the will, nor must it be read to him. Previously
recognized methods exacted one or more of these requisites.3 7
Act 66 does require, however, that the testator be able to read.38 It
is certainly hoped that this provision will prevent any fraudulent
practices which might otherwise prevail under the new procedure.
The code articles relating to both the nuncupative will by
public act and to the mystic will provide that all formalities must
be fulfilled at one time without interruption.3 9 These rules have
been rather strictly adhered to and the absence of such a requirement in Act 66 should be noted.
One further observation seems necessary. It is both unexpected and unfortunate that this legislation was not enacted as
an amendment or addition to the Civil Code, which contains the
other methods for making a will and the body of rules governing
these methods.
Assignment of Accounts Receivable. Act 293 establishes an
additional method of making an assignment of accounts receivable. 40 Its principal importance lies in the fact that an assignment effective against third parties can now be made notwithstanding the fact that the debtor is neither notified of nor assents
to such assignment. 41 This can be accomplished by the filing for
42
recordation of a statement of assignment of accounts receivable,
signed by the assignor and assignee. Although the language of
the act, including that of the suggested statement to be recorded,
is broad enough to indicate that the statement may cover assignments previously made,4 3 the full implication of the act is otherwise. It specifically provides that it is applicable to assignments
made within the effective period of a recorded statement of
assignment, 44 and a full reading of the act seems to indicate that
37. See Arts. 1575, 1578, 1581, 1582, 1588, La. Civil Code of 1870.
38. La. Act 66 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:2443.
39. Arts. 1578, 1585, La. Civil Code of 1870.
40. La. Act 293 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3101-3110. The law specifically declares that other provisions of law authorizing the assignment of
accounts receivable (See Arts. 2642-2654, La. Civil Code of 1870) are not
repealed. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3110.
41. La. Act 293 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3102. Cf. Art. 2643, La. Civil
Code of 1870, requiring notification to the debtor in order for the assignment
to affect third persons.
42. La. Act 293 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3103.
43. The suggested form for the statement of assignment reads "..........
has assigned and intends to continue to assign accounts receivable ....
(Italics supplied.)
44. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3102, 3104, 3105,
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its application is restricted to such assignments. The effective
period begins from the time of filing, and lasts for two years,
unless the statement is reinscribed. 45 A careful assignee seeking
protection through the recordation of a statement of assignment
would file the statement for recordation prior to taking any
assignment thereunder.
Filing with the recorder of conveyances 46 constitutes public
notice to all persons that all assignments made within the
effective period are valid and enforceable and that the rights of
the assignee are superior to any subsequent assignee, pledgee,
purchaser or transferee of such account, or other person claiming
under, through, or against the assignor, except a creditor who
through judicial proceeding has perfected a superior lien on such
47
account prior to the time of the assignment.
The act protects the debtor who, not knowing of the assignment, makes payment in good faith to the assignor or to a subsequent purchaser or transferee of the account by whom he has
been notified. In such case the account debtor is exonerated from
liability to make payment to the first assignee, but the person
to whom payment is made is liable to the first assignee for any
48
sum received.
Although the new act does not repeal other methods of
assigning accounts receivable, 49 it does provide the exclusive
method for handling assignments during the effective period of
a statement of assignment filed under the provisions of the act.50
Repairman's Privilege. Several changes have been made in
Section 4502, which grants to persons making or repairing movables a privilege on the thing made or repaired. Furniture and
upholstery were added to the list of objects subject to the
privilege. 1 In view of the fact that a general catch-all phrase
was also added,5 2 these specific additions would seem to be
superfluous.
The section previously provided that the privilege was valid
45. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3106.

46. As provided in La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3104.
47. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3102.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
objects

La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3107.
See note 40, supra.
La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:3108.
La. Act 427 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:4502.
La. Act 427 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:4502, "...
or movable property of any type or description."

53. La. Act 209 of 1926; La. R.S. 1950, 9:4501.

or movable
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for ninety days. Under a similar statute 53 it has been held 4 that
such a stated time period does not preclude the assertion of a
privilege after the ninety days under Article 3217 of the Civil
Code. This article subjects the privilege to the requirement that
the property remain in the hands- of the creditor.5 5 The same
result would probably have been reached with respect to Section
4502 as it stood prior to Act 427, but this act makes it clear that
the ninety day period applies only in the event that the movable
is no longer in the hands of the repairman.
The amendment provides a procedure whereby the person
in whose favor the privilege exists may sell the property subject
thereto without appraisement at private sale if the debt remains
unpaid for more than ninety days from the date the last labor
was performed or the last material furnished. The sale must be
advertised for ten days unless the property is worth less than ten
dollars. If any balance from the proceeds remains after the
expenses of the sale and the creditor are paid, and is unclaimed
by the owner within six months, it is to be paid into the state
treasury. 56
The act further provides that this section is not to be construed as conflicting with Section 4501, which grants a repairman's privilege on automobiles and other machinery.
57
Building Contracts.
Section 4801, as amended by Act 291, is
difficult to understand, and for a clearer presentation it is set
forth:

"Every contractor, . . . workman, laborer or furnishers of
material . . . who performs work or furnishes materials for the
erection ... or improvement ... of any building ... when, before
such work or labor is begun or material is furnished or building
54. Hart Enterprise Electrical Co. v. Stewart, 168 So. 791 (La. App. 1936);
Blanchard v. Donaldsonville Motors Co., 176 So. 669 (La. App. 1937).
55. Art. 3217(2), La. Civil Code of 1870:
"The debts which are privileged on certain movables are the following: ....

"2. The debt of.a workman or artisan for the price of his labor, on the
movable which he has repaired or made, if the thing continues still in his

possession."
56. La. Act 427 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:4502. If the property is

valued at less than ten dollars by two disinterested appraisers, a registered
letter must be sent to the owner apprising him of the impending sale of the
property.
57. The LAw REVIEw is indebted to Mr. Carlos E. Lazarus, Coordinator of
Research of the Louisiana State Law Institute, for the discussion of the
amendments to R.S. 9:4801. The discussion is, with little change, Mr. Lazarus'

Report to the Council of the Institute.
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contract is placed of record, has a privilege for the payment ..
of such work or labor performed, or materials. ' . furnished, and
the cost of recording such privileges, upon the land and improvements on which the work or labor has been done . . . .which
privilege, if evidenced as herein provided, is superior to all other
claims against the land and improvements except taxes on local
assessments ... or a bona fide vendors privilege ... , or a bona
fide mortgage, provided said mortgage or vendors privilege exists
and is recorded before the work or labor is begun or any material
is furnished[.], OR ANY BUILDING CONTRACT PLACED OF
RECORD, AND PROVIDED FURTHER THAT IF SAID MORTGAGE EXISTS IN FAVOR OF THE LENDER 8 AND IS RECORDED IN THE APPROPRIATE MORTGAGE RECORDS
AND THE MORTGAGE NOTE DELIVERED FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING ADVANCES TO BE MADE THEREAFTER, THE AMOUNT OF THE ADVANCES MADE THEREAFTER SHALL BE SECURED BY SAID MORTGAGE IN
PRECEDENCE TO AND WITH PRIORITY OVER ANY OF
THE CLAIMS HAD UNDER THE PRIVILEGES HEREINABOVE IN THIS SECTION DESCRIBED...."
Act 291 as originally introduced proposed to add the language shown in capitals in the text above.59 This bill, however,
was amended in committee so as to add thereto the phrase
shown in italics.
Before amendment it was clear that the workman's
materialman's privileges would prime a mortgage, unless
mortgage had been recorded before the work or materials
been furnished, regardless of the time when the contract
such work had been recorded.

and
the
had
for

The amendment provides that the privilege now primes the
mortgage unless the mortgage is recorded either (1) before the
work or material is furnished or (2) before the contract is
recorded.
It may well be that labor and materials have been furnished
pursuant to a contract but before the contract is recorded. It
may be also that a mortgage is given and recorded after the
work and materials have been furnished but before the contract
58. It has been suggested- that since the word "lender" is used, the common
practice of making the mortgage in favor of "any future holder or holders"
may not confer the desired rights. It is hoped that this narrow interpretation
will not be made.
69. See Senate Bill 185.
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is recorded. Under the amendment the mortgage will prime since
it is recorded before the contract.
In addition, the further purpose of the amendment as originally proposed, apparently was to protect the mortgagee when
the mortgage was to secure advances to be made in the future 6
and possibly after the work had begun or the materials furnished.
If this be so, it is difficult to attach any meaning to the committee
amendment for this seems to indicate that the privilege of the
workman or furnisher of materials will arise as soon as the
building contract is placed of record, and that it will prime a
mortgage given after the recordation of the building contract,
but before the work is actually begun or the material is actually
furnished. Such an interpretation is highly questionable, inasmuch as a workman or materialman can have no privilege until
the work or material is furnished.
Chattel Mortgages.6' Two amendments 62 to the Chattel
Mortgage Act deserve comment. The first 63 adds to the list of
property upon which a chattel mortgage may be given material
used in the construction of buildings or other facilities under the
Federal Farm Storage Facility Loan Program. The mortgage
will in such case cover the building in which the materials were
used and the building is declared to have the status of a movable
for purposes of the mortgage. By this latter provision the constitutional question raised in Buchler v. Fourroux64 would seem to
be avoided. In that case the court declared invalid a portion of
the Chattel Mortgage Act which authorized the mortgage of a
building on leased property for the reason that the body of the
act was broader than its title. The title of the act in question in
that case provided that it was "to grant the right to mortgage
movable property .. ."65 In the provision under attack in the
Buchler case, there was no declaration to the effect that the
building was to have the status of a movable for purposes of the
60. It is submitted that this result would have been reached under Art.
3292, La. Civil Code of 1870, which authorizes mortgages given to secure
future obligations.
61. Existing confusion has been remedied by Act 121 of 1952, amending
La. R.S. Supp. 1950, 32:710, which provides that on and after December 15,

1950, the exclusive method of executing and recording chattel mortgages on
motor vehicles is under the Vehicle Certificate of Title Law.
62. The only other amendment to the act raised the fee which recorders
may charge for the cancellation of a chattel mortgage from twenty-five to

fifty cents. La. Act 344 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:5356.
63. La. Act 50 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:5351.
64. 193 La. 445, 190 So. 640 (1939).

65. La. Act 198 of 1918, § 1.
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mortgage, and the court concluded that there was no intent to
make exception to Article 464 of the Civil Code, which declares
buildings to be immovable by nature.66
The other significant amendment to the Chattel Mortgage
Act provides that executory process is available as a remedy to
a chattel mortgagee even though the mortgage is evidenced by
an act under private signature instead of by an authentic act.67
The case of Osborne v. Mossler Acceptance Company,5 which
held that foreclosure of a chattel mortgage by executory process
was illegal in the absence of authentic proof, is thus disapproved
by the Legislature. The amendment is at variance with the
theory of executory process, which requires that every link in
the chain of proof be in authentic form.6 9 The change would seem
to be justified, however, in view of the tremendous number of
chattel mortgages which are executed daily in the offices of
moneylenders, automobile and appliance dealers, and the like.
Miscellaneous. Act 462 provides that real estate donated to
churches may be sold or encumbered without regard to conditions which may have been imposed on the donation, provided
that the property has been continuously used for the purpose
70
intended by the donation for over sixty years.
Quite frequently real estate donations to churches contain
the stipulation that the property will revert to the donor if and
when it is no longer used for church purposes. Such conditions
have been held perfectly valid and enforceable.71 There is no
reason why the Legislature cannot set up a sixty year limit to
such a condition. However, the instant act purports to do more.
Its title72 and phraseology indicate that it is to be given retrospective effect. To this extent the statute's constitutionality is
indeed questionable under the prohibition against the passage
73
of any law which impairs the obligation of contracts.
66. "Lands and buildings or other constructions, whether they have their
foundations in the soil or not, are immovable by their nature." Art. 464,
La. Civil Code of 1870.
67. La. Act 441 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 9:5363.
68. 214 La. 503, 38 So. 2d 151 (1948). See Miller, The Louisiana Chattel

Mortgage and Small Loan Acts, 23 Tulane L. Rev. 61, 70 et seq. (1948).
69. Miller, Lyon & Co. v. Cappell and Curry, 36 La. Ann. 264 (1884).
70. La. Act 462 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 9:2321-2322.
71. See Board of Trustees of Columbia Road Methodist
Church of Bogalusa v. Richardson, 216 La. 633, 44 So. 2d 321 (1950).

Episcopal

72. "An Act to quiet or perfect title to real estate donated to church or
religious representatives. ..."
73. La. Const. of 1921, Art. IV, § 15; U.S. Const. Art. I, § 10.
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Title 12: Corporationsand Associations
Nonprofit Corporations-Amendment of Articles. Corporations organized for religious purposes only are given an optional
method by which they may amend their articles of incorpora2
tion.1 Such corporations may amend their articles in any respect
provided (1) that thirty days written notice of the meeting is
sent to each member of the congregation at his last address, as
shown by the records of the corporation, and (2) that such notice
contains a fair summary of the proposed amendment. To be
validly adopted the amendment must be approved by two-thirds
of the members present at the meeting. This provision relieves
religious corporations from the necessity of using newspaper
advertisements 3 to give notice of meetings to amend the articles
of incorporation.
Foreign Corporations-MortgageLoans. A foreign corporation may qualify to do business in the State of Louisiana for the
sole purpose of making mortgage loans or purchasing and owning notes secured by mortgages on Louisiana property. 4 "Mortgage loans" is defined to mean loans on real property and movables located on mortgaged premises.
To qualify, such a corporation must file with the Secretary
of State a sworn statement of (1) the name and address of the
corporation attached to a copy of the articles of incorporation
authenticated according to the law of the state of organization;
(2) written designation of the Secretary of the State of Louisiana as its agent for service of process; and (3) a filing fee of
fifty dollars.
The corporation may sue and be sued in Louisiana courts.
It may acquire property by foreclosure or dation en paiement,
and "own [it] for a period not exceeding that permitted banks
in Louisiana." 5 Its operations must not violate the Small
Loan Law.
1. La. Act 83 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 12:134H.
2. Although the act states "in any respect," this probably does not permit
any kind of amendment which the statutes have heretofore prohibited. The
act gives religious corporations an alternative method of amendment "in
lieu of the procedure" required for other nonprofit corporations. La. Act 83
of 1952, § 1, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 12:134H.
3. La. R.S. 1950, 12:134(C).
4. La. Act 443 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 12:231-237.
5. The period referred to by this quoted portion of the act apparently
contemplates the five year limitation found in La. R.S. 1950, 6:240.
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The only taxes and fees the corporation is required to pay
are fifty dollars a year plus income tax, and city, parish and state
ad valorem taxes. The only reports the state requires to be filed
are those relating to such taxes.
I Financing Corporate Activities. The Legislature enacted a
proposal by the Louisiana Law InstituteO which gives public
utility corporations operated for profit, certain corporations being
named, 7 the power to subject their property to a mortgage
which describes the property .in general terms. Such a mortgage
is required to be recorded only in the real estate mortgage
records even though covering chattels unless it covers motor
coaches, busses, trolley coaches, street cars, automobiles, or
trucks, in which case it must be recorded in the chattel mortgage records also. The reinscription of such a mortgage in the
chattel mortgage records is necessary only after the same period
required for reinscription of conventional mortgages on immovables.
This problem was also dealt with by another act" which
amended Section 601 by providing that certain named corporations9 may impose on their property a mortgage, describing the
property in general terms, and that recordation is necessary only
in the real estate mortgage records.
Since certain corporations named in the amendment to R.S.
12:601 are also named in R.S. 12:602 it is possible for one of such
corporations, when attempting to place a mortgage on property
including trucks, et cetera, to be faced with the problem of
whether it is necessary to record it only in the real estate mortgage records as per R.S. 12:601 or in the chattel mortgage records
also as per R.S. 12: 602.
Title 13: Courts and Judicial Procedure
The salaries of the justices of the Supreme Court' and the
judges of the several courts of appeal 2 have been raised to $18,000
6. La. Act 131 of 1952, adding La. R.S. 1952, 12:602.
7. ". .. such as railroad, street railway, motor coach, trolley coach, bus,
canal, sewerage, waterworks, electric, gas, gas pipe line, water power, telegraph, or telephone utilities ...
" La. Act 131 of 1952, § 2, adding La. R.S.
Supp. 1952, 12:602.
8. La. Act 473 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 12:601.
9. ". . . electric light or power, waterworks, or gas light or fuel corporation ....
La. Act 473 of 1952, § 1, amending La. R.S. 1950, 12:601.
1. La. Act 30 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:102.
2. La. Act 30 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:311.
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and $15,000 respectively. Other changes affecting the administrative personnel of these courts were made.3
District court judges throughout the state received increases
in the basic salary paid them by the state; certain of these judges
also received increases in the amounts also paid to them by the
parishes of their districts. 4 Act 16, amending R.S. 13:691, is the
3. Salary increases were also granted to the crier of the Supreme Court
(La. Act 22 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:74), to the clerk and deputy
clerks of that tribunal (La. Act 23 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:122),
and to the clerks and deputy clerks of the several courts of appeal (La. Act
63 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:351, 354).
Act 24 increased from $9,000 to $11,000 the annual amount which the
clerk of the Supreme Court may retain from the collection of fees and
charges to pay the expenses of his office (La. Act 24 of 1952, amending La.
R.S. 1950, 13:124).
4. Section 692 of Title 13 (providing for additional compensation to be
paid certain district judges by the parishes comprising the district) has been
left in a rather confused state as the result of three acts of the Legislature.
Acts 17, 211 and 383 are all directed to the amendment of this section. Act 17
repealed Sections 692.1 and' 692.2, but the substance of the provisions of these
sections are largely retained in Section 692 as amended. The only substantive changes brought about by this amendment to Section 692 are (1)
that the fourteenth judicial district is directed to pay its district judge an
additional salary of $4,000 annually, instead of $2,500 as formerly, and (2)
that the various district judges of the nineteenth judicial district are each
to receive a total salary of $15,000, instead of $12,000. Act 211 amends only
Subsection A(1) of Section 692 by providing that the judge of the fourth
judicial district is to receive $2,000 instead of $1,000. Since Act 17 merely
reinstated this subesction as it was previously written, it would seem that
no conflict exists and that Section 692, as amended by Act 17, is further
amended by Act 211 with respect to this particular district. (Cf. State v.
St. Julian, La. Sup. Ct. Docket No. 41,020 [November 1952]).
Act 383 presents a more complicated problem, however. This act purports
to amend only Subsection A(2) of Section 692. As thus amended it would
read, "(2) The judges of the fourteenth and thirty-first judicial district
courts shall be paid two thousand five hundred dollars." A conflict arises
because Subsection A(2) was amended by Act 17 so as to remove the
fourteenth judicial district from this subsection and deal with it in Subsection A(3), where an increase to $4,000 is provided. It would seem that
when the Legislature enacted Act 383 it overlooked the amendment to the
numerical designation of the subsection made by Act 17. Since the -thirtyfirst district had not been treated previously by Section 692, the question
now arises as to whether the Legislature meant to give this judge an additional salary of $2,500 and nullify the raise given the fourteenth district judge
in Act 17 by restoring his additional compensation to $2,500. The case of
State v. St. Julian, La. Sup. Ct. Docket No. 41,020 (November 1952) would
seem to indicate that this would be the result the court would reach. In this
case, the court was presented with conflicting acts of the 1952 Legislature
and it held that, "This later act (Act 303 of 1952) impliedly repeals all of Act
158 of 1952 in conflict therewith because it is the last expression of the legislative will. . . . There is no other reasonable rule that could be applied to
conflicting statutes passed at the same session of the legislature than to
hold that the later expression of the legislative will must govern." Acts 17,
211 and 383 were approved by the Governor on June 17th, July 1st and July
10th of 1952, respectively. If the rationale in the St. Julian case were applied
to the instant problem, the result would be that the fourteenth and thirtyfirst districts would each be composed of two parishes and the judge of
each district would receive $2,500.
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general provision elevating basic salaries of district judgesOrleans Parish excepted-from $8,000 to $10,000.
In Orleans Parish, the basic salaries of the civil district
judges 5 and of the criminal district judges 6 has been elevated in
each case from $7,500 to $10,000, with the responsibility on the
City of New Orleans to add $2,500 and $5,000, respectively, to the
salaries paid by the State Treasurer.
The juvenile court judges of both Caddo 7 and Orleans Parishes8 have been favored with income increases, the former now
to receive the same salary as the district judges of the first judicial district and the latter to receive $10,000 annually.
There were also amendments affecting the compensation paid
to the clerks of the district courts.9 Provisions were made for an
additional judge for the fifteenth judicial district. 10
Act 134 of 1952 added Section 586 to Title 13, providing that
during the absence of a district judge, or during his incapacity,
the judge of an adjoining district may issue any orders which the
absent judge could grant if present.
Clerks of Court. Several changes of significance have been
effected with respect to the clerks of court retirement and relief
fund. An amendment to R.S. 13:936D increases the amount of
payments due the surviving spouse from $45 monthly to $75
monthly, and increases the allowances for each dependent from
$10 monthly to $25 monthly." R.S. 13:938 formerly provided that
5. La. Act 16 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:1141.
6. La. Act 16 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:1341.
7. La. Act 16 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1952, 13:1564. La. Act 419 places
the cost of the court entirely on the Parish of Caddo and relieves the City
of Shreveport from payment of any of these costs. La. Act 419 of 1952,
amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:1565.
8. La. Act 16 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:1566.

9. The maximum compensation of the clerks of the various district
courts, excepting Orleans Parish, has been raised from $7,200 to $8,000 annu-

ally. At the same time the minimum was raised from $3,600 to $4,200. Now
clerks

of district courts in

parishes other than Orleans with more than

150,000 population will receive a fixed annual salary of $10,000. La. Act 70 of
1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:782.
The salaries of the clerk (La. Act 75 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,

13:1371) and deputy clerks (La. Act 76 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
13:1372) of the criminal district court of Orleans have also been increased.
Act 451 raised the salary of the minute clerk and court reporter. And

their appointment is made permissive rather than mandatory. The act also
provides that the minute clerk for the criminal district court of Orleans
Parish shall also act as ex-ofilcio minute clerk when that court sits en bane.
La. Act 451 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:1373A.

10. La. Act 161 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:624. Court reporters were
also provided for this district.
La. Act 486 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:968. This act also provides
for appointment, duties, salaries and fees for the clerks.
11. La. Act 182 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:936D.
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a clerk voluntarily resigning before he or she had served a sufficient number of years to receive retirement benefits, but after
five years service, was entitled to withdraw 50 per cent of the
money he or she had paid into the fund. Now, a clerk retiring
prior to the time when he would be entitled to full retirement
benefits may withdraw 80 per cent of the money paid in, pro12
vided, however, that such clerk has served at least one year.
The clerks of the Supreme Court and the courts of appeal
were given the right to participate in the Clerks Retirement
Bill.13
In cases where persons have the right to litigate without the
payment of cost or the giving of bond the clerk of court may now
sign the order permitting such action.'4 Clerks are now also
authorized to procure insurance to cover liability for acts of
negligence committed by them or their deputies, and charge the
cost of same to office expense.' 5 The ten dollar fee for preparing
transcripts of appeal in criminal cases must now be paid the
clerk by the parish. In cases where the defendant pays the costs
of the prosecution the ten dollar fee paid by the defendant shall
be paid into the parish treasury.' 6 Where the sheriff actually
collects a forfeited bail bond, he must pay therefrom two dollars
and fifty cents as the clerk's fee.' 7
City and Municipal Courts. Various acts were approved
which effected changes in the salaries of city court judges, 8
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

La. Act 99 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 13:938.
La. Act 533 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:941.
La. Act 485 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:901.
La. Act 369 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:758.
La. Act 339 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:846.
Ibid.
Bogalusa City Court-La. Act 464 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,

13:2092. There is an increase from $2,400 a year plus fees to $3,600 a year
plus fees and there is a change in the portions of such salary paid by the
city and parish.
Hammond City Court-La. Act 189 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
13:2167. The salary is raised from $2,400 to $3,600 a year, and travel expenses
are allowed for exercising duties with respect to criminal or juvenile cases.
Monroe City Court-La. Act 421 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2304.
Instead of the $4,200 a year payable % by the City of Monroe and % by the
Parish of Ouachita (as was formerly provided), the judge of this court now
Is to receive, in addition to fees, a minimum salary of $330 a month from
the City of Monroe and $175 a month from the Parish of Ouachita. Similar
provisions are made by La. Act 116 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2304.
Shreveport City Court-La. Act 183 of 1952,. amending La. R.S. 1950,
13:2444. Formerly the judge received a salary of $4,800 a year, which was
paid 1h by the City of Shreveport and % by the Parish of Caddo, and in
addition he received fees equal to those paid a justice of the peace in all
civil cases involving less than $100. Now the compensation for the judge is
a fixed salary of $12,000 a year, and the City of Shreveport pays the entire
amount.
Second City Court of New Orleans--La. Act 541 of 1952, amending La.
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marshals, 19 and clerks of city courts.20 Additional changes were
R.S. 1950, 13:1981. The judge of this court received a salary raise from
$5,000 to $7,000 a year.
Municipal Court of New Orleans-La. Act 176 of 1952, amending La. R.S.
1950, 13:2492(c). The salary of the judges of this court was raised from $6,500
to $7,500 a year.
19. Hammond-La. Act 189 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2169. The
salary paid to this officer was raised from $1,200 to $2,400 a year. And
traveling expenses of $50 a month are now allowed. The salary and traveling
expenses are to be paid % by the City of Hammond and % by the Parish
of Tangipahoa.
Lake Charles-La. Act 64 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2256. Formerly the deputy marshal received $2,000 annually as a minimum, with a
provision that he might receive an additional sum of $400 paid % by the
City of Lake Charles and I- by the Parish of Calcasieu. Now he is to
receive $3,000 annually as a minimum, but may receive an additional sum
of $300 paid '/2 by the City of Lake Charles and % by the Parish of
Calcasieu.
Minden-La. Act 221 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2286. The salary
was raised from $2,000 to $3,600 a year.
Monroe-La. Act 421 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2308. Formerly
this marshal received a salary of $3,000 a year payable ' by the City of
Monroe and Y, by the Parish of Ouachita. Now he is to receive, as minima,
$137.50 a month from the City of Monroe and $125 a month from the Parish
of Ouachita. Similar provisions are made by La. Act 116 of 1952, amending
La. R.S. 1950, 13:2308.
Morgan City-La. Act 500 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2339. The
salary paid this officer was raised from $800 to $1,200 a year.
Natchitoches--La. Act 237 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2365. Formerly this officer was paid $1,800 a year, of which the City of Natchitoches
and the Parish of Natchitoches each paid 'h. Now he is to receive $2,700 a
year, of which the city is to pay % and the parish is to pay '. This act
also makes the marshal both a deputy city tax collector and a deputy city
license tax collector.
New Iberia-La. Act 515 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2385. The
salary paid this officer was raised from $1.800 to $3,600 a year.
Shreveport-La. Act 183 of 1952, amendinZ La. R.S. 1950, 13:2446. The
salary paid this officer was raised from $3.500 to $8.500 a year. but all fees
previouslv paid to the marshal are now payable to the City of Shreveport.
20. Bossier City-La. Act 113 of 1952. amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2116.
Formerly this officer received a salary of $1.200 a year. which was paid
each by both Bosqier City and the Parish of Bossier. Now he is to receive
$3.000 a vear-.125 a month from Bossier City, and $125 a month from the
Parish of Bossier.
Hammond--La. Act 189 of 1952, amendinz La. R.S. 1050, 13:2171. This
salary change for this office wa.q a raise from $1,200 to $2.100 a year.
Minden-La. Act 222 of 19152. amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2284. This
officer's salary was raised from $900 to $1,800 a year.
Monroe--La. Act 421 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950. 13:2305. Formerly
this clerk received a salary of $3,000 a year, paid ' by the City of Monroe
and ' by the Parish of Ouachita. Now he will receive, as minima, $220 a
month from the City of Monroe and $125 a month from the Parish of
Ouachita. Similar provisions are made by La. Act 116 of 1952, amending
La. R.S. 1950, 13:2305.
Morgan City-La. Act 500 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2340. This
officer's salary was raised from $600 to $900 a year.
Second City Court of New Orleans-La. Act 371 of 1952, amending La.
R.S. 1950, 13:1983. This officer's salary was raised from $2,100 to $2,800
a year.
Municipal Court of City of New Orleans-La. Act 176 of 1952, amending
La. R.S. 1950, 13:2495. This officer's salary was raised from $5,000 to $6,000
a year.
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made in the fees collectable by the constable in the City of
21
New Orleans.
Other changes of local importance were made in certain city
22
courts of the state.
Service of Process. Under Act 27823 if the sheriff is unable
to serve process within twenty days or fails to locate the party to
be served, the court may, upon. proper motion, appoint anyone
of age to serve process. However, the court cannot appoint any
interested party or attorney therefor to serve the process. Service
in such a case is to be proyed in the same manner as other facts.
In such cases the party cast is to pay no more than the sheriff's
fees would have been.
Pre-Trial Procedure. By Act 84 of 1952 the Legislature
amended R.S. 13:5151 dealing with pre-trial conferences. No
longer need the conference take place "preceding trial." In addition to the things previously listed, the pre-trial conference may
21. La. Act 244 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:1990.
22. Act 183 provides an additional section and procedure for election of
a judge for that section in the city court of Shreveport. It also designates
the senior judge and makes the court one of record except when exercising
jurisdiction previously exercised by justices of the peace. The judge must
have been a licensed attorney for five years prior to election and a one-month
vacation Is provided him. La. Act 183 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
13:2442-2444.
There were changes in the jurisdiction of the City Court of Monroe.
Probably the most significant change made was that the jurisdictional
amount was increased from $500 to $1,000 "inclusive of interest and attorney's fees." Where the amount in contest is $100, or less, "exclusive of interest," the pleadings are to be oral. Before, this amount was "exclusive of
interest and attorney's fees." (La. Act 421 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
13:2302, 2303, 2305, 2308, 2313). Similar provisions were made by La. Act 116
of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2302, 2303, 2305, 2308, 2313.
Act 189 raised the jurisdiction of the Hammond City Court In regard to
the amount in dispute from a maximum of $300 to a maximum of $1,000 since
the United States census of 1950 showed the population of Hammond and
the Seventh Ward of Tangipahoa Parish to exceed 20,000. La. Act 189 of
1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2161, 2169, 2171.
Act 188 divides the first city court of New Orleans into three sections,
providing for election of judges and stipulating as to which shall be the
presiding judge of the court. La. Act 188 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952,
13:1927-1929.
Act 464 Increases the jurisdiction of the Bogalusa City Court from a
maximum of $300 to a maximum of $1,000. It provides that the pleading and
practice may be similar to that used in justice of the peace courts when the
amount Involved is less than $100, and where the amount involved exceeds
$100 pleading shall be governed by the rules applicable to district courts,
the city court being then a court of record. An exception, however, is that
preliminary defaults shall not be required in any cases. Civil appeals from
this court are also regulated by this act along with the qualifications, term,
compensation, vacation, absence and recusation of the judge. La. Act 464 of
1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:2091-2093.
23. La. Act 278 of 1952, adding La. Supp. 1952, 13:3484.
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consider (1) the necessity or desirability of amendments to the
pleadings, and (2) limitation on the number of expert witnesses.
Act 84 also repealed Section 5152, relating to the order reciting
the action taken at the conference, and incorporated the substance
of its provisions into the amended Section 5151.
Depositions and Discovery. Probably the greatest single
deficiency of modern Louisiana practice heretofore has been
the lack of an adequate discovery procedure. 24 This defiiciency
has now been removed by the adoption of Act 202 of 1952,25 which
supplies a modem and effective discovery practice and (since the
two are almost inseparably connected) also provides a new set
of rules for the taking of testimony by deposition. The primary
source of Act 202 was the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
applicable to depositions and discovery, 26 but some slight modi24. Comment, 2 LoUISIANA LAW REVIEw 525 (1940).
25. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:3741 through 13:3794. Professor Leon D.
Hubert, Jr., of Tulane University College of Law, drafted this statute. This
draft was approved with slight modification by the Council of the Louisiana
State Law Institute, and was introduced in and steered through the Legislature of Louisiana by the Honorable Albert B. Koorie, member of the New
Orleans Bar and a Representative from Orleans Parish.
26. The sources of the new statutory provisions, as indicated by the
Louisiana State Law Institute, are as follows:
Sub-Part A. General Provisions Applicable to Depositions and Discovery
R.S. Title 13,
Other:
Federal Rule:
Section:
29
3741
45 (d, 2)
3742
R.S. 13:3773; Art. 425,
3743
(Rule 28 rejected)
La. Code of Practice
3744
32
26 (d)
3745
26 (e)
3746
26 (f)
3747
R.S. 13:3773
3748
Sub-Part B. Taking of Depositions
R.S. Title 13,
Section:
3751
3752
3753

Federal Rule:
27 (a)
28 (a, b, c)
27 (b)

Other:

Sub-Part C. Depositions Upon Oral Examination
R.S. Title 13,
Section:
3751
3762
3763
3764
3765
3766
3767

Federal Rule:
30 (a)
30 (b)
30 (c)
30 (d)
30 (e)
30 (f)
30 (g)

Other:
Hickman amendment
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fication of the source provisions was made to adapt them for
more effective use in the Louisiana courts.
The new legislation expressly repeals all of the Code of
Practice articles applicable to depositions on written interrogatories,27 interrogatories on facts and articles, 28 and perpetuation
of testimony. 29 New procedural rules are integrated into the
Revised Statutes, as Part III of Chapter 17 of Title 13 thereof,
and replace the former statutory sections relating to depositions
on oral examination,3 0 which are repealed. These new statutory
provisions will be discussed below in the order in which they are
arranged in Act 202. The references as to their sources, the modification thereof and the reasons therefor, are based upon the
notes of the Law Institute Reporter on this legislation.
Sub-Part A. General Provisions Applicable to
Depositions and Discovery
Complete flexibility concerning deposition procedure is
afforded by Section 13:374131 which provides that "if the parties
so stipulate in writing, depositions may be taken by any person,
at any time or place, upon any notice, and in any manner and
Sub-Part D.
R.S. Title 13,
Section:

Depositions Upon Written Interrogatories

3771
3772
3773

Federal Rule:

Other:

31 (a)
31 (b,c)
31 (d)
Sub-Part E.

Miscellaneous Discovery Devices

R.S. Title 18,
Section:

Federal Rule:

3781
3782
3783

33
34
35

3784

36

Other:

Rule 35, Utah Rules of
Procedure

Sub-Part F. Refusal to Make Discovery; Consequences
R.S. Title 1S,
Section:
Federal Rule:
Other:
3791
37 (a)
3792
37 (b)
3793
37 (c)
3794
37 (d)
27. Articles 138, 424-429, and 431-439.
28. Articles 347-356.
29. Articles 430 and 440.
30. La. R.S. 1950, 13:3771-13:3785.
31. This section is taken verbatim from Federal Rule 29. Apparently to
emphasize the freedom of the litigants to vary the prescribed procedure by
written stipulation, the Council of the Law Institute made this the Initial
section of the new legislation.
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when so taken may be used like other depositions. '32 The succeeding section, providing the place where the depositions are to
be taken, removes an obscurity in our former depositions procedure.33 Under the new rule, the deposition of a resident witness
is to be taken in the parish where he resides or is employed or
tral.sacts his business in person; the deposition of a nonresident
witness is to be taken in the parish where he is served with a
subpoena. In the case of both resident and nonresident witnesses,
the court is authorized to designate some other convenient place
for taking the deposition.
Rejecting the broader provisions of the corresponding Federal
Rule,3 4 Section 13:3743 retains the former Louisiana provision3 5
that "depositions shall be taken before an officer authorized to
administer oaths, who is not an employee or attorney of any of
the parties or otherwise interested in the outcome of the case."
Through the rule to use the depositions in evidence, our
former deposition procedure permitted the foreclosure of technical objections to the depositions or to the procedure under
which they were taken.3 6 Section 13:3744 more effectively accomplishes the same result by following the Federal Rule3 7 treating
all such objections as waived unless seasonably raised. Another
change in procedure is made by Section 13:3745, governing the
use of the depositions. Formerly, even the deposition of a witness residing in the parish where the trial was to be had could
be taken and used despite his availability as a witness on the
trial of the case.38 The new procedural rule permits the use of the
deposition normally only when the witness is unavailable at the
trial of the case, but states that "when such exceptional circum32. Rule 29, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and La. R.S. Supp. 1952,
13:3741, as added by La. Act 202 of 1952.
33. La. R.S. 1950, 13:3773, governing depositions on oral examination, was
silent as to the place where the depositions were to be taken. Article 425 of
the Code of Practice, applicable only to depositions on written interrogatories, was repealed by La. Act 202 of 1952. This article required the commission to be directed to "some, judge or justice of the peace of the place
where such witness resides"; thus It inferentially required the deposition to
be taken at the witness' residence.
34. Rule 28, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This rule permits the
depositions to be taken anywhere In the United States before an officer
authorized to administer oaths, "or before a person appointed by the court
in which the action was pending."
35. La. R.S. 1950, 13:3773.
36. Art. 439, La. Code of Practice of 1870 (depositions on written Interrogatories) and La. R.S. 1950, 13:3776 (depositions on oral examination).
37. The source of the new statutory provision is Rule 26 (d), Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.
38. La. R.S. 1950, 13:3777 through 13:3785.
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stances exist as to make it desirable, in the interest of justice and
with due regard to the importance of presenting the testimony
of witnesses orally in open court," the court may allow the deposition to be used.39
Section 13:3748, based upon Federal Rule 26 (e), changes the
former Louisiana rule 40 to some extent, by permitting objections
to the competency of the witness (or to the competency or relevancy of the testimony) to be made on the trial when the deposition is offered in evidence. Section 13:3746 provides that "a
party shall not be deemed to make a person his own witness for
any purpose by taking his deposition." It is the use of the deposition in evidence, for any purpose other than contradicting or
impeaching the witness, 4 1 which makes the deponent the party's
witness.
Under Section 13:3748 the compulsory process to compel the
appearance and testimony of the witness, in any deposition taken
outside Louisiana, is to be governed4 2 by the law of the place
where such deposition is to be taken.
Sub-Part B. Taking of Depositions
The procedure for perpetuating testimony prior to suit is
substantially the same under Section 13:3751 as under Federal
Rule 27 (a), but slight modification of the language of the source
provisions was made to integrate the new section with Louisiana
39. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:3745, as added by La. Act 202 of 1952. Since
this section retains the rule that a witness residing in a parish other than
that In which the trial is to be had may be subpoenaed if he does not live
more than 100 miles from the place where the trial is to be held (first provided by La. Act 326 of 1942 and retained by La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:3661), the
new provision may make it extremely difficult to present the testimony of
busy professional witnesses, such as medical experts and even physicians
who had treated the plaintiff. It is hoped that the courts will consider this
such an exceptional circumstance as would justify permission to use the
deposition in evidence, despite the theoretical availability of subpoenaing
him to testify in open court on the trial of the case.
40. Under La. R.S. 1950,-13:3779 and 3780 (depositions on oral examination) apparently objections to the competency of the witness, or to the competency or relevancy of the testimony, had to be made at the time of the
taking of the deposition. But see, however, Art. 439, La. Code of Practice of
1870 (depositions on written interrogatories) which apparently permitted
such objections to be made when the deposition was offered in evidence.
41. See also, La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:3745, as added by La. Act 202 of 1952,
which allows use of the deposition without making the deponent the party's
witness not only for purposes of contradiction and impeachment, but also
when the deposition of an adverse party or his representative is taken.
42. Since most American states have adopted the Uniform Foreign
Depositions Act, and the remainder and practically all foreign countries have
procedural counterparts thereof, there should be no difficulty about their
honoring a commission or order to take depositions issuing out of a Louisiana
court.
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practice. The greatest obstacle to any effective use of our former
procedure for the perpetuation of testimony-the rule that if the
testimony of the adverse party was taken he would thus be made
the witness of the party seeking to perpetuate his testimony 43has now been removed. Section 13:3751 (c) provides that "the
deposition of an expected adverse party may be taken under the
44
provisions of R.S. 13:3662 and R.S. 13:3663."
Section 13:3752, governing the taking of depositions pending
trial, should also prove to be one of the most effective media for
the discovery of evidence peculiarly within the knowledge of the
adverse party. This section permits the taking of the testimony
of any person, including a party, by depositions under either oral
examination or written interrogatories. Leave of court is not
necessary, unless the plaintiff serves notice of his intention to
take such depositions within fifteen days after commencement
of the action. Compulsory attendance of witnesses is insured
through the "use of subpoena as for witnesses in trials." Subsection B of this section broadens the scope of examination by
extending it to any "matter, not privileged, which is relevant to
the subject matter involved in the pending action, whether it
relates to the demand or defense, . . .including the existence,
description, nature, custody, condition and location of any books,
document, or other tangible things and the identity and location
of persons having knowledge of relevant facts." This subsection
also provides that "it is not ground for objection that the testimony will be inadmissible at the trial if the testimony appears
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence." Examination and cross-examination of the deponent is
permitted as on the trial of the case.
A completely new concept of the taking of depositions is
provided by Section 13:3753, permitting the taking of depositions
after trial. This new provision, taken literally from Federal Rule
27 (b), should further the interests of justice in the future by
permitting the perpetuation of testimony discovered after the
trial, for use if the case is reopened, or remanded for further proceedings on appeal.
Sub-Part C. Depositions Upon Oral Examination
Section 13:3761 requires that reasonable notice of the inten43. State ex rel. Batt v. Rome, 172 La. 856, 135 So. 610 (1931).
44. The references are to the statutory provisions permitting the crossexamination of an adversary.
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tion to take depositions on oral examination must be given the
adverse party. This notice must set forth the time and place for
taking the deposition and the name and address of each person
to be examined.
Considerable discretion is vested in the trial judge by Section
13:3762, which prescribes the orders which the court may render
for the protection of both the adverse party and the deponents. 4
This section is much broader than its source provision as it
includes the so-called Hickman amendment 4 to Rule 30 (b) proposed by the Federal Committee on Rules of Civil Procedure but
never adopted by the United States Supreme Court. This amendment was intended to prevent the compulsory production or
inspection of the "work product" of the adverse party, his attorneys and agents. The Council of the Louisiana State Law Institute "out-Hickmanned" the Hickman amendment by including
the "work product" of the adverse party's experts within the
statutory prohibtion.
Section 13:3763 contains the universal requirements concerning the record of the deponent's examination, the administration of the oath, the objections to the qualifications of the
officer taking the deposition, or to the manner of taking it, and
the questions and answers. A very helpful provision permits the
adverse party, in lieu of participating in the oral examination, to
transmit written interrogatories to the officer taking the testimony
who must propound them to the witness and record his answers
thereto.
45. "The court in which the action is pending may make an order that
the deposition shall not be taken, or that it may be taken only at some designated time or place other than that stated in the notice, or that it may be
taken on written interrogatories, or that certain matters shall not be
inquired into, or that the scope of the examination shall be limited to
certain matters, or that the examination shall be held with no one present
except the parties to the action and their officers or council, or that after
being sealed the deposition shall be opened only by order of the court, or
that secret processes, developments, or research need not be disclosed, or
that the parties shall simultaneously file specified documents of information
enclosed in sealed envelopes to be opened as directed by the court; or the
court may make any other order which justice requires to protect the party
or witness from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue expense."
46. The provision is so called because it sought to prevent the practice,
upheld by the trial court in Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947), of forcing
counsel for a prospective defendant to disclose all notes or memoranda which
he had prepared for the defense of the case. This amendment was not
adopted by the Supreme Court of the United States, probably for the reason
that it felt that its decision in the Hickman case, that the "work product"
of an attorney for one of the parties should not be produced or inspected
under compulsion unless "good cause" therefor was shown by the moving
party, satisfactorily solved the problem.
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A considerable measure of protection is afforded both the
deponent and the adverse party under Section 13:3764, which
permits the court in which the action is pending to terminate
or limit the examination, "upon a showing that [it] is being conducted in bad faith or in such manner as unreasonably to annoy,
embarrass, or oppress the deponent or party."
The last three sections of this sub-part contain only routine
47
provisions.
Sub-Part D. Depositions Upon Written Interrogatories
Section 13:3771 makes slight modification of the language of
Federal Rule 31 (a) ,48 so as to retain Louisiana procedural rules
which are simpler and have long proven satisfactory. This section provides that a party desiring to take the deposition of any
person upon written interrogatories shall serve them upon the
adverse party with a notice stating the name and address of
the person who is to answer them, and the name, title and
address of the officer before whom the deposition is to be taken.
Five days are allowed the adverse party to serve his cross
interrogatories. The following section prescribes the requirements for the recordation of the administration of the oath, of
the answers to the interrogatories, and of the transmittal of the
completed deposition to the clerk of the trial court. Notice of the
filing of the deposition is to be given the adverse party by the
party taking the testimony.
Section 13:3773 authorizes the trial judge to make any order
with respect to the taking and use of the deposition under written
interrogatories that he is permitted to make in connection with
the deposition on oral examination.
47. Section 13:3765 prescribes the requirements of submission of the
recorded testimony to the witness, the indication of any changes made
therein, and the signing of the deposition by the witness. The latter may be
dispensed with under written stipulation of the parties, or where the witness
is ill or absent from the parish where the deposition was taken, or cannot be
found or refuses to sign the deposition. Section 13:3766 prescribes the
manner of certifying the deposition and transmitting It to the clerk of the
trial court for filing, where it is to remain available for inspection. Notice of
such filing must be given the adverse parties by the party taking the deposition. Section 13:3767 prescribes the penalties which may be imposed upon
the party seeking to take the deposition, and who fails to attend the examination or fails to serve a subpoena upon the witness in time to procure his
attendance at the examination.
48. The new section contemplates only direct and cross interrogatories
and allows only five days for the service of the latter, while its source provisions sanction additionally redirect and recross interrogatories and grant
ten days for the service of cross interrogatories.
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Sub-Part E. Miscellaneous Discovery Devices
Some slight modification of the language of Federal Rule 33
is made by Section 13:3781, governing interrogatories to parties,
so as to conform to certain rules relating to the former interrogatories on facts and articles which long experience had proven
satisfactory. 49 This section permits any party to serve upon any
adverse party written interrogatories, which must be answered
fully and in writing, and these answers are to be served upon
the propounding party. These interrogatories, which may relate
to any matters which can be inquired into in taking depositions
on oral examination pending trial, should prove a definite
improvement over the old interrogatories on facts and articles,
whose usefulness had long been circumscribed by the requirement that they be so phrased as to permit of a categorical answer.
The Council of the Law Institute, at the time of its consideration
of the proposed legislation, was of the opinion that these interrogatories could be used, in lieu of interrogatories on facts and
articles, in propounding the decisory oath sanctioned by Article
50
2275 of the Civil Code.
Section 13:3782 provides that, upon motion of any party
showing good cause therefor, the trial court may: (1) order any
party to produce and permit the inspection and copying or photographing of any designated books, papers, documents or other
tangible things; and (2) order any party to permit entry upon
designated land or other property for the purpose of inspecting,
measuring, surveying or photographing the property or any designated object or operation thereof.
Considerable improvement over the Louisiana jurisprudential
rule requiring submission of the plaintiff to a physical examination 5l is made by Section 13:3783. This section provides that in
any action in which the physical or mental condition of a party
49. Under Section 13:3781, "the interrogatories may accompany the petition or be served after commencement of the action and without leave of
court." Federal Rule 33 does not permit the interrogatories to accompany
the petition, and requires leave of court if they are filed within ten days of
the commencement of the action. The new Louisiana section permits written
objections to be made to the interrogatories, but unlike its source provisions,
"does not require service of a notice of hearing the objections at the earliest
practicable time." The hearing on the objections, in Louisiana, is left for
determination by the local rules or customs of the particular trial court.
50. McMahon, Louisiana Practice 109 (Supp. 1952).
51. Under Kennedy v. New Orleans Railway & Light Co., 142 La. 879, 77
So. 777 (1918), and Bailey v. Fisher, 11 La. App. 187, 123 So. 166 (1929), our
courts held that while a plaintiff could not be compelled to submit to a
physical examination, if he denied defendant's request therefor, his evidence
as to his physical condition would be excluded on objection as being ex parte
evidence which would deny defendant due process of law.
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is in controversy, the court may order him to submit to a physical
or mental examination by a physician. The party examined is
entitled to a copy of the report of such examination, as well as
copies of the reports of all previous examinations made at the
instance of the other party. By requesting a copy of the report
of the examination ordered by the court, the party examined
waives any privilege he may have had regarding the testimony
of all persons who have examined or will examine him.
Sub-Part F. Refusal to Make Discovery; Consequences
Most effective sanctions are provided by this sub-part for a
refusal to cooperate in efforts to obtain evidence under the various discovery devices. Section 13:3791 permits the party seeking
to take the deposition or propounding the interrogatories to the
adverse party, on the refusal of the latter or any witness to
answer, to apply to the court where the action is pending to
compel an answer. If the motion is granted, the court orders the
witness or party to answer, and assesses reasonable costs and
attorney's fees upon the refusing party or deponent, or the attorney advising the refusal to answer, or upon both. Conversely, if the
court finds that the motion to compel an answer was made without justification, reasonable costs and attorney's fees are assessed
against the mover or the attorney advising the motion, or upon
both. Section 13:3792, providing penalties for the failure to
comply with an order of court, treats as a contempt of court
any refusal of a witness to be sworn, or the refusal of a party or
witness to comply with an order compelling an answer to an interrogatory or question. Further, under this section, if any party or
his representative fails to comply with any order of court rendered under authority of the provisions of Sections 13:3781
through 13:3783, "the court may make such orders in regard to
the refusal as are just, and among others the following: "(1) an
order that the facts sought to be proven thereby are considered
established for the purposes of the action; (2) an order refusing
to allow the disobedient party to support or oppose designated
demands or defenses or prohibiting him from introducing designated evidence; (3) an order striking out pleadings, or staying
proceedings until the order is complied with, or dismissing the
action or rendering judgment by default against the disobedient
52
party; or (4) adjudging the offending party guilty of contempt.
52. An exception, however, is made where a party disobeys an order to

submit to a physical or mental examination.
"The language of Sub-section (A) of this section was changed by the Law
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The concluding provisions of the new legislation, embodied
in Section 13:3794, afford specific penalties to be imposed upon
the party when the latter, or an officer or managing agent thereof,
fails to appear before the officer designated to take his deposition,
or when the party fails to answer interrogatories served upon
him. Under any of these circumstances, on motion and notice
the court may strike out any pleading of the offending party, or
enter a default judgment against him.
Evidence. Prior to the 1952 legislation, R.S. 13:3714 provided
that when certified copies of the charts or records of either of
the charity hospitals in this state, signed by proper authority, are
offered in evidence they should be accepted as prima facie proof
of their contents. As amended, 53 this section also applies to the
charts or records of veterans hospitals in Louisiana.
Section 3720 (dealing with the admissibility of instruments
attested by witnesses and accompanied by affidavit) was amended
to provide that as to such instruments executed outside the state
"the fact that the notary public is one of the witnesses to either
the instrument itself or the attestation thereof or both shall not
affect the validity or admissibility of the document as set forth
in" this section. These new provisions 54 apply to documents executed previous to as well as subsequent to the day on which the
provisions become effective.
Under Act 10515 a person taking a written statement from an
injured person must furnish, upon request, a maximum of two
copies thereof to the injured person making the statement. A
refusal to furnish such copies causes the statement to be inadmissible as evidence in civil actions.
Act 33756 authorizes the photographing or photostating of
certain business records and the destruction of the originals, and
provides for the introduction in evidence of such copy or reproduction. It is important to note, however, that the original recInstitute from its source provision so as to require that a witness' refusal to
answer any question after being required to do so would constitute a contempt of the court of the parish where the deposition is being taken. This
change was made because of a doubt as to whether the court where the

action was pending could punish for contempt a witness living in a distant
parish, where the deposition was being taken. For this reason, it was decided
to make the contempt that of the district court of the parish where the
deposition is being taken." McMahon, Louisiana Practice 114 (Supp. 1952).
53. La. Act 519 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:3714.

54. La. Act 470 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:3720.
55. La. Act 104 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:3732.
56. La. Act 337 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:3733.
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ords pertaining to claims, taxes, and reports due the state or any
of its agencies must be preserved for a minimum of five years.
Duty of Support: Enforcement. The Legislature passed two
different acts17 directed toward the solution of the same problem. Each of these acts seeks to provide proceedings, for or
against nonresidents, to enforce the duty to support dependents.
Act 492 is directed to the juvenile and/or district courts of
every parish. It provides that these courts may take testimony
in proceedings for the support of certain dependents residing
within their jurisdiction when the person owing the duty to
support resides in a state, territory, et cetera, having similar or
reciprocal laws. Upon complaint by or on behalf of the dependent, a transcript of such testimony, together with reports and
recommendations may then be forwarded to the appropriate official in such other jurisdiction. Upon complaint the juvenile and/or
district court may also order any person legally liable therefor
under its jurisdiction to provide adequate support for any dependents in other jurisdictions where similar laws are in force.
Either plaintiff or defendant may cross-examine by deposition.
And where the Louisiana court is seeking to enforce the rights
of an out-of-state dependent, interrogatories or depositions may
be taken within or without the state. In the case of dependent
children the order of support is not affected by the existence or
absence of a separation, divorce, or annulment between the
parents. The juvenile and/or district court may make any order
necessary to enforce that procedure. All sums received are to be
sent to the court under whose jurisdiction the dependents reside
and the costs of the proceedings may be taxed against the defendant. If the defendant in another state submits to and complies
with the order of support of the court of that state, during the
period of compliance, he will not be subject to extradition under
an indictment for desertion or nonsupport entered in the courts
of this state.
Act 510 proposes to adopt the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act. In essence it provides similar procedures
to those provided in Act 492, but it seems to apply to the juvenile
and not the district courts of this state. It does go into detail,
however. It provides a definition of terms, makes a husband and
wife competent witnesses as to any relevant matter, and removes
57. La. Act 492 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1601-1609; La. Act 510 of
1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1651-1668.
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any privilege against disclosure of communications between husband and wife in such proceedings. Provision is made for extradition, but relief from extradition is granted to a defendant who
complies with the court order. Should the state or political subdivision furnish support to an obligee, it may utilize the provisions of this act to secure reimbursement of expenditures. The
provisions for instituting suit in this state for support of nonresidents seem to differ under these two acts. Under Act 492 the
transcripts and records from the initiating state are sent to the
juvenile officer or other officer of the parish having jurisdiction
over the defendant, and that officer presents the complaint to the
juvenile or district court. 58 Under Act 510 the initiating state
sends copies of the petition to the court having jurisdiction over
the defendant, and the district attorney is notified to represent
the plaintiff.59 Similar differences seem to exist in the provisions
of the two acts relative to this state's acting as the initiating
state. Act 492 provides 0 that testimony and other necessary
records be sent to such official in the other state as is authorized
to receive them. Act 510 provides6 1 that the petition be certified
and sent to the court of the other state having jurisdiction over
the defendant. The other provisions seem to set out in greater
detail the same procedure for enforcement of the debt, and the
rights and duties of the court as provided in Act 492. Although
there is no basic conflict between the two acts, it is submitted
that in the interests of uniformity the two acts have been integrated into a single statute.
Juvenile Probation Service. A minimum juvenile probation
service is made available by Act 11862 to any court with juvenile
jurisdiction requesting it of the Department of Public Welfare. 63
The Juvenile Probation Advisory Council, consisting of fifteen
members appointed by the Governor, is established as an advisory body to work jointly with the Commissioner of Public
Welfare. 4 The duties of the council are to define and set up a
minimum basic juvenile probation service for the courts, to
develop policies and establish standards for the service to be
rendered, to determine the duties of the juvenile court workers
58. La. Act 492 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1602.
59. La. Act 510 of 1952, § 12; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1662.

60. La. Act 492 of 1952, § 1; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1601.
61. La. Act 510 of 1952, § 11; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1661.

62. La. Act 118 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1593-1598.
63. This service is rendered through a specialized section of the division
of probation of the department. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1594.
64. La. Act 118 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1594.
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and the relationship of their work to that of other court personnel,
and to engage in long range planning for the improvement of the
service. 65 The availability of this juvenile probation service does
not prevent a court from employing its own personnel in addition
to that furnished by the department.6
Judicial Sale: Deficiency Judgment. An important proviso
has been added to the statute which prevents the obtaining of a
deficiency judgment by a creditor who has invoked a judicial
sale without appraisement. Now it is made clear that if the
obligation is secured by the mortgage or pledge of other property
in addition to that foreclosed against, the foreclosure without
appraisement does not prejudice the right of the creditor to
proceed against such other property, "but there shall be no right
'6 7
to a deficiency judgment against said debtor.
Partition of Real Estate. Act 4 0 3 6s deals with partitions of
real property in which one or more co-owners are not parties to
the suit. The act provides that the validity of such partition is not
affected by the absence of certain co-owners, provided that the
rights of such co-owners are not affected by the proceeding. The
act is retroactive, but co-owners have a period of six months
after the effective date of the act in which to file a suit to set
aside a partition heretofore effected when all the co-owners are
not parties. A co-owner is defined as any party owning such an
interest in or affecting such real property as would render him a
proper party to a partition thereof. The act is effective as to all
parties, including absentees, minors, and interdicts, but is not
intended to prevent any court, upon proper motion, from ordering
a co-owner to be joined as a party to the suit. Due diligence on
the part of the plaintiff in attempting to locate the co-owners
must be proved in the partition proceedings.
Attachment. Article 204 (4) and (5) of the Code of Practice
gives two of the grounds for obtaining a writ of attachment.6 9
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

La. Act 118 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1595.
La. Act 118 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:1598.
La. Act 20 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:4106.
La. Act 403 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 13:4985-4990.
Art. 240, La. Code of Practice of 1870: "A creditor may obtain such

attachment of the property of his debtor in the following cases: ....
"(4) When he has mortagaged, assigned or disposed of, or is about to
mortgage, assign or dispose of his property, rights or credits, or some part

thereof with intent to defraud his creditors or give an unfair preference to
some of them.
"(5) When he has converted, or is about to convert his property into
money or evidences of debt, with intent to place it beyond the reach of his
creditors."
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The 1952 Legislature provided that when a surety company
authorized to do business in this state sues on a contract to
indemnify such company for signing of a bail bond, an allegation
of either of these grounds 70 in an affidavit will be justified if it
lie within the power of the defendant to mortgage, assign or dispose of his property, rights or credits, or some part thereof, or
to convert his property into money or evidences of debt, during
the pendency of the suit. The amount of the bond for the issuance of the writ shall not exceed the amount of the demand and
in no event shall it exceed the sum of $250, provided however that
the court issuing the writ, on proper showing, may increase said
71
bond not to exceed the amount of the debt.
Title 14: CriminalLaw
-Act 3681 incorporates substantially the suggestions made in
a recent issue of this REVIEW, 2 and succeeds in clarifying the legislative intent with respect to the application of the offense of
criminal neglect of family 3 to a person accused of non-support of
an illegitimate child.
The first attempt by the Legislature to extend the scope of
our criminal non-support law to illegitimate children was by
Act 164 of 1950. 4 This provision was soon restricted by the court
in the case of State v. Randall.5 It was made practically ineffective by the subsequent cases of State v. Jones6 and State v. Sims,7
which, in effect, held that the father of an illegitimate child
could not be prosecuted for the non-support of that child unless
he had acknowledged the child in accordance with Article 203
of the Civil Code or had been declared its parent by a judgment
in a previous civil action.8 The purpose of Act 164 of 1950 appar70. La. Act 518 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:3956. The act uses the

identical language of Art. 240(4) and (5) except that it omits the last part
of Art. 240(4) reading "or give an unfair preference to some of them." However, it would appear that there was no intention to limit the right of a
surety company to utilize all the rights accorded by Article 240(4) and (5).

The purpose of the act as stated in the title is "to provide for the sufficiency
of the affidavit for writ of attachment under Paragraphs 4 and 5 of Article

240 of the Revised Code of Practice in suits brought by surety companies....
71. La. Act 518 of 1952, § 1; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 13:3956.
1. La. Act 368 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 14:74.
2. Comment, 12 LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 301 (1952).

3. La. R.S. 1950, 14:74.
4. La. R.S. Supp. 1950, 14:74. This act includes the provision, "Solely for
the purpose of determining the obligation to support, the court shall admit
proof of paternity or maternity, or both."
5. 219 La. 578, 53 So. 2d 689 (1951).

6. 220 La. 381, 56 So. 2d 724 (1951).
7. 220 La. 532, 57 So. 2d 177 (1952).

8. It would seem that the court was referring to an action brought under
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ently was to provide an inexpensive and readily available method
by which a parent could be forced to support his illegitimate
child. Thus it would appear that the requirement of a previous
civil action was exactly what the act was intended to obviate.
Act 368, by amending Article 74 of the Criminal Code, should
remedy this situation, for it draws a clear distinction between
the civil obligation of a parent to support an illegitimate child
and the obligation of support imposed by this criminal statute.
The act expressly provides that, in the case of an illegitimate
child, the state may introduce evidence "in the proceedings hereunder" of the paternity or maternity of the child to be used as
the basis for the duty to support that child. Thus the act clearly
obviates the necessity of any previous civil action or acknowledgment. To avoid possible confusion as to the effect of such a
criminal proceeding, the act further declares that this proof shall
not establish any civil obligation, but shall only be the basis of
the new duty established by the act.9
Also clarified by Act 368 is the status of legitimate and
illegitimate children born prior to the effective date of the
statute. By positive provision, the duty imposed by the statute
is to be applied to such children, but for the act to apply the
failure to support must of course take place while the statute is
in effect. Another provision incorporated into Article 74 by Act
368 states affirmatively that a parent shall not be excused from
this duty of support by virtue of the fact that he might have
some valid reason for living apart from the other parent.
Act 10310 prohibits a person who is neither blind nor otherwise incapacitated, from carrying a metallic colored, a white
tipped with red, or a white cane in a raised or extended position
on any public street. This section also sets out standards of
safety for drivers of vehicles who observe incapacitated persons
using such precautions. The act specifically provides that the
failure of an incapacitated person to avail himself of the use of
such a cane or of a guide dog shall never be taken as evidence of
contributory negligence on his part.
Art. 242, La. Civil Code of 1870, which deals with the right of illegitimates to
sue for alimony.
9. This provision is especially Important since the standard which the
act adopts for the proof of paternity or maternity is the same as that established by the Revised Civil Code of 1870. The Civil Code rules referred to are
apparently those found in Articles 203-212.
10. La. Act 103 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 14:323.
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Act 27911 makes a felony of the giving or receiving of a
bribe or the offering to give or to receive a bribe to influence the
outcome of any amateur or professional sports event. Offenders
who might desire to testify against others involved in such
bribery are encouraged by the provision that by so doing they
may, in the discretion of the district attorney, be given complete
immunity from prosecution.
Act 43412 incorporates several changes into our vagrancy
statute, Article 107 of the Criminal Code. With reference to
beggars, vagrancy previously included only those who begged
or solicited alms "as a business."'1 3 This phrase was omitted in
Act 434. Thus apparently the statute's application is no longer
limited to individuals who use begging as a means of livelihood,
but that it applies also to those who are temporarily driven to
this expedient.
Subsection (6) of Article 107 formerly classified as vagrants
"able bodied persons who obtained their support gratis" from
persons receiving old age assistance from the state. Now only
"able-bodied persons of the age of majority" receiving support
from such persons fall within this classification. Article 107 (7)
formerly classified as vagi ants persons who habitually frequented
the streets at late and unusual hours of the night. This subsection
has been broadened to include persons "who loaf the streets
habitually." This classification apparently includes daytime
loiterers.
Act 50614 has been designated by the Legislature as the
"Louisiana Communist Control Law." After a statement of policy
considerations, 15 it provides that any person "who is a Communist or is knowingly a member of a Communist Front Organization" (as designated by the United States Department of Justice) must register with the Department of Public Safety on or
before the fifth consecutive day that such person remains in
Louisiana. Annual registration is required thereafter should
such person continue to remain in the state. Failure to register
under the conditions set forth in the act is made a felony. The
11. La. Act 279 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 14:118.1, 118.2.

12. La. Act 434 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 14:107.
13. La. R.S. 1950, 14:107(3).
14. La. Act 506 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 14:358-365.
15. La. Act 506 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 14:358. One sentence in the

act would seem to summarize the policy considerations: "The world Communist movement constitutes a clear and present danger to the citizens of

the State of Louisiana." In the light of this legislative finding, It is doubtful
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act provides that no Communist may have his name on a ballot
in the state, and in addition no Communist or person knowingly
a member of a communist front organization may hold nonelective positions of the state and its subdivisions.
This Louisiana act follows closely in the wake of many antiCommunist laws on municipal, state, and national levels, the
best known of which is probably the Internal Security Act of
1950.10 Speculation has arisen as to the constitutionality of the
7
registration provisions of such laws.
Title 15: Criminal Procedure
Coroner. Act 1501 embodies several changes into the law
regarding coroners and the investigation of deaths classified as
coroner cases. The Revised Statutes formerly contained provisions only for the formal coroner's inquest into the causes of
deaths; Act 150 provides for an alternative investigation by the
coroner alone.2 The discretion as to whether the inquest or the
coroner's investigation shall be conducted apparently rests with
3
the coroner.
Section 32 was amended by Act 150 so as to facilitate the
summoning of witnesses 4 and the procurement of services of
surgeons, chemists, laboratory experts, and pathologists. Under
the amended section the coroner, if qualified, may himself act in
the capacity of such experts. If other experts are employed,
their compensation shall be fixed by mutual agreement between
the coroner and the police jury. This section also authorizes
governing bodies of parishes or cities to establish laboratories to
perform the laboratory work incident to the coroner's office. If
that the act would be declared unconstitutional as being repugnant to the
freedom of speech.

16. 64 Stat. 987, 50 U.S.C. §§ 781-825 (1950).
17. An excellent discussion of the problems involved is to be found in
Sutherland, Freedom and Internal Security, 64 Harv. L. Rev. 383 (1951). The

two principal areas of speculation are with respect to freedom of speech and
self-incrimination.
1. La. Act 150 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,

adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 15:29.1, 29.2. See also La. Act 151 of 1952, which
adds La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:1551.1 and 1559.1, and amends La. R.S. 1950,
33:1552, 1553, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1560, 1561, 1564, 1565, 1566.
2. La. Act 150 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950. 15:28.

3. Where such an investigation is made, and no inquest Is held, the
coroner must make a report of the investigation to the district attorney.
Upon request, a copy of this report must be furnished without charge to the
accused or his counsel. La. Act 150 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:34.
4. The act provides that persons who fail to appear and testify at a
coroner's investigation or inquest after being summoned shall be subject to
the same penalty applicable to persons who fail to comply with a subpoena
to attend a trial in the district court.
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such laboratory facilities are unavailable, the coroner may
employ the services of laboratory experts of other parishes having the necessary facilities.
By an amendment to Section 35,5 the period in which a coroner must return a proces verbal to the district court after an
inquest is extended from five to fifteen days.
New sections 29.1 and 29.2 are added to Title 15 by Act 150.
Section 29.1 imposes on the coroner the duty of arranging for
the burial of paupers; the cost of such burials is to b5e paid by
the parish or municipality in which the death occurred. Section
29.2 provides that the funeral director called in attendance shall
notify the coroner whenever the cremation of a body is requested,
and that before issuing a permit for cremation, the coroner shall
investigate to determine whether there are any suspicious circumstances associated with the death.
Arrest and Commitment. Prior to Act 396,6 Section 77.1, relative to bond for release for violation of municipal ordinances,
declared that an order admitting to bail should be made within
two hours after the arrest of a person for such violation, and that
the person should be released if bond were not fixed within that
two-hour period. This two-hour limitation has been removed by
Act 396, which substitutes therefor a provision that an order
admitting to bail shall be made "at the earliest practicable time
after the arrest."
Grand and Petit Jurors. Acts 158T and 3038 amend those sections of Title 15 relating to the drawing and selection of jurors
for parishes other than Orleans. In order to assure the availability
of enough jurors, Act 158 increases the maximum number of
jurors of the various classifications to be chosen by the jury
commission as follows:
Number to Be
Drawn Prior
to Act 158

Number to Be Drawn
Under the Provisions
of Act 158

General venire

300

§ 180

Grand jury

20

§ 181

Petit jury for
each week

30

At least 300 with a
maximum of 600 (as
judge might direct)
Not less than 50 nor
more than 75
At least 30 with a
maximum of 100 (as
judge might direct)

Revised Statutes
of 1950

§

5.
6.
7.
8.

179

La. Act
La. Act
La. Act
La. Act

150
396
158
303

Classification

of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:35.
of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:77.1.
of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:179-182.
of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:179, 180.
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Act 303 also amends Sections 179 and 180 and provides that
a deputy clerk or stenographer may be employed in the preparation of jury lists and slips, "and in all other proceedings of the
jury commission," and that all names, lists, slips, et cetera, may
be typewritten. Aside from this change the provisions of Act
303 are identical with those found in Sections 179 and 180 prior
to the 1952 legislation.
In a recent and as yet unreported decision, 9 the Supreme
Court found that Acts 158 and 303 are in irreconcilable conflict
with respect to the provisions relating to the number of jurors
to be drawn for the general venire and the grand jury. The court
held that "the later expression of the legislative will must govern,"' 0 and that Sections 179 and 180 are to be treated as having
been amended only by Act 303. Since there is nothing in the latter act in conflict with the provisions of the amendments which
Act 158 made to Sections 181 and 182, presumably these provisions are not affected by this decision.
Evidence. Before the 1952 amendment to Section 428,11 in
order for an accused to introduce evidence of the dangerous
character of the party injured or slain or of such party's threats
against the accused, the defendant first had to make "proof" of
hostile demonstration or of overt act by such injured or slain
person. The courts have held that this "proof" must be made to
the satisfaction of the trial judge. 12 Act 239 substitutes the word
"evidence" for the word "proof"; so apparently something less
than "proof" of hostile demonstration or threats is presently
required. If this change is liberally interpreted to mean that
any evidence of hostile demonstration or of overt acts on the part
of the injured person is sufficient foundation for the introduction
of evidence of dangerous character or threats by the accused, the
amendment will have effected a departure from the rule followed
by most other jurisdictions' and in many cases may serve needlessly to confuse the jury.
9. Louisiana v.
1952).

St. Julian, La. Sup. Ct. Docket No. 41,020 (November

10.
11.
12.
13.

Ibid.
La. Act 239 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:482.
State v. Tobias, 218 La. 226, 48 So. 2d 905 (1950).
Some courts have adopted the broad requirement that "other evi-

dence"

serving to bring self defense fairly to issue must first be given,

whereas other courts require some "appreciable evidence" of acts on the
part of the deceased. 1 Wigmore, Evidence, § 246 (2 ed. 1923). See also 64
A.L.R. 1029 (1929).
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Section 495 of the Code of Criminal Procedure14 provides
that to impeach the credibility of a witness evidence of the prior
conviction of the witness, but not of his arrest, indictment, or
prosecution, may be introduced. Prior to the passage of Act 180,15
however, the section permitted the witness to be cross examined
concerning arrests, indictments, or prosecutions.'6 Act 180 amends
Section 495 to provide that "no witness, whether he be defendant
or not, can be asked on cross-examination whether or not he has
ever been indicted or arrested, and can only be questioned as to
conviction, as provided herein."
Suspension of Sentence and Probation. Several significant
changes have been brought about by amendments to Sections 530,
17
531 and 532, relative to the suspension of sentence and probation. '
The provisions of these sections heretofore were applicable only
to felonies other than capital offenses. Act 367. extends the
coverage of these sections to the misdemeanor of criminal neglect
of family.'8 A minimum probation period of six months also has
been established by this act.
As amended, Section 530 is very similar to the federal probation statute.' 9 Previously when conviction resulted from a
jury trial, the judge was unable to suspend the sentence and
place the offender on probation unless the jury had specially
recommended such action. Act 367 adopts the approach of the
federal probation statute and places the matter in the discretion
of the trial judge. Other features of the federal probation statute
adopted by Section 530 are as follows:
(1) "Probation may be granted whether the offense is
punishable by fine or imprisonment or both. If an
offense is punishable by both fine and imprisonment, the
court may impose a fine and place the defendant on
probation as to imprisonment."
(2) The trial judge may impose the following conditions R
probation:
(a) The defendant "[m]ay be required to pay a fine or
the costs of court or both ......
14. La. R.S. 1950, 15:495.
15. La. Act 180 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:495.
16. But the examiner was bound by the answers of the witness and
could not introduce extrinsic evidence to contradict them. State v. Vastine,
172 La. 137, 133 So. 389 (1931).
17. La. Act 367 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:530, 531, 532.
18. La. Act 367 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:530.
19. 62 Stat. 842 (1948), 18 U.S.C. § 3651 (Supp. 1951).
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(b) The defendant "[m]ay be required to make restitution ... to aggrieved parties for actual damages or
loss caused by the offense for which conviction was
had, such loss or damages to be determined by the
court."
(c)

The defendant "[m]ay be required to provide for
the support of any persons for whose support he is
legally responsible."

"In placing an offender of criminal neglect of family on probation the court in its discretion may direct that such offender
be under the supervision of the state department of welfare ....",20
The availability of the services of the probation officers of the
Department of Public Welfare for the supervision of such offenders should greatly facilitate the enforcement of orders directing
them to make periodic alimony payments to specified dependants.
Section 532, as amended by Act 367, authorizes the court at
any time during the period of probation to change any condition
of probation, except that the period' of probation may not be
reduced to a period "shorter than the probation period originally
imposed." The phrase appearing in the former statute, "shorter
than the sentence imposed," was ambiguous and seemed to imply
a necessary relationship between the probation period and sentence.
Execution of Death Sentence. The 1952 legislation added
Section 569.1,21 which provides that all death sentences imposed
in Louisiana "shall be executed between the hours of 12:00
o'clock midnight and 3:00 o'clock a.m. upon the date set for the
execution by the Governor."
Board of Parole. In order to reorganize the Board of Parole,
Act 16222 repealed R.S. 15:574.2-574.13 and enacted parallel provisions under the same section numbers. Since 1948 the board
was composed of three members appointed by the Governor for
terms running concurrently with that of the Governor.2 8 The
Attorney General and the Commissioner of the Department of
Public Welfare are now ex-officio members of the board. The
position of the state parole officer was abolished by Act 162, and
the functions of this office were transferred to the Department of
20.
21.
22.
23.

La. Act
La. Act
La. Act
La. Act

367 of 1952,
160 of 1952;
162 of 1952;
162 of 1952;

amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:530.
adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 15:569.1.
La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 15:574.2-574.13.
La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 15:574.2.
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Public Welfare. By investing investigative and supervisory functions in the Department of Public Welfare, which can utilize its
trained personnel in this work, Act 162 should contribute to the
efficient execution of the board's policies.
Chaplains, Louisiana State Penitentiary. Act 20724 amends
Sections 857 and 858, which relate to the appointment of protestant chaplains and a Catholic priest for the Louisiana State Penitentiary. Whereas the superintendent of the penitentiary was
previously directed to select, "without discrimination of creed,
chaplains for the penitentiary to serve with or without compensation," under the amended Section 857 he is to "select a
minister of the predominant non-Catholic denomination" as fulltime protestant chaplain, and is authorized to employ other
protestant chaplains to serve on a part-time basis. Section 858
now provides for an increase in salary and allowances for the
Catholic priest appointed for the penitentiary.
Act 31325 amends Sections 1011 and 1012, relative to the
establishment of a state industrial school for colored youths and
the commitment of youths to that school. The phrase "legally
adjudged delinquent or neglected juveniles as defined by law"
is substituted throughout for the word "convicted." To avoid
further the stigma which may be attached to a commitment,
Act 313 provides that "[t]he order of commitment shall not state
that the child is delinquent or dependent, but shall merely state
that the person named has been adjudged to be a proper person
for commitment ....
Title 16: District Attorneys
Section 11, added to Title 16 by Act 89,1 provides that when
a vacancy in the office of district attorney occurs as a result of
death, resignation, or removal, and the unexpired term is greater
than one year, the Attorney General shall "assign" a district
attorney from another district to fill the vacancy. The assigned
district attorney shall be the lawful successor of the former district attorney and is entitled to additional compensation for the
increased service. He may appoint assistant district attorneys,
if they are provided for by law for that district. The assignment
of this district attorney and the appointments made by him shall
24. La. Act 207 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:857, 858.
25. La. Act 313 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:1011, 1012.
26. La. Act 313 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 15:1012.
1. La. Act 89 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:11.
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not extend beyond a period of one hundred twenty days, are not
renewable, and terminate upon election of a new district attorney.
Section 10 was amended by Act 3922 to increase the annual
compensation of district attorneys payable by the State Treasurer
from $3,600 to $5,000. Act 3933 added Section 12, which provides
for an annual salary of $1,500 for assistant district attorneys payable by the State Treasurer. These two provisions do not affect
any compensation which might be furnished by the parish or
parishes comprising a judicial district.
Other acts of the 1952 legislative session adding or amending
sections of Title 16 may be divided into three general categories:
(1) those affecting that part of district attorneys' salaries which
is paid by the parishes;4 (2) those creating new offices of assistant
district attorney; 5 and (3) those affecting that part of assistant
district attorneys' salaries paid by the parishes.6
Title 17: Education
State Teachers Retirement System. Section 596, as amended
by Act 236,1 allows teachers to become members of the retirement
system even though they had previously elected not to become
members. Also, teachers who had resigned and withdrawn their
accumulated contributions but who have re-entered the teaching
profession prior to June 10, 1952, may, upon reimbursement of
the withdrawals plus interest, receive credit for their prior
2. La. Act 392 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 16:10.
3. La. Act 393 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:12.
4. Parish of Orleans, La. Act 114 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 16:71.
Twelfth Judicial District, La. Act 231 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:271-273.
Fifteenth Judicial District, La. Act 247 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 16:321.
Twenty-seventh Judicial District, La. Act 446 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
16:601. Twenty-ninth Judicial District, La. Act 69 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952,
16:646-647. Thirty-first Judicial District, La. Act 381 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp.
1952, 16:751-752.
5. Ninth Judicial District, La. Act 65 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:223225. Twenty-seventh Judicial District, La. Act 445 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952,
16:603-604. Twenty-ninth Judicial District, La. Act 68 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp.
1952, 16:643-645. Thirty-first Judicial District, La. Act 382 of 1952; La. R.S.

Supp. 1952, 16:801-804.
6. Parish of Orleans, La. Act 114 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 16:71.
First Judicial District, La. Act 13 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 16:82-83.
Fourth Judicial District, La. Act 197 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 16:122.
Ninth Judicial District, La. Act 65 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:223-225.
Fifteenth Judicial District, La. Act 246 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 16:324.
Eighteenth Judicial District, La. Act 91 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
16:404. Twenty-fourth Judicial District, La. Act 159 of 1952, amending La.
R.S. 1950, 16:544. Twenty-seventh Judicial District, La. Act 445 of 1952; La.
R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:603-604. Twenty-ninth Judicial District, La. Act 68 of 1952;
La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:643-645. Thirty-first Judicial District, La. Act 382 of
1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 16:801-804.
1. La. Act 236 of 1952.
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service as teachers under the system. All benefits received under
the State Teachers Retirement System are now specifically
exempt from "all state income tax." 2 The law formerly provided
that such benefits "are exempt from any state or municipal tax,"
and it would seem that this provision was already broad enough
to include state income tax.
Act 5683 allocates $215,000 annually, "or so much thereof as
may be necessary," out of the general fund of the state to provide a supplement to the retirement allowances of teachers
retired by the board of trustees of either the Teachers Retirement System of Louisiana or the Teachers Retirement Fund of
Orleans Parish. It would seem that this act is subject to several
constitutional objections. The act attempts to provide for annual
appropriations, but under the Constitution appropriations can
only be made for two-year periods. 4 The Constitution also requires that each appropriation be for a specific amount. 5 Furthermore, the title of the act appears deficient 6 in that it makes no
reference to the fact that the administration of the supplement
7
is subject to the Budget Act.
Orleans Parish Teachers Retirement System. The benefits
received under the Orleans Parish Retirement System are exempt
from income tax by Act 356.1 This act also amends several other
sections dealing with this system. 9 The Orleans Parish Superintendent of Schools is no longer a member of the Board of Trustees
of the Teachers Retirement Fund of Orleans Parish; 10 the period
during which members of the system who failed to make contributions while teaching may make such contributions and receive
retirement credit has been extended from September 1, 1950, to
September 1, 1954; 11 and the annual allowance for administrative
expenses of the board of trustees has been increased from $7,500
2. La. Act 418 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:573.
3. La. Act 568 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:711-717.
4. La. Const. of 1921, Art. IV, § 1.
5. Id. at § 10.
6. Ibid., which requires that every law shall have a title indicative of its
object.
7. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:714, requires that the administration of the
provisions of Act 568 be in accordance with the Budget Act (R.S. 1950,
39:1-294). Since both the Teachers' Retirement System of Louisiana and the
Board of Trustees of the Teachers' Retirement Fund of Orleans Parish are
considered corporations (La. R.S. 1950, 17:572 and 17:781) and are therefore
not within the definition of "budget unit" (La. R.S. 1950, 39:2[7), doubt arises
as to how the Budget Act can be applicable to them.
8. La. Act 356 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:772.
9. La. R.S. 1950, 17:782, 811, 839, 858, and 861.
10. La. Act 356 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:782.
11. La. Act 356 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:811.
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to $10,000.12 Participants of the retirement system who cease to
be teachers are now entitled to receive interest with the refund
of all regular contributions and assessments.' 3 Prior to the act,
only contributions paid after September 1 were returned with
interest.
A new provision, Section 815, has been added by Act 357.14
It authorizes the board of trustees to provide for reciprocity of
credits between this system and other retirement systems of the
state supported wholly or partly by public funds.
Non-Teaching School Employees. A number of acts were
passed for the benefit of non-teaching employees of the parish
school boards and the State Board of Education. The provision
that employees of parish school lunch departments were not
entitled to any of the retirement benefits provided by law has
been eliminated, 15 and a retirement system has been established
for all employees under the control of the State Board of Education who are not now eligible for membership in any existing
public retirement system. 16 This new retirement system is known
as the "Louisiana State School Lunch Employees' Retirement
System" and is similar in most respects to the Louisiana School
Employees Retirement System.17 This latter system was established in 1946 to cover such school employees as school bus operators, janitors and maintenance employees. Unlike the 1946 act,
the new act provides for compulsory membership 8 for those
persons becoming employees after January 1, 1953, the date the
retirement system goes into operation. The act also makes provision for reciprocity of credits between this system and other
public retirement systems of the state 9 and exempts all benefits
received under the system from state and municipal taxation and
20
from seizure and garnishment for the debts of the beneficiary.
Group Insurance. The parish school boards and the State
Board of Education are now authorized to make contracts for
group medical, surgical and hospital benefits and services for all
employees. Participation in this group insurance is to be vol2
untary. '
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

La. Act 356 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:839.
La. Act 356 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:858.
La. Act 357 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:815.
La. Act 226 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:82.
La. Act 461 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:1231-1242.
La. R.S. 1950, 17:881-993.
La. Act 461 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:1233.
La. Act 461 of 1952; La. R. S. Supp. 1952, 17:1234.
La. Act 461 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:1239.
La. Act 338 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:1223-1224.
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Parish School Boards. All school board members have been
granted an increase both in mileage allowance and in compensation paid while attending meetings. 22 Act 52223 adds Section 58.1,
giving special treatment to the Jefferson Parish School Board,
which before had its operation under the general provisions
applying to school boards.
Parish school boards are given authority under Act 22524 to
approve certain surveys 25 and the location and boundaries of
sixteenth section school lands included therein, and to enter into
conventional agreements with adjoining landowners as to such
boundaries.
Act 26826 authorizes the Orleans Parish School Board to
appoint a committee of three or more of its employees to open
publicly out of its presence all bids for public works or for
materials and supplies. Under this act all contracts involving
more than $1,000 must be advertised for public bidding.
In General. By an amendment to Section 1184, parish school
boards are authorized to pay teachers on sabbatical leave compensation in addition to that expressly provided for by the
section. 27 Act 39928 authorizes and directs the State Board of
Education to adopt regulations relating to the construction, design, equipment, and operation of school busses. The purpose of
such regulations is to encourage competition among manufacturers and to improve service. The board is given the authority
to prohibit the operation of any school bus not complying with
the regulations adopted under the act. The requirement that an
independent audit be made of the financial transactions and
accounts of Louisiana State University at least every three years
has been deleted from Section 1461. This section now merely
''29
provides that such audit may be made "from time to time.
Title 18: Elections
Registration of Voters. The salaries of all the parish registrars were increased.' Prior to the new amendment, each regis22. La. Act 536 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:56.
23. La. Act 522 of 1952.
24. La. Act 225 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:87.5.
25. Those surveys embracing all or a portion of a sixteenth section or
fractional sixteenth section school lands and made and approved in accordance with La. Act 232 of 1934; La. R.S. 1950, 50:121-128.
26. La. Act 268 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:128.
27. La. Act 186 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 17:1184.
28. La. Act 399 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 17:164-166.
29. La. Act 316 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950. 17:1461.
1. La. Act 306 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:5.
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trar, Parish of Orleans excepted, received $35 monthly in addition to his regular salary. 2 Now each registrar will receive only
3
his regular salary.
Two acts 4 by their terms amend Subsection (2) of Section 6,
dealing with deputy registrars. It is believed that the amendments can be read so as to give effect to both,5 but if this cannot
be done, then the act last signed by the Governor (Act 542) will
control.6
Political activities of the registrar and his employees are
restricted by Act 334.7 Act 330 enables a person who had previously been registered without party affiliation to notify the
registrar of his intention to affiliate with a designated party and
vote in the next primary election of that party. Formerly, he
had to wait a six months period before voting in a primary.
Persons who change from one party to another continue to have
to wait six months before voting in a primary of the new party.8
An additional requirement for registration was added by
Act 498. 9 It provides that when an applicant is unable to write
his application because of physical disability or inability to write
the English language, he shall sign or make his mark on an
affidavit stating the nature of that disability and bring with him
two qualified electors of his precinct to sign written affidavits
attesting the truth of these facts. Previously all that was necessary in such cases was that the applicant make an oath before
the registrar.
2. La. R.S. 1950, 18:5.1.
3. La. Act 306 of 1952, repealing La. R.S. 1950, 18:5.1.
4. La. Act 269 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:6; and La. Act 542 of
1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:6.
5. Act 262 includes the Parish of Assumption, but Act 542 includes instead
the Parish of Ascension. The provision relating to Assumption Parish was
added by Act 315 of 1950 and was not officially a part of the Revised Statutes,
although it had been incorporated therein by the Law Institute. Therefore,
Act 542 did not repeal this provision.
6. State v. St. Julian, La. Sup. Ct. Docket No. 41,020 (November 1952).
7. La. Act 334 of 1952. This section was added as Paragraph (4) to La.
R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:6, but renumbered by the Law Institute as La. R.S. Supp.
1952, 18:6.1. Registrars, deputy registrars, clerks, and other employees of
registrars are prohibited from making or soliciting political contributions;
from being members of a committee of a political party or members of any
faction, political club or organization; from being candidates for any public
office; from speaking in behalf of any candidate, faction, or party as a part
of any political campaign; from taking part in the management or affairs
of any political faction, party, or campaign; except to exercise their rights
to express private opinions, to serve as election commissioners, and to vote
for the candidates they choose.
8. La. Act 330 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:33.
9. La. Act 498 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:31(5).
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A new provision requires the registrar's offices to remain
open from 6 a. m. to 9 p. m. on election days. 10
When a parish containing a municipal corporation of more
than 2,1000 persons does not choose to come under the Permanent
Registration Act," the registrar must establish an office in the
12
municipality twice each year.
PermanentRegistration Act. One of the most important, yet
one of the most confusing, acts passed by the 1952 Legislature
was 'the Permanent Registration Act.' 3 It represents an integration of several acts introduced for the same purpose. In general,
the act provides for a mandatory permanent registration in parishes containing a municipality with over 100,000 population.
There is a local option provision which allows the remaining
parishes to come under its provisions by authorization from their
respective police juries. 4 All parishes which adopt the Permanent Registration Law continue to be governed by the rest of
Chapter 1 of Title 18, unless otherwise provided by the Permanent Registration Act.' 5
The act provides that once a person has duly registered, he
is registered for all time unless he loses his registration because
of his failure to vote under prescribed circumstances, or for some
other reason. 16 The registrar is under a duty to challenge the
name of any voter on his records which he considers or suspects
7
to be on the list without lawful cause.'
In the event of a conflict between some provision of the Permanent Registration Part and some other provisions of Title 18
of the Revised Statutes of 1950, the provisions of the Permanent
8
Registration Part shall govern.
10. La. Act 331 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:72.1.

The days on

which the Algiers office of the Orleans Parish Registrar is to be kept open
are now specifically stated. La. Act 206 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:71.
11. La. Act 415 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:231-261.
12. La. Act 249 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:73.
13. La. Act 415 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:224-254. It is understood
that these numbers will be changed by the Louisiana Law Institute to
18:231-261.
14. La. Act 415 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:224.
15. La. Act 415 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:225.
16. Some such reasons are entry into an institution, conviction of a

penitentiary offense, and change of name. See La. R.S. 1950, 18:234-236.
17. La. Act 415 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:237-238.
18. La. Act 415 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:246. Many provisions of
the act deal with subject matter already provided for in the Registration
Chapter of Title 18. Unfortunately these provisions were not adopted as

amendments to existing sections of the Revised Statutes. Time and space
limitations preclude a complete analysis of all possible conflicts.
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Primary Election Law. The 1952 amendments to the Primary
Election Law 19 appear to make no radical changes in the existing
law. The law pertaining to giving and receiving assistance at the
polls was completely overhauled. 20 Prior to the amendment any
person could present a written oath to the commissioners stating
that he was blind or illiterate and unable to cast his ballot without aid because of physical disabilities, and then receive aid in
the polling place from the commissioner of his choice. If the
person declared under written oath that he was blind, he could
secure aid from any person of his choice instead of from a commissioner, if he so chose. Many unfair and unlawful practices
were alleged to have taken place as a result of this liberal provision. Act 309 was passed limiting the number of persons who
could get assistance at the polls to those having a registration
certificate which declares on its face that said voter is by reason
of blindness or physical handicap unable to cast his vote. The
disabled person may receive assistance from any person of his
choice. The person giving the assistance must have his name and
address entered on the poll list opposite that of the person receiving the aid. The amendment specifically provides that inability
to read and write will not entitle a person to receive assistance
under this provision. If the voter has become physically unable
to cast his vote since the time of acquiring his registration certificate, he may receive the aid provided in this section by presenting a certificate of a medical doctor or optometrist certifying
to the irremediable defectiveness of vision or physical handicap.
Although the above act will render aid in the polls to illiterate
persons unlawful, a companion act was passed to aid such persons in the selection of their candidates. 21 This amendment provides that a number will be placed opposite each candidate on
the ballot. The theory is that the illiterate voter can remember
the number of his candidate and recognize it on the ballot.
In order to better the administration of party policies within
the parish, some changes were made in the party structure within
22
each separate parish.
slightly
The method of preparation of the ballots was changed 23
in that the ballots are no longer to be folded and creased.
19. Title 18, Chapter 2, La. R.S. 1950.
20. La. Act 309 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:350.
21. La. Act 336 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:316.
22. La. Act 438 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:295. This act authorizes
the creation of additional party officers within the parish.

23. La. Act 40 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:318.
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The polls throughout the state will not be opened at 6 a.m.
and closed at 9 p.m., 24 but provision is made to permit persons
within the barriers (where barriers are constructed) or within
25
the election building to vote up until midnight of election day.
A more definite procedure for the pre-election meeting of the
commissioners was provided. 26 The procedure by which new
candidates may file for office in the event of the death of one
27
of the candidates was also modified.
The use of printed political matter has been more severely
restricted. Any printed material which is distributed must bear
the name of the political faction distributing it. No printed matter may be used at the polls which tends to show that a candidate
is supported by or affiliated with any other candidate, group of
candidates, faction, party, or person, when in reality there is no
such affiliation. 2 Prior to the amendment, the restriction dealt
only with facsimiles of the official ballot.
General Election Law. The General Election Law 29 of Louisiana was changed very little by the 1952 Legislature. The
amendments dealt with clarifying the existing law and making
minor changes in the procedural aspects of a general election.
The procedure for selecting commissioners and clerks was
changed. 30 The list for prospective commissioners must now be
submitted within the requisite time and it must contain no names
other than those of party affiliates.
The Legislature changed the requirement that certificates of
nomination of presidential electors be filed on the fifth Tuesday
before the election. Now they must be filed on the seventh Tuesday before the election. 31 The time limit in which a candidate
might withdraw and keep his name off the ballot was also
changed.8 2 Prior to the amendment the withdrawing candidate
had to submit his request to the Secretary of State twenty days
24. La. Act 333 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:332. See La. Act 332 of
1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1181.
25. La. Act 333 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:332.

26. La. Act 438 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:343-344.
27. La. Act 44 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:361, changes the time
limit for filing In the event of the death of one of the candidates. New candidates now may file within five days of such death, provided the death does
not occur within thirty days prior to the election. Formerly this latter period
was twenty-one days.
28. La. Act 274 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:371.
29. Title 18, Chapter 3, La. R.S. 1950.

30. La. Act 439 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:555.
31. La. Act 43 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:627.
32. La. Act 45 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:630.
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prior to the election. The candidate may now withdraw at any
time before the printing of the ballots.3 3
All provisions relating to the folding of ballots were stricken
out.34 Under the new amendment the ballots will not be folded

or creased.
Absent Voters Law. Act 38 make an important addition to
absentee voting in Louisiana.3 5 It permits the wives of military
personnel to cast their votes under the same procedure and law
as their husbands.
Another amendment provides that the application for absentee ballots for military personnel or their wives may be made
on behalf of the qualified elector by his or her spouse, father,
36
mother, sister or brother.
Act 423 adds a new Part to the Absent Voters Law of Title
18.3T It provides that any taxpayer who is a qualified elector may
vote by absentee ballot in special elections in which he would
be entitled to vote were it not for his absence. In order to qualify
as an absentee under this provision, the elector must be "absent
from the state of Louisiana and outside the continental limits of
the United States for a period of more than fifteen days next
prior to and including the day of any special election." (Italics
supplied.)
The application for the ballot must be sent by mail to the
clerk of court in the parish conducting the election, except in
Orleans Parish, where the civil sheriff is the proper party. In the
case of municipal elections, the clerk of the municipality is
charged with the duty of furnishing the ballots under this Part.38
The ballots must be received by midnight on the day preceding the date of the election.3 9 It would seem that the time
limits fixed by this act are somewhat strict, for the ballots must
be mailed to the elector not more than fifteen days nor less than
40
six days prior to the election.
33. Prior to the amendment (La. Act 45 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
18:630), the state could not have the ballots printed until twenty days before
the election. The reason for limiting the time of the candidates to withdraw
is to keep them from withdrawing after the ballots are printed.
34. La. Act 41 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:672, 674.
35. La. Act 38 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1101.
36. La. Act 483 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1104.
37. La. Act 423 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:1131-1136 (Part III of
Chapter 4).
38. La. Act 423 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:1132.
39. La. Act 423 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:1134.
40. La. Act 423 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:1132.
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It is the duty of the Secretary of State to supply the necessary forms and ballots required by this Part.41 In the event that
provisions of this new Part conflict with existing provisions, the
42
provisions of the former will prevail.
Voting Machine Law. The Voting Machine Law4" received
statewide importance as a result of Act 6,44 providing for statewide use of voting machines. After July 28, 1954, the use of voting
machines is mandatory in all parishes throughout the state, in all
elections. But an exception is provided, for the use of machines
is optional, under certain circumstances, in parishes having a
population less than 50,000. This latter provision applies to
those elections in which the sole question presented is the incurring of local debt and the issuing of bonds, or the levying of
special taxes. In these special elections the use of voting machines
is optional with the authority calling the election.
The clerk of the district court in each parish except Orleans4 5
shall be the ex-officio parish custodian of voting machines. 46
The section relating to the number of machines was amended
in several ways. 47 The amendment authorizes the redistricting of
polling precincts by the respective police juries or governing
authorities of municipalities when the territorial jurisdiction of
the municipality is co-extensive with that of the parish.
The old provision relating to the required demonstrations of
the voting machines in the precincts prior to election was
changed.48 The law now requires a demonstration in each precinct at some time within twenty-five days of the election.
An amendment to Section 1195 provides that expenses of
conducting elections which the state incurs shall be paid out of
the office of the Secretary of State instead of from the general
fund.49 The Board for Voting Machines was authorized to fix
the salaries of the parish custodians. 50
41. La. Act 423 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:1135.
42. La. Act 423 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 18:1136.

43. Title 18, Chapter 5, La. R.S. 1950.
44. La. Act 6 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1165, 1170, 1172.
45. In Orleans Parish the civil sheriff is the custodian. La. Act 251 of

1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1164.
46.
47.
48.
49.
.50.

La.
La.
La.
La.
La.

Act
Act
Act
Act
Act

251 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1164.
6 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1170.
39 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1180.
46 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1195.
145 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 18:1195.
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Title 20: Homestead and Exemptions
Act 1171a exempts "all pensions and all proceeds of and payments under annuity policies or plans" from all liability for any
debt. Also exempted by the act are gratuitous payments made
by employers to their employees or former employees, or to the
widows, heirs or beneficiaries of such employees, irrespective of
the consideration for which the payments are made.
The deadline for filing homestead tax exemptions 2a is by
4
a new provisiona set at May 15 of each year. a
Title 22: Insurance
Life Insurance. Formerly group life insurance was defined
to include life insurance procured by financial institutions or
vendors on the lives of all members of a group of persons agreeing to repay a sum borrowed or to pay the balance owed on
property purchased "in installments." This definition is now
broadened to include life insurance issued on the lives of such
persons, whether the sum to be repaid or the balance of the purchase price is payable "in installments or in a single sum on a
stated date."'
IndustrialInsurance. Section 259 sets forth certain provisions
which all industrial life insurance policies must contain, one of
which is that the policy is incontestable after a certain period.
This maximum period of contestability has been extended by Act
1782 from one to two years.
In Mataya v. Delta Life Insurance Company8 the court held
that in order for a policy of life insurance to be classified as industrial life insurance it was necessary that the contract provide for
each of the four types of benefits set forth in Section 251. This
section has been amended 4 so that the disjunctive "or" appears
after each type of benefit listed except the last.5 Thus, the conla. La. Act 117 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 20:33.
2a. As provided for in Section 4 of Article X of the Louisiana Constitution, as amended.
3a. La. Act 505 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 20:34.
4a. Orleans Parish, however, is excepted from this provision.
1. La. Act 453 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:175B(4).
2. La. Act 178 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:259(3).
3. 58 So. 2d 564 (La. App. 1952).
4. La. Act 172 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:251.
5. "Industrial life Insurance ... is hereby defined ... to be that Insurance
for which premiums are regularly payable and collectible and the policies or
benefit certificates for which: (1) Do not exceed twelve hundred' and fifty
dollars on a single life, or (2) provide a weekly cash benefit for disability,
caused by sickness or accident, of forty dollars per week or less, or (3) pro-
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currence of all four of the specified elements is no longer essential to an industrial life insurance policy.
Service Insurance. In Act 1736 the Legislature added the
disjunctive "or" to separate the two types of benefits found in
Section 291 defining service insurance. 7 This removes the possibility of a construction by the courts comparable to that applied
in the Mataya case.8
Non-Profit Funeral Service Associations. Act 4509 amended
R.S. 22:335 so as to increase the minimum reserve fund required
of non-profit funeral service associations from $5,000 to $10,000.
The Insurance Contract. Under R.S. 22:647, as amended by
Act 139,10 the beneficiary of an annuity contract is entitled to the
proceeds of the contract as "against the creditors and representatives of the annuitant or the person effecting the contract, or
the estate of either, and against the heirs and legatees of either
such person, saving the rights of forced heirs." The beneficiary
of a life insurance or endowment policy, on the other hand, is
treated separately in the amended section and given superior
rights to those of all heirs and legatees, including those of forced
heirs. This act evidences a return to the distinction drawn
between the annuity contract and ordinary insurance contract
by the Supreme Court in Succession of Rabouin.11 Prior to this
amendment, Section 647 treated the two kinds of policies alike
and stated that the rights of beneficiaries were superior to the
heirs and legatees "having the rights of forced heirs." When the
Insurance Code of 1948 was incorporated into the Revised Statutes
of 1950, the word "having" appears to have been inadvertently
vide for the payment for or furnishing of hospitalization, drugs, attending
physician and surgical costs, or (4) provide for the payment for or furnishing
of a funeral ..
" (Italics supplied.)

6. La. Act 173 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:291.
7. "Service insurance . . . is hereby defined . . . to be that insurance for
which stipulated premiums are regularly payable and collectible and the

policies or benefit certificates for which:

(1) Promise or agree to furnish the

insured a funeral, the value of which shall not exceed five hundred dollars, or

(2) promise or agree to furnish hospitalization to the insured upon his sickness or other physical disability, not exceeding five hundred dollars in any
policy year."

(Italics supplied.)

8. In both Act 173 and Act 172, the Legislature made it clear that the
definitions as they now appear are what it originally intended. For example,
Act 172 reads "Industrial life insurance as originally defined by Act 65 of
1906, as re-enacted by Act 184 of 1936, Act 195 of 1948, and Section 251 of Title
22 of the Revised Statutes of 1950 is hereby defined .. " The treatment given
the definition of service insurance is similar.
9. La. Act 450 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:335.
10. La. Act 139 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:647.
11. 201 La. 227, 9 So. 2d 529 (1942).
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substituted for "saving," which was the word used in the Insur12

ance Code.
Act 41713 extends to employees covered by workmen's compensation insurance the benefits of R.S. 22:658. This section
imposes upon insurers (other than life, health and accident) a
penalty payable to the insured for failure to pay promptly any
claim which cannot reasonably be disputed. This amendment is
a legislative rejection of the holding in Wright v. National Surety
Corporation14 that an employee under the workmen's compensation law is not an insured within the penal provisions of Section 658.
Standard Fire Policy. The language of Section 695 has been
changed by Act 29515 to clarify the application of the section.
Whereas the section previously referred to insurance "on property immovable by nature," it now makes reference to insurance
"on any inanimate property, immovable by nature or destination."
Before the amendment the section provided that upon partial
destruction of the property, "the insurer shall pay to the insured
such amount as will permit the insured to restore the damaged
property to its original condition." The possibility of this phrase
being construed as allowing a greater recovery than the amount
for which the property is insured has been removed by additional
language limiting the recovery in any case to the amount of the
policy.
Foreign Insurers. Previously, the Secretary of State was
required to give thirty days notice of a proposed revocation of a
certificate of authority of a foreign or alien insurer except when
the insurer had already delayed more than sixty days in paying
any fees, taxes or other charges due under the Insurance Code.
Act 3416 gives the Secretary of State the power to suspend or
revoke immediately a certificate of authority when the insurer
has reinsured all of its risks, or when the insurer has had its
corporate existence dissolved or its certificate of authority revoked in the state in which organized.
Deposits. It is now possible for domestic or foreign insurers
making a deposit of securities for the protection of registered
policies to use for that purpose trust receipts or certificates of
deposit "issued by any depository bank in this state which has
12. La. Act 195 of 1948, § 14:37.
13. La. Act 417 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:658.

14. 52 So. 2d 597 (La. App. 1952).
15. La. Act 295 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:695.
16. La. Act 34 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:987.
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been selected by the insurer with the approval of the Secretary
of State, as trustee of the kinds of securities in which the insurer
17
may invest.'
Licensing of Agents. Act 14718 requires a personal written
examination of all first time applicants for a license as agent,
broker, or solicitor of other than life insurance. Exempted from
the examination requirement are (1) applicants for nonresident
broker's or agent's license, provided, however, that the state of
applicant's residence requires no examination of licensed agents
or brokers of this state, and (2) ticket selling agents of certain
named types of transportation companies who act as insurance
agents only in reference to the issuance of accident insurance
tickets or insurance on personal effects while being carried as
baggage. 19
Unfair Trade Practices. Act 3520 gives the Secretary of State
the power to investigate possible unfair trade practices of "every
person engaged in the business of insurance." Previously, agents,
solicitors and brokers had been excepted from this investigatory
power.
Unauthorized Insurance. Section 1253 previously provided
that the transaction of business in this state by a foreign insurer
without a certificate of authority and the issuance of a policy of
insurance to a citizen or resident of this state, et cetera, operated
as an appointment of the Secretary of State as the insurer's agent
to receive service of process. Act 3621 changed the word "and"
to "or," so that either the transacting of business in this state
without a certificate of authority or the issuance of a policy to a
citizen or resident of this state will constitute an authorization
by the alien insurer to the Secretary of State to act as agent for
service of process.
Title 23: Labor and Workmen's Compensation
Workmen's Compensation. The maximum amount of medical
expenses for which an employer may be liable under the Workmen's Compensation Act has been increased from $500 to $1,000.1
17. La. Act 155 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:1029.
18. La. Act 147 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:1167.
19. Section 1166, dealing with applications for licenses, and Section 1078,
setting forth the fees to be charged by the Secretary of State, were amended
to conform with the new examination provisions of Section 1167. La. Act 148
of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:1166 and La. Act 149 of 1952, amending La.
R.S. 1950, 22:1078.
20. La. Act 35 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:1215.
21. La. Act 36 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 22:1253A.
1. La. Act 322 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1203.
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The Workmen's Compensation Act has been broadened to
cover employees who contract an occupational disease.2 Although
the act did not heretofore specifically provide such coverage, a
number of cases awarded compensation for ailments which seemingly were occupational diseases. 3 The new act makes an exclusive listing of the diseases which may be considered to be "occu4
pational diseases" within the meaning of the statute.
Any of the listed diseases contracted by an employee who
has worked for a particular employer for less than a year is
presumed to be non-occupational and not contracted in the course
of and arising out of such employment. This presumption may
be overthrown by an "overwhelming preponderance of evidence." 5
All claims for compensation for a disablement arising from
an occupational disease must be filed with the employer or his
compensation insurer within four months of the date of contraction of the disease or within four months of the date of the first
manifestation of the disease.6 Claims by dependents for compensation for death caused by such a disease are barred unless
7
filed within six months from the employee's death.
Compensation benefits for an occupational disease are denied
an employee or his dependents when, at the time the employment
was assumed, the employee wilfully and falsely represented to his
employer that he previously had not suffered from an occupa8
tional disease.
Unemployment Compensation. The definitions section of the
Employment Security Act has been amended to the extent that
services performed in connection with the drying of rice are now
included in the definition of "agricultural labor."9 Subsection
(20) (B) of the definitions section excludes from the definition of
"wages," for the purposes of R.S. 23:1531 through R.S. 23: 1542,10
2. La. Act 532 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1031.1.
3. For a discussion of these cases, see Malone, Louisiana Workmen's
Compensation Law and Practice, § 215 (1951).
4. La. Act 532 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1031.1A.
5. La. Act 532 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1031.1B.
6. La. Act 532 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1031.1C.
7. La. Act 532 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1031.1D.
8. La. Act 532 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1031.1E.
Section 1031.1F provides that the rights and remedies granted an employee
or his dependents on account of an occupational disease shall be exclusive
of all other rights and remedies of such employee, his personal representatives, dependents or relatives.
9. La. Act 538 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1472(2)(c). This change
affects only such services as are performed on or after January 1, 1953.
10. These sections deal with the employer's contributions under the
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any remuneration over $3,000 paid to an individual by an employer during a calendar year. Provision has been made for treating as a single unit, for purposes of this subsection, an "employing unit"1 1 and an "employer" 12 whose business it acquires.
Another added provision states that, for purposes of the subsection, "the term 'employment' shall include services constituting
employment under any employment security law of another state
' 13
or of the Federal Government.
The basis for computing employers' contributions to the
Unemployment Compensation Fund has been modified by Act
408;14 the result is a lowering of rates to the employer. The new
table of rates applies to the "experience-rating year" beginning
January 1, 1953. Act 408 further provides that if the Unemployment Compensation Fund equals or exceeds (1) $112,000,000 or (2)
10 per cent of the payrolls of all employers subject to contribution,
whichever is greater, every employer entitled to a reduction in
rate under the new table will receive an additional reduction,
for the ensuing year of .3 per cent of his annual payroll. However, no employer's rate may drop to less than .1 per cent. 5 In
the event that the fund equals or exceeds 121/2 per cent of the
payrolls of all employers subject to contribution, every employer
entitled to a reduction under the new rate schedule can claim an
additional reduction of .6 per cent of his annual payroll for the
ensuing year.16
Employment Security Act. The subsection formerly read "R.S. 23:1531
through R.S. 23:1541"; Act 538 of 1952 has changed the subsection to read
"through R.S. 23:1542."
11. As defined in La. R.S. 1950, 23:1472(10).
12. As defined in La. R.S. 1950, 23:1472(11).
13. La. Act 538 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1472(20) (B).
14. La. Act 408 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1536(6).
15. La. Act 408 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1536(7). This provision is operative beginning with the 1953 computation date.
16. La. Act 408 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:1536(7). This provision does not take effect until the 1954 computation date. Employers whose
contribution accounts are delinquent may not claim the reductions provided
by the added Subsection (7).
Section 1540 previously provided that no employer's contribution rate
could be reduced (under La. R.S. 1950, 23:1536) below 2.7 per cent, the standard base rate, unless the amount available in the compensation fund equalled
or exceeded 1.5 per cent of the total amount of payrolls subject to contribution or $35,000,000, whichever was greater. This section has been substantially altered. It now provides that every employer's rate which is below
2.7 per cent shall be increased .3 per cent above that to which he is entitled
under Section 1536 when the amount available for benefits in the fund is less
than 8 per cent but more than 7 per cent of the payroll, for the year prior to
the computation date, of all employers subject to contribution. When the
amount available is less than 7 per cent but more than 6 per cent, the amount
of the increase is .6 per cent. When the amount available falls below 6 per
cent, all rates are increased to 2.7 per cent. In no case is the rate to exceed
2.7 per cent. La. Act 408 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1540.
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Section 1551, which deals with refunds, adjustments and
correction of administrative errors with respect to employers'
contributions, has also been amended. The following clause was
deleted: "no provision of this section shall be interpreted to
afford any employer greater rights through failure to comply
with provisions of R.S. 23: 1541." Section 1541 provides the procedure whereby an employer may contest the statement of benefits charged against his experience-rating record. The apparent
intent of the Legislature is to make it possible for employers to
claim the benefit of discovered errors even though they did not
avail themselves of the remedy provided in Section 1541. A further amendment to Section 1551 provides that no adjustment
shall be made which will increase the contribution of any employing unit unless the adjustment is made within a year of the
17
occurrence of the administrative error.
Section 1599, dealing with the qualifications for unemployment benefits for military veterans, has been amended to apply
only to servicemen who entered the service after June 25, 1950.
It formerly was applicable only to veterans of World War 11.18
Several changes have been made in Section 1601, which
details the circumstances under which an individual will be disqualified for unemployment benefits.' 9
17. La. Act 447 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1551. The act provided

that the section as amended was to take effect upon the signature of the law
and was to apply to pending cases as well as future cases.
18. La. Act 538 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1599.
19. La. Act 401 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1601. Under Subsection (1) a person was formerly disqualified if he left his last employment
voluntarily without good cause. The "good cause" referred to must now be
"connected with his employment." Subsection (2) dealt with disqualification
by reason of temporary suspension or discharge for misconduct connected
with the work. This now applies only in case of discharge. An added provision to this subsection states that if the misconduct has impaired the
rights of the separating employer, damaged or misappropriated his property,
or damaged his reputation, the wage credit earned by the individual with
that employer shall be cancelled and no benefits paid on the basis of wages
paid to the individual by such employer. Subsection (3) provides for disqualification when a person will not apply for or accept suitable work. A
person formerly could be directed to apply for work by "the employment
office or the administrator." The phrase "employment office" has been
deleted. Under these three subsections the disqualification formerly continued during the week in which the disqualifying act took place and for
not more than six weeks following, "as determined by the administrator
according to the circumstances of each case." Under the amendment the
disqualification continues until the claimant can demonstrate (1) that following the week in which the disqualifying act occurred he has been paid wages
equivalent to at least ten times the amount of his weekly benefit, and (2)
that he has not left his last work under disqualifying circumstances.
Two new grounds for disqualification have been added. The first disqualifies a person for twelve weeks prior to the expected date of the birth of
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When an individual files a claim, notice must now be given
immediately to the last employer or employing unit and to all of
the base period employers of the claimant. 20 Notice formerly
had to be given only of the determination of the claim. A former
provision which allowed the administrator to dispense with
notice to the employer or employing unit of the determination
of the claim if the employer or employing unit failed to indicate,
pursuant to a regulation of the administrator, that the claimant
21
may be ineligible or disqualified, has been eliminated.
Several amendments have been effected in Section 1711, which
provides criminal penalties for false representations in connection with the administration of the Unemployment Compensation Fund. To come under the section these false statements must
be made "to the agency." If they are made in connection with
benefits payable under an employment security law of another
state or of the federal government, the sanctions of this section
now apply. Formerly, only misrepresentations made in connection with payments under the Louisiana Employment Security
Act were punishable. The penalties have been increased both
for (1) individuals seeking to obtain payments or increases thereof for themselves or others, and for (2) employing units, their
agents or representatives or other persons seeking to prevent or
reduce payments to an individual or to avoid or reduce the con22
tributions payable to the fund.
Miscellaneous. Act 13523 provides that, except as provided in
R.S. 6:587,24 no sale, transfer, or assignment of an employee's
that person's child and for six weeks following the week during which the
birth occurs. The other new subsection disqualifies a person for any week
in which he receives remuneration in the form of (a) wages in lieu of notice,
(b) workmen's compensation payments, (c) payments under a retirement or
pension plan to which the separating employer has contributed on behalf of
such individual. If the payments under (a), (b) or (c) are less than the
individual would have received as unemployment compensation, he can claim

the difference.
The disqualification for making a false representation or failing to
disclose a material fact in obtaining or increasing benefits has been extended
from 26 to 52 weeks following the week in

which the misrepresentation

occurred.
20. La. Act 400 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1624.
21. La. Act 400 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1625.
22. La. Act 538 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 23:1711. The penalties are
now $50 to $200 or 30 to 90 days, or both, in the discretion of the court.
23. La. Act 135 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 23:731.
24. La. R.S. 1950, 6:587, is a part of the Small Loan Law. It was amended
this year to the effect that no assignment is binding upon an employee
without his consent. (See supra p. 26.) The exception made in Act 135
seems, therefore, unnecessary.
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future wages or salaries is enforceable against his employer
unless the latter has consented thereto in writing.
Act 308 is a special act which will not appear in the Revised
Statutes, but is nonetheless significant. It establishes the "Employers Liability Revision Commission." The purpose of this
commission is to study and make recommendations to the Legislature regarding the Workmen's Compensation Act. A report is
to be made to the 1954 Legislature during the first week of its
session. The Commission is composed of five members, who will
be paid only their expenses. Two are to be familiar with employers' compensation insurers' needs, two with employees' needs,
and the fifth is to be disinterested but experienced in workmen's
2
compensation matters.
Title 24: Legislature and Laws
A new chapter was added by which the Legislature created
a legislative council.' The eighteen member council shall be composed as follows: the Lieutenant-Governor, the Speaker of the
House, and eight members from the general membership of each
house of the Legislature. The purpose of the council is to study
important legislative problems and to furnish research and drafting facilities to legislators for the preparation of bills. The council is to have a full-time executive director, who with the approval
of the council, may appoint and remove employees. The council
is given the authority to hold hearings in any place in the state
and may inspect and copy records of any department, institution
or subdivision of the state.
The Legislature also gave ex-officio status on the Louisiana
Law Institute to (1) any Louisiana member of the House of
Delegates of the American Bar Association; (2) any Louisiana
member of the Board of Governors of the American Bar Association; and (3) the chairman of the Junior Bar Association of the
2
Louisiana State Bar Association.
Changes in compensation and allowances were also made. 3
25. La. Act 308 of 1952.

1. La. Act 51 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 24:401-409.
2. La. Act 126 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 24:202(I).
3. There were three acts passed by the Legislature amending compensation and allowances provisions of this title: (1).La. Act 2 of 1952, amending
La. R.S. 1950, 24:31. This increases the compensation of the members of the
Legislature from $20 to $30 per day. (2) La. Act 11 of 1952, adding La. R.S.

Supp. 1952, 24:31.1. This act allows $150 per month for each member of the
Legislature for expenses of secretarial help, telegrams, travel expenses, etc.,

except during the time of regular sessions.

(3) La. Act 214 of 1952, adding
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Title 26: Liquors. Alcoholic Beverages.
The most noteworthy legislation in this area abolished the
Louisiana Board of Alcoholic Beverage Control and transferred
its duties to the Collector of Revenue.1
Several changes have been made in the procedure for determining whether an alcoholic beverage permit should be issued.
Section 85C of Title 26 formerly provided 2 that "any person"
might oppose the issuance of a permit. Thus no distinction was
made between oppositions filed by private citizens and those by
public officials. The amendment 3 provides that in order for a
private citizen to make such an opposition, he must have been
a resident of the parish wherein the place of business is to be
situated for at least six months. This residence requirement is
inapplicable to public officials, and state and local law enforcement officers.
The amendment 4 also provides that opposition may be filed
by "any trade organization of brewers and distributors of beverages of low alcoholic content" and no residence requirement
is stated with respect to opposition by such organizations.
A revocation or suspension of any permit for beverages of
low alcoholic content now automatically suspends or revokes a
permit held by the same individual for beverages of high alcoholic content. 5
Title 28: Mental Health
Section 52 sets forth the procedure for a coroner's commitment of a person to an institution. Application may now be
made to the coroner; formerly the application could be made
only to the superintendent of the institution. An application
made under the procedure outlined in the section must be presented to the judge of the district court for approval or disapproval.la There was previously no such provision for judicial
La. R.S. Supp. 1952 24:31.2. This act provides for the payment of $150 per
month to the members of the Legislature and the Clerk of the House for the
expenses of operating an office and attending to the business thereof between
sessions.
1. La. Act 355 of 1952, § 1.
La. Act 355 of 1952, § 2, provides that the phrase "Collector of Revenue
of Louisiana" shall be substituted for all statutory references to the Board
of Alcoholic Beverage Control.
Section 3 of Act 355 repealed specifically La. R.S. 1950, 26:1, 21-34, 40.
2. La. R.S. 1950, 26:85C.
3. La. Act 355 of 1952, § 4, amending La. R.S. 1950, 26:85C.
4. La. Act 355 of 1952, § 4, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 26:85D.
5. La. Act 355 of 1952, § 4, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 26:89(9).
la. La. Act 152 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 28:52.
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control of this type commitment.
Act 288 recognizes alcoholism as a disease and is designed
to afford aid to persons suffering from this affliction. It provides
that state supported hospitals are authorized to accept as patients
poor and destitute persons suffering from alcoholism. The hospital authorities may reject persons whom they conclude are not
sincere in their desire to be cured.2 Although authority can be
found for the treatment of alcoholics under statutes previously
enacted, 8 the provisions of the new act are certainly more explicit.
Act 282 amends Sections 249 and 319, which are sections
containing identical provisions dealing with chaplains of the East
Louisiana State Hospital and the Central Louisiana State Hospital
respectively. The amendment provides that the boards of administrators 4 of the two hospitals are to establish qualifications for
the appointment of all chaplains serving the two institutions.
The salaries of the full-time chaplains are raised ,from $200 to
$300 per month.5
Sections 242, 312, 372 and 442, dealing with the governing
boards for the East Louisiana State Hospital, the Central Louisiana State Hospital, the State Colony and Training School, and
the Southeast Louisiana Hospital, must now be read with regard
to Act 156,6 which creates the Louisiana Board of Institutions.
The institutions mentioned above are among those whose control
7
has been placed in the Board of Institutions.
Title 29: Military, Naval, and Veterans' Affairs
Since 1948 children of Louisiana World War II servicemen
who died in service or as a result thereof have been exempted
from paying certain fees while attending any state college or
university.' The Legislature has extended these benefits to include children of those serving in World War I and in the Korean
2. La. Act 288 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 28:21.1
3. La. R.S. 1950, 28:21, designates the East Louisiana State Hospital and
the Central Louisiana State Hospital as institutions "for the treatment of the
mentally ill and inebriate..
" (Italics supplied.) The section also provides
that, insofar as facilities permit, separate wards are to be maintained for
treatment of the inebriate.
4. The functions of these boards have been transferred to the Louisiana
Board of Institutions. La. Act 156 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:502. See
notes 6 and 7 infra, and accompanying text.
5. La. Act 282 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 28:249 and 28:319.
6. La. Act 156 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:501-510.
7. La. Act 156 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:502. See discussion Infra
p. 142.
1. La. R.S. 1950, 29:288.
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conflict. 2 The exemption has been broadened to include matriculation and registration fees as well as those previously enumerated. 3 The benefits granted may be claimed for four years to be
completed in five years. 4 Previously the four years were required
to be consecutive. 5
Title 30: Mineral Rights
An amendment to Section 46 provides that a separate offense
is committed each day that a violation of the Common Purchaser
Law continues.'
Section 154 has been amended to provide that only the State
Mineral Board has the authority to lease school indemnity lands;
2
previously there was no such specific limitation.
Section 132 formerly granted the Mineral Board authority
to employ counsel in addition to the Attorney General. Act 384
gives additional authority to fix and pay the compensation of
such counsel. The act provides further that this authority is
subject to the Attorney General's power to approve such appointments and to issue to the appointees commissions as assistant
attorneys general.3
The Legislature repealed Section 133 for the stated reason
that it was in conflict with the State Constitution. 4 The section
dealt with the disposition of "any excess above the minimum
royalties" from leases of state land. The pertinent constitutional
provision5 deals with the disposition of "minimum royalties"
from such leases. Since the provisions do not appear to deal with
the same subject matter, the assumed conflict is doubtful.
Perhaps the most significant legislation in the area of mineral
rights is Act 513, 6 which is an attempt to alleviate land tie-ups
when a tract is owned by a large number of owners in indivision.
The act provides that if land is owned in indivision by five hundred or more persons and it has not been subject to a recorded
mineral lease for a period of a year, fifty co-owners may request
that the State Mineral Board lease the land for the benefit of all
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

La. Act 562 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 29:288.
Ibid.
La. Act 526 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 29:289.
La. R.S. 1950, 29:289.
La. Act 132 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 30:46.
La. Act 353 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 30:154(c).
La. Act 384 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 30:132.
La. Act 491 of 1952, repealing La. R.S. 1950, 30:133.
La. Const. of 1921, Art. IV, § 2(a).
La. Act 513 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 30:181-188.
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the owners. 7 The lease, when executed by the Mineral Board, is
binding on all the co-owners.8
Another important new provision requires that the Commissioner of Conservation, within thirty days after the issuance
of orders and amendments thereof creating drilling or production
units, cause the same to be recorded in the conveyance records
of the parish or parishes in which the immovable property
affected is situated. 9
Title 32: Motor Vehicles and Traffic Regulation
The speed limit for freight-carrying vehicles outside of
unincorporated towns and villages has been raised from forty
to forty-five miles per hour.' Penalties for violation of speed
limits for freight-carrying vehicles or large passenger vehicles
were deleted from Section 227, which formerly provided penal2
ties for violations of all state speed limits.
All regular drivers' licenses hereafter issued are valid for
one year instead of two. The fee for regular drivers' licenses is
now uniform throughout the state; the provision which formerly
required higher fees for regular drivers' licenses for those residing in municipalities of over 300,000 has been repealed.3
The statute which prohibited any municipality from imposing
a charge, fine, or penalty of more than one dollar for a parking
is now applicviolation where the offender offers to pay the fine,
4
able only to cities of less than 250,000 population.
Vehicle Certificate of Title Law. Section 702 now contains a
definition of floor plan loans. The section states that they are
loans made to a licensed vehicle dealer secured by a chattel
mortgage upon the vehicles held by him for sale.5 Mortgages for
7. La. Act 513 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 30:181.
8. La. Act 513 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 30:184. The Mineral Board will
follow the same procedure used for leasing state land for mineral development (La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 30:183). A list of the co-owners will be submitted
with the request that the land be leased, and the proceeds will -be distributed
according to the list unless written objection is made. (La. R.S. Supp. 1952,
30:185-186.) A concursus may be provoked by the board with respect to
funds the right to which is in dispute or any funds payable to an unknown

owner. (La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 30:187.)

The board may deduct 10 per cent of

funds received under leases granted under this act to defray costs. (La. R.S.
Supp. 1952, 30:188.)
9. La. Act 516 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1950, 30:11.1.
1. La. Act 223 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:225.
2. La. Act 436 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:227.
3. La. Act 298 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:412.
4. La. Act 375 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:473; La. Act 374 of 1952,
amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:474.
5. La. Act 121 of 1952, adding La. R.S. 1950, 32:702(5).
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floor plan loans are effective from the date of the commissioner's
registry in his register of floor plan mortgages. Previously such
mortgages dated from the time they were filed with the commissioner.6
Corporations mortgaging their movables for corporate purposes 7 are excluded" from the applicability of the Vehicle Certificate of Title Law.
The method of executing and recording, and the priority of
chattel mortgages coming within the provisions of the Vehicle
Certificate of Title Law are no longer subject to both that law
and the provisions of R.S. 9:5351-5365.10 Chattel mortgages coming within the provisions of the Vehicle Certificate of Title Law
are now governed exclusively by this act." Section 710G provides that a mortgagor of a vehicle who with fraudulent intent
to defeat the mortgage disposes of the vehicle, or removes it
from the state without the written consent of the mortgagee,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 12 Formerly, removal of the
vehicle even from the parish without written consent of the
mortgagee was a misdemeanor.
Where no lien or mortgage exists, the Vehicle Commissioner 8
is to keep a copy of the certificate of title, and the original is to be
signed and given to the applicant.' 4 An amendment to this provision requires that where a lien or mortgage exists, one copy of
the certificate shall be kept by the commissioner, another copy
shall be sent to the clerk of the court of the domicile of the mortgagor for filing,' 5 and the original shall be given to the first mortgagee who, upon the discharge of his mortgage, shall deliver it to
the next ranking mortgagee, or to the registered owner of the
vehicle, if there be no other mortgagee.'0
Upon showing the discharge of a chattel mortgage to the
6. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:710(B).
7. Cf. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 12:601, 602.
8. La. Act.140 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:704.
9. La. R.S. 1950, 32:701-734.
10. These sections of the Louisiana Revised Statutes contain provisions
concerning the ordinary chattel mortgage which was established In our law
through Act 172 of 1944.
11. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:710.
12. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:710(G).
13. La. R.S. 1950, 32:702(4), defines "commissioner" as the Collector of
Revenue.
14. La. R.S. 1950, 32:708(A). The provisions pertaining to certificates also
apply to corrected certificates.
15. The clerks of court shall be paid fifty cents by the commissioner for
each such certificate registered.
16. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:708.
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satisfaction of the commissioner, a registered owner or chattel
mortgage holder may cause the commissioner to note the fact of
17
such discharge upon the certificate of title.
Upon the notification of the sale of a mortgaged vehicle, the
commissioner shall issue a corrected title in the new owner's
name and shall deliver it to either the first mortgage holder or
to the new owner.' 8 Formerly the corrected title was to be
issued to the new owner. The new provision in Section 711B is
consistent with the new provisions in Section 708, already discussed.' 9 A limitation of five days is now imposed during which
the holder must comply with the commissioner's request for the
20
return of the certificate for correction.
License plates from a vehicle last previously registered outside the state need no longer be surrendered by an applicant for
a Louisiana vehicle certificate of title. The applicant is now
required to surrender all unexpired evidence of foreign registration pertaining to the vehicle. 2' Previously he had to surrender
all such evidence "as may be in his possession or under his
control."
Now all fees charged by the commissioner for his various
23
services are set at one dollar.
Motor Vehicle Safety Responsibility Law. Louisiana is the
forty-sixth state to enact a "financial responsibility" law with
24
regard to the use, ownership, and maintenance of motor vehicles.
Under Louisiana's new Motor Vehicle Safety Responsibility
Law, 25 every motor vehicle accident which results in any personal
injury or death, or in property damage for any one person
amounting to more than one hundred dollars, must be reported
17. Ibid.

18. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:711(B).
19. See note 16 supra, and accompanying text.

20. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:711(B).
21. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:707(E).
22. La. R.S. 1950, 32:707(E).
23. La. Act 121 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 32:728.
24. La. Act 52 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:851-890.

25. Under La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:851(4), traction engines, road rollers,
farm tractors, tractor cranes, power shovels, well drillers are excluded from
the term "motor vehicle" as used in the act. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:883
excepts from the operation of the act the motor vehicles of the United States,
the State of
municipality,
over a fixed
permit from

thereof.

Louisiana or any political subdivision thereof, any Louisiana
or any carrier of persons which has fixed terminals, operates
route, and who operates under a franchise or indeterminate
an incorporated municipality or is subject to the jurisdiction
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within ten days to the Department of Public Safety 2 by the
operator 27 of each vehicle involved. Within a period of from
twenty to sixty days after the commissioner2 8 receives the accident report, it is determined whether the party or parties involved
shall be required to deposit security for payment of possible
judgments for damages.
No security shall be required where, within twenty days
after the commissioner received the report, he has satisfactory
evidence that one otherwise required to deposit security (1) has
been released from liability, or (2) has been finally judged not
liable, or (3) has agreed in writing to pay an agreed sum in
installments with respect to all claims for injuries or damages
arising out of the accident. In the absence of such evidence
within the time limit, the commissioner shall determine what is
satisfactory security, and shall, within sixty days after receiving
the accident report, suspend the driver's license of each operator
and all registrations of each owner of any vehicle involved, unless
such operator or owner or both shall deposit the security required.
If a nonresident operator or owner is involved in a motor
vehicle accident, the commissioner shall suspend the operator's
privilege to operate a motor vehicle within this state, and shall
suspend the owner's privilege of the use within this: state of any
vehicle owned by him, unless the operator or owner deposit the
29
required security.
These provisions of the statute dealing with requirements of
security and the suspension of licenses and registrations shall be
inapplicable to the owner or operator (1) in case there was in
effect at the time of the accident an adequate automobile liability
26. The term commissioner is defined to mean the Department of Public
Safety of Louisiana and is used throughout the act.
27. Such report must be made even where only one vehicle is involved
and the personal injury or property damage is received by the reporting
operator.

28. See Note 26 supra.
29. The precise question of the constitutionality of suspending the operating privilege of a nonresident to use our highways has not yet been adjudicated in Louisiana, but there is considerable support for it in other states
and in the jurisprudence of the United States Supreme Court. See Barnwell
Bros. v. South Carolina State Highway Dept., 17 F. Supp. 803 (D.C. E.D. S.C.
1937). This case was reversed on appeal, South Carolina State Highway

Dept. v. Barnwell Bros., 303 U.S. 177 (1937) (state may regulate weight and
width of vehicles, even though action affects interstate commerce); Jacobson
v. Carlson, 302 Mich. 448, 4 N.W. 2d 721 (1942) (use of highways is subject to
police power, of state); Public Utilities Commission v. Manley, 99 Colo. 153,
60 P. 2d 913 (1936) (power of state commission to revoke or suspend permit
issued relative to use of highways held not an unconstitutional judicial power

conferred upon the commission).
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or other form of liability insurance or bond,80 or (2) where the
operator or owner qualifies as a self-insurer.31 Further exceptions are made in Section 856:
"The requirements as to security and suspension in R.S.
32:855 shall not apply
"(1) To the operator or the owner of a motor vehicle
involved in an accident wherein no injury or damage was
caused to the person or property of any one other than such
operator or owner;
"(2) To the operator or the owner of a motor vehicle
legally parked at the time of the accident;
"(3) To the owner of a motor vehicle if at the time of
the accident the vehicle was being operated without his permission, express or implied, or was parked by a person who
had been operating such motor vehicle without such permission; nor
"(4) If, prior to the date that the commissioner would
otherwise suspend license and registration or non-resident's
operating privilege under Section R.S. 32:855 there shall be
filed with the commissioner evidence satisfactory to him that
the person who would otherwise have to file security has
been released from liability or been finally adjudicated not
to be liable or has executed a duly acknowledged written
agreement providing for the payment of an agreed amount in
installments, with respect to all claims for injuries or damages resulting from the accident.
"Provided, that notwithstanding any of the provisions of
this Chapter, the commissioner shall never suspend any
registration of any owner of a motor vehicle in any accident
where under the law of this state such owner is not legally
liable for damages arising from such accident."
It is submitted that the proviso in Section 856, quoted above,
can be given effect consistent with the purpose of the statute
only if it is interpreted as a prohibition against suspension of
30. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:855 sets standards to be met by the insurer,
and the policy or bond. Such standards and conditions are also set forth
to cover situations in which a car not registered in Louisiana is involved in
an accident.
31. Under La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:884, one who has more than twentyfive motor vehicles registered in his name, or one who owns property in
Louisiana with an assessed valuation of fifteen thousand dollars, after
deducting any encumbrances, may qualify as a self-insurer.
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registrations in cases in which the owner clearly cannot be held
liable for damages.
The suspension of licenses, registrations, or nonresidents'
operating privileges will last until either (1) the required security is deposited, (2) a year has elapsed from the date of the suspension and no suit arising from the accident has been filed, or
(3) until the party required to give security has been released
from liability, adjudged not liable, or has entered into a written
agreement to pay all claims.
Upon receipt from another state of certification that the
operating privilege of a Louisiana resident has been suspended
in the other state for failure to deposit security under circumstances which would require the commissioner to suspend a
nonresident's operating privilege had the accident occurred in
Louisiana, then the commissioner shall suspend the Louisiana
resident's license if he was the operator, and all of his registrations if he was the owner, of the vehicle involved. Such suspension shall continue until the Louisiana resident complies with the
law of the other state concerning deposit of security.
If a nonresident's operating privilege is suspended by this
state, and if the law of the nonresident's state has a reciprocity
provision similar to that in our law, then the commissioner shall
send to the other state a certified copy of suspension.
The form, and the amount (within limits)3 2 of the security
required is determined by the commissioner. Within six months
after the accident, he may reduce this amount in his discretion.
The security deposited is applicable only to the payment of judgments against the person or persons on whose behalf the deposit
was made, provided of course, that the judgments arise from the
accident which necessitated the deposit of security.
Upon one's failure to satisfy33 within sixty days a judgment
32. The commissioner determines the form and the amount of the
security, but such amount cannot exceed the limits set out in La. R.S. Supp.
1952, 32:855, relative to the bond or liability policy. The depositor shall
specify the name or names of those on whose behalf the deposit of security
is made, and this can later be amended. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:855 relative
to the bond or liability policy. The depositor shall specify the name or names

of those on whose behalf the deposit of security is made, and this can later
be amended. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:855(A) says that the commissioner shall

determine the amount of security "which shall be sufficient in his judgment
to satisfy any judgment or judgments for damages resulting from such
accident as may be recovered against each operator or owner."
33. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:865 defines satisfaction of judgment:

"Judgment herein referred to shall, for the purpose of this Chapter
only, be deemed satisfied:
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rendered against him, the commissioner will upon notification by
the court suspend the judgment debtor's license and registration,
or the operating privilege of a nonresident defendant.8 4 Such
suspension shall remain in effect until either the judgment has
been stayed or satisfied. A discharge in bankruptcy will not
relieve such suspension. 35 However, suspension shall not be
imposed and a suspension already imposed shall be removed
where the judgment debtor shows proof of financial responsibility
and obtains judicial permission to pay in installments.8 6 Also, the
commissioner may allow the judgment debtor to have his license,
registration, or nonresident's operating privilege, if the judgment
creditor gives his consent in writing and the debtor furnishes
proof of financial responsibility.
Proof of financial responsibility shall also be required when
the commissioner is notified of certain cases37 of conviction or
forfeiture of bail. Failure to provide such proof in those cases
entails suspension of the parties' licenses and registrations 8
until such proof is given.
Proof of financial responsibility may be shown by filing
with the commissioner a certificate of insurance, 9 a bond, 40 a
"(1) When five thousand dollars has been credited upon any judgment
or judgments rendered in excess of that amount because of bodily injury
to or death of one person as the result of any one accident; or
"(2) When, subject to such limit of five thousand dollars because of
bodily injury to or death of one person the sum of ten thousand dollars has
been credited upon any judgment, or judgments, rendered in excess of that
amount because of bodily injury to or death of two or more persons as the
result of any one accident; or
"(3) When one thousand dollars has been credited upon any judgment
or judgments rendered in excess of that amount because of injury to or
destruction of property of others as a result of any one accident;
"Provided, however, payments made in settlement of any claims because
of bodily injury, death or property damages arising from a motor vehicle
accident shall be credited in reduction of the amounts provided for in this
Section."
34. Also, by La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:862, "If the defendant named In any
certified copy of a judgment reported to the commissioner is a non-resident,
the commissioner shall transmit a certified copy of the judgment to the official in charge of the issuance of licenses and registration certificates of the
state of which the defendant is a resident."
35. See Reitz v. Mealey, 314 U.S. 33 (1941).
36. But upon default in payment of any installment, suspension shall be
imposed until the judgment is satisfied.
37. These cases are specified in La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:867.
38. Suspension of registration, because of conviction or forfeiture of
bail means suspension of registration for all vehicles registered in the
offender's name. Proof of financial responsibility must likewise be made as
to all vehicles registered in his name.
39. The requirements as to beneficiaries, coverage, amount, and other
conditions pertaining to a Motor Vehicle Liability Policy are specified in
La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:871. Insurance policies now in force or those that
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certificate of deposit of money or securities 41 or a certificate of
of self-insurance. 42 In addition to these proofs, the commissioner
may require other proof as required by the act if those furnished
no longer fulfill their purpose. Any of these means of proof can
later be substituted by other adequate proof. An owner may in
certain circumstances give proof for others. 43 The bond, or certificate of insurance furnished as proof of financial responsibility
shall be cancelled, and money or securities deposited as security
shall be returned upon request (1) after three years, provided
there has been no notice to the commissioner of conviction or
forfeiture of bail requiring suspension of licenses or registration,
(2) upon the death, or permanent incapacity to operate a motor
vehicle, of the person on whose behalf such proof was furnished,
or (3) upon the surrender of his license and registration by the
person required to supply the proof. Cancellation and return
cannot be made where there is an action pending or an unsatisfied
judgment arising from the accident, or where the party within
one year preceding the request for cancellation has been involved
as operator or owner in a motor vehicle accident causing injury
or damage to the person or property of others, unless he has been
released from liability or adjudicated not liable.
There are specific penalties for certain violations of the act
and an omnibus penalty for all other violations of the act.
Neither the accident report, the actions or the findings of
the commissioner, nor the security filed may be referred to in
any way at the trial of any action at law to recover damages.
Nor may they be used as evidence of negligence on the part of
either party.
Of considerable importance is the provision for participation
by insurance companies authorized to issue automobile liability
policies in this state, in an assigned risk liability insurance plan
whereby policies are made available to those ordinarily considered by insurance companies to be uninsurable.
may be hereinafter required are discussed in La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:873.
Provision for furnishing a certificate of insurance by a nonresident is found
in La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:870.
40. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:874, specifies the kinds and amount of bond
required. Such bond operates as a lien for the state. An individual may
bring an action in the name of the state to foreclose on such a lien. La. R.S.
Supp. 1952, 32:874.
41. The particulars are set forth in La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:875.
42. See Note 31 supra.
43. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 32:876. An owner may give proof of financial
responsibility for an operator in the employ of the owner or for a member
of his immediate household.
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Title 33: Municipalities and Parishes
Planning Commissions-Procedure. The procedure which a
planning commission must follow in order to effectuate the adoption of a plan is set forth in R.S. 33:108. This section was amended
to exempt the Parish of Orleans from the provision which requires
that certified copies of the plan are to be filed with the local
legislative body and with the parish clerk of court. In the Parish
of Orleans, these certified copies are now to be filed with the
commission council of the City of New Orleans and recorded
with the register of conveyances.'
Mayor and Board of Aldermen-OrdinancesAuthorized. In
imposing penalties for violation of city ordinances, the mayor and
aldermen were limited to fines not exceeding one hundred dollars and/or to imprisonment sentences for a period not exceeding
thirty days. This limitation is amended to permit the imposition
of a fine as high as five hundred dollars and/or imprisonment for
as long as sixty days for violations of ordinances prohibiting the
operation of a motor vehicle by a person under the influence of
2
intoxicating liquor or narcotic drugs.
Commission Plan-Compensationof Officers and Employees.
Salaries of mayors and aldermen are and have been fixed according to the populations of the municipalities. An amendment
changes the categories of populations and increases salaries in
almost every group affected. 3
Police Jury-Compensation. For services rendered to the
parish, police jurors may now be compensated for up to fifty-two
4
days a year and their rate of compensation is increased.
Sheriffs-Salaries-Fees. The salaries of the sheriffs in all
except three parishes5 were raised considerably. " In conformity
with the increase of salaries, commissions for the sheriffs' salary
fund which are deducted from the aggregate of tax collections
were increased for some parishes.7
1. La. Act 458 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:108.

2. La. Act 328 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:401A(32).
3. La. Act 350 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:533.
4. La. Act 287 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1233.
5. Beauregard, Vernon, and Winn Parishes. For salary Increase for
Orleans Parish, see note 19 infra.
6. La. Act 257 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1421. In addition to this
salary raise, provision was made for payment, out of the sheriff's salary fund,
of the sheriff's dues in the Louisiana Sheriffs' Association, Inc., and in the
National Sheriffs' Association. La. Act 258 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
33:1422.
7. La. Act 217 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1423. Also fitting in the
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Under prior provisions for expenditure of excess amounts
in the sheriffs' salary fund, the amount which could be kept in a
revolving fund by the sheriff was limited to one-third of the
amount of revenues of the preceding year, provided, however,
that it did not exceed $10,000. Act 263 removes this $10,000
limit.8 This act also permits a sheriff to pay out of the salary
fund a judgment rendered against a sheriff and ex-officio tax
collector previously in office, provided the action arose from the
purchase of supplies and equipment and services furnished the
prior sheriff and ex-officio tax collector in an official capacity. 9
The maximum fees which sheriffs may charge for services
rendered in civil matters was raised for many of those services. 10
Sheriffs-Pension and Relief Fund. Act 218 makes many
changes relative to the composition and operation of the parochial sheriffs' pension and relief fund.11 In order for future
deputies to become members of the fund, they must be between
the ages of twenty-one arid fifty. Provision is also made for
newly elected or employed officers to waive membership in the
fund. If the waiver is not executed, such persons are automatically members of the fund, provided of course that the requirements for membership are met. The fund is maintained by 1/4 of
1 per cent of the aggregate amount of taxes shown to be collectible by the tax roles of the respective parishes each year,
3 per cent, of
together with 5 per cent, instead of the former
12
members.
deputy
or
sheriff
the
of
salaries
the
If a sheriff or deputy is discharged or retires before completing twenty years' service and has not yet received benefits from
the fund, he may recover two-thirds of the monthly contributions
which he has made prior to the effective date of the 1952 act,
and two-fifths of the contributions thereafter made by him to
the fund. The new act makes it possible for the legal heirs to
recover these amounts in case of the death of the sheriff or
deputy.18
The provision that no pension, disability claim, or widow's
general pattern is an act to increase the amount paid to the sheriff's salary
fund of West Feliciana Parish by the Louisiana State Penitentiary for
services rendered. La. Act 240 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1424.
8. La. Act 263 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1426.
9. Ibid.
10. La. Act 256 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1428.
11. La. Act 218 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1453.
12. La. Act 218 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1454.
13. Ibid.
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benefit from the Sheriffs' Pension and Relief Fund should be
granted to anyone employed by the state or a subdivision thereof
was amended to except from that prohibition a widow with one
or more minor children. In all other cases, the payment of the
pension is suspended during the period of employment by the
14
state or subdivision.
Changes were also made in Section 1456, which provides for
the disbursement of the funds for retirement, disability, and
death benefits. 15 Application for these benefits is made to the
Board of Trustees of the Sheriffs' Pension and Relief Fund,
which board must now grant the application within sixty days.
Formerly the board was limited to thirty days.
Heretofore the statute did not allow payment of benefits
from the pension and relief fund to survivors of a retired or discharged sheriff or deputy who had served for twenty years and
who had died before reaching the age required for him to be
eligible to receive retirement benefit. The new act provides for
payment of benefits in such cases in the same manner as provided
where the sheriff or deputy had died "while in the service"1 6 or
while receiving benefits.
Before amendment the statute made no provision for payments to a widower nor a child over eighteen. As amended it
allows payments to a widower in the same cases wherein widows
are eligible to collect, provided that the widower be mentally or
physically incapacitated. The amendment also allows payments
to any child over eighteen years of age, in the same cases wherein
a child under eighteen is entitled to benefits, provided that the
child over eighteen be mentally or physically incapacitated from
earning.
The former requirements that a child of a sheriff or deputy
must have been born within certain specified periods in order to
be eligible for benefits have been eliminated. The new act substitutes the requirement that the child must have been dependent
14. Ibid.
15. Provision was made for a sheriff, and an ex-deputy to be granted
benefits under minutely detailed conditions. This was added to the amending
act apparently to provide for one particular incident which occurred in the
past. See La. R.S. 1950, 33:1456, as amended by La. Act 218 of 1952. The last
paragraph of Section 1456 grants benefits under a certain set of facts not
covered by any other sections of the statute which declare to whom benefits
are payable. This latter paragraph also was apparently designed for one
particular case.
16. For the statute's definition of "while in the service," see La. Act 218
of 1952, § 4, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1456(4).
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upon and living with the parent at the time of the parent's
death. In order for the widow of a retired sheriff or deputy to
receive benefits it was formerly required that the widow have
been married to the deceased at the time he received his first
pension payment. That requirement is now substituted by the
requirement that she have been married to and living with the
beneficiary three years before his death and that she have been
living with him at the time of death. The new act also imposed a
time limit of one year within which applications for death or
disability benefits must be filed.
Since the contributions to the fund by members was raised to
5 per cent of monthly salaries, 17 the provision which permits a
sheriff or deputy who had not previously become a member of
the fund to become a member was amended to provide that members joining after the effective date of the new act must pay an
amount equal to 5 per cent of monthly salaries from the date of
the new act, together with 3 per cent of the monthly salaries from
July 29, 1948, or if employed subsequent to that date, from the
date of employment through the effective date of the act.'
Sheriffs-Maintenance of Prisoners-Orleans.The Legislature granted an increase in the annual salary for the civil sheriff
of Orleans Parish.' Other amendments made changes in the
provisions for the fees for Orleans sheriffs, and in the provisions
for the fees for Orleans sheriffs, and in the provisions on keeping
of prisoners in Orleans.2"
17. La. Act 263 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1426.
18. To the former requirement that a sheriff or deputy pass a physical
examination to qualify for membership in the fund, an amendment adds the

requirement that if a member ceases membership and desires to rejoin the
fund, he must submit to another physical examination and must meet the
same requirements necessary for original membership.
19. La. Act 32 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1502. The civil sheriff's
salary was increased by $2,500, bringing it up to $8,500.
20. The section setting the rate of commission allowed to the civil sheriff

of Orleans on the price of property sold by judicial sale has been amended
to set a fixed rate of 2 h per cent for immovable property and 5 per cent
for movables. Previously, the rate of the commission varied depending upon
whether or not the property was subject to prior mortgages and upon the
kind of proceeding in which the property was sold. La. Act 78 of 1952,
amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1506(19).
Where the civil sheriff of Orleans has in his possession for execution
any writ under which movable or immovable property is or may be seized

but he is prevented from completing execution of the writ by circumstances
which make further execution unnecessary, he shall receive the same commission as in the case of a sale. Formerly, the full commission was not

allowed when circumstances made complete execution of the writ against
immovables unnecessary.
33:1506(26).

La. Act

78 of

1952,

amending

La.

R.S.

1950,

Out of the fees collected for performance of his duties, the civil sheriff
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Coroners. A group of coroners prepared and promoted an act
which modernized the somewhat obsolete legislation pertaining
to duties and compensations of coroners. 21 The new act removes
the limit on the number of deputy coroners that a coroner may
appoint. Deputy coroners have been and shall continue to be
paid by the coroner. A new provision 22 authorizes parish coroners to appoint necessary secretaries, stenographers, clerks, technicians, investigators, official photographers, or other helpers; the
fee or salary of each is to be paid by the coroner out of his fees,
or by arrangement with the police jury23 if the coroner is on a
24
salary basis.
Prior to the 1952 act, justices of the peace "in the country
of Orleans shall be allowed to retain and use for salaries and expenses
$35,000 instead of the former $10,000. This fund is allowed in addition to the
salary and expense fund provided for in R.S. 33:1501. La. Act 79 of 1952,
amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1507.
The manner of compensating the criminal sheriff of Orleans by the City
of New Orleans for keeping prisoners in the parish prison was changed.
Instead of receiving one dollar per day per prisoner, the sheriff shall receive
such amount as shall be budgeted by the commission council of the City of
New Orleans, which amount shall not be less than eighty cents per prisoner
per day. The surplus from this fund, if any, shall be returned to the city.
In order to determine accurately what the amount of the surplus is, the
appropriate tax auditor of the state shall audit the records of the office at
ninety day intervals. The records shall be open to inspection for such purpose at all reasonable times. La. Act 42 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
33:1523.
The New Orleans city jail or house of detention is no longer to be operated by the criminal sheriff, but shall be operated by the city through the
Commissioner of Public Buildings and Parks, or by such other officials as
the commission council of the city may designate. Provision is also made
that the City of New Orleans shall construct and operate a kitchen for
feeding prisoners confined in the house of detention or city jail; it is to be
completed by January 1, 1953. Until that date the criminal sheriff shall continue to feed the prisoners and shall receive the cost thereof from the city in
the same manner as provided for in regard to prisoners in the parish prison.
The commission council of the city is vested with authority to determine the
location of the house of detention or city jail. La. Act 88 of 1952, adding La.
R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:1523.1.
21. La. Act 151 of 1952.
22. The Parish of Orleans is no longer excepted from the section of the
statute which allows coroners to appoint and compensate deputy coroners.
The coroner for Orleans is also included in the new provision authorizing
coroners to appoint secretaries, stenographers, clerks, etc.; the fees or
salaries of such personnel are to be paid by the City of New Orleans. Salary
increases have been provided for the coroner, two of the three assistant
coroners, clerks, the engineer, and morgue keepers. La. Act 165 of 1952,
amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1621, 1623.
23. A new section, 33:1551.1, defines the term "police jury" wherever it is
used in R.S. 33:1552, 1553, 1555-1558, 1559.1, 1560, 1561, 1564-1566 to be synonymous with parish governing body, except in those instances where the context
clearly indicates otherwise.
24. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1552. The amount of
compensation allowed members of a coroner's jury for their services and
travel expenses has been doubled. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S.
1950, 33:1564.
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parishes" could perform the coroners' duties if the parish had no
coroner or if the coroner were absent or unable to attend. Every
parish now has a coroner and the new act provides that a justice
of the peace may perform only such duties of a coroner as are
requested in an authorization by the coroner of the respective
25
parishes.
Section 1555 previously merely set forth the grounds upon
which a coroner could restrain and commit patients. It has now
been expanded to (1) provide a procedure to be followed in such
cases, (2) to include a more particularized list of grounds for
restraint or commitment, and (3) to grant the coroner personal
immunity for his acts done in accordance with this section. Under
Section 1555 a patient may be "detained by the coroner for a
reasonable length of time for examination and observation and/or
may be confined by the coroner in a mental hospital or jail for
'26
examination, observation, care and treatment.
The act authorizes the establishment of forensic laboratories
to be used by law enforcement officers as well as coroners. There
is a limit of one such laboratory to a congressional district and
there is the stated condition that two-thirds of the coroners of the
district, together with their respective police juries, favor such a
move. The costs and maintenance of the laboratory are to be
27
paid by the police juries of the participating parishes.
The authority of coroners to take and retain personal effects
found on the body of any deceased person has been augmented by
further authority to take and hold any physical property or evidence connected with the death, or found at the scene of the
28
crime or accident.
Section 1562 provides that where the coroner decides that
an inquest is unnecessary, he shall issue a certificate to the effect
that no one is guilty of causing the death.29 That section was not
amended by any new legislation. However, additions to Section
1561 provided that (1) whenever a coroner investigates a death
25. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1553.
26. Confinement by a coroner should not be confused with judicial com-

mitment provided for in La. R.S. 1950, 28:53, nor with a coroner's commitment provided for in La. R.S. 1950, 28:52.
27. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1559.1.
28. It is also declared an unlawful act for anyone to touch or remove
such effects from the body or scene of death prior to the arrival of the
coroner, deputy or assistant coroner, sheriff, or coroner's investigator. No
penalty, however, is provided. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
33:1560.
29. La. R.S. 1950, 33:1562.
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he shall furnish a death certificate stating the cause and means
of death, and if it appears that death is due to accident, suicide,
or homicide, he shall so state, and (2) the cause and manner of
death as stated in the death certificate filed with the Bureau of
Vital Statistics of the Board of Health shall be the legally
accepted cause and maner of death unless the court of the parish
in which the death occurred, after a hearing, directs the coroner
30
to change his decision.
Other minor changes were made in those sections of the stat31
utes relative to coroners.
30. A further provision states that if there is no suspicion of death from
violence a death certificate may be issued without inquest on the basis of
statements from relatives or persons familiar with the causes of the death.
La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1561.
31. Prior to the 1952 amendment the provision which permits the parish
coroners to be named either or both ex-officio parish physician and/or parish
health officer excluded the Parish of Orleans. Although Orleans is now
included under this provision, the section also provides that the coroner shall
not be designated as parish health officer in any parish having a full-time
health unit. Since Orleans has such a unit, the immediate effect of the
amendment is limited to permitting the coroner of Orleans to be named
parish physician. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1556.
La. Act 286 of 1952 provides that the coroner of Calcasieu Parish receive
$2,700 for his services as parish physician. The act added La. R.S. Supp. 1952,
33:1556.1.
A coroner may not be required to give expert testimony "except in the
line of duty as coroner," but this provision does not preclude his testifying
as an expert witness at his own discretion. The amending act added the
word "except" to make the clause read "except in the line of duty as coroner."
Quite apparently, the omission of the word in the original act was an error.
The amendment also extended this section to apply to deputy and assistant
coroners. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1557.
Section 1558, dealing with coroner's fees, has been amended to allow
police juries to increase the fee for autopsies and to allow coroners to collect
a fee in cases of confinement for examination and treatment. In addition
the section has been expanded to (1) provide that the parish pay the expenses
of operation of the coroner's office, (2) provide that the police jury furnish
the coroner's office, the morgue, and their supplies, (3) to distinguish between
those cases in which the coroner's fees or expenses are to be paid by the
parish and those cases in which they are to be paid by the municipality, and
(4) to designate the source of payment of the coroner's fee and the duties of
the coroner in cases where a patient dies in a state hospital in a parish other
than the parish in which the cause of death originated. La. Act 151 of 1952,
amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1558.
Section 1561, which deals with inquests and autopsies, has been greatly
extended and detailed. Formerly the coroner was required to hold an inquest
or make an investigation in four specified types of death cases. The new
statute requires that he hold an inquest, view the body, or make an investigation in numerous listed types of cases of death and of certain sex crimes.
Whereas the section formerly gave the coroner the right to order autopsies,
he is now given authority to perform them, as well as cause them to be
performed. The section also gives the coroner or district attorney the
authority to order disinterment and removal of bodies. The coroner may
retain any corpse for any length of time he deems necessary and may remove
and retain any portion of a body. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S.
1950, 33:1561.
The requirement that a coroner submit a proces verbal to the clerk of
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Fire and Police Departments. A sixty hour a week maximum
was set for firemen in cities having a population of 13,000 or
more.12 Formerly that maximum applied only in cities of more
than 250,000, with the exception that in cities having a population of between 15,000 and 250,000, the firemen could elect the
sixty hour week maximum.
A requirement that every city between 10,000 and 250,000
population maintain a police pension fund was amended to
3
include cities with populations between 7,500 and 250,000. 1
A few amendments were made relative to the police pension
34
fund for the City of New Orleans.
Taxation and Fiscal Affairs-Expenditures-Investments.
Contractors who are due amounts of money for work on public
improvements may be paid in the form of certificates of payment
by parishes or municipalities. 5 Since the passage of Act 32 of
1902, these certificates have been only prima facie evidence that
the contractor is entitled to a fixed amount for work done at the
prices fixed by contract. The amending act provides that these
certificates shall be negotiable instruments under the law merchant and that their validity cannot be attacked (1) if they are
in the hands of bona fide purchasers; or (2) if the grounds for
attack is irregularity or defect in the proceeds providing for their
court after each inquest or post mortem examination was amended to limit
the time for submission of the report to thirty days. A proviso was added
that such records may be kept in the coroner's office if facilities permit.
La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1565.
The requirement that coroners make reports to the Legislature at each
session was replaced by a requirement that they make periodic reports to
the police juries of their respective parishes. These reports shall be made
at least every six months and shall include a summary of the duties performed and an account of the expenses incurred. Previously the report had
to contain a statement of the total amount of fees collected, but no accounting of expenses was required. La. Act 151 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
33:1566.
32. La. Act 242 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:1994.
33. La. Act 440 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:2221. Nine cities may
be affected by the amendment.
34. The statute providing for benefits for the New Orleans Police Benefit
and Relief Fund prohibited the granting of benefits to widows of retired
male officers if the marriage was consummated within one year prior to the
date of retirement. The new enactment omits this limitation. La. Act 395 of
1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:2293.
A police officer on the New Orleans force who retires after twenty years'
service receives as an annuity 50 per cent of the salary he received during his
last year; an officer who has served thirty years receives 60 per cent. The
new law repeals the ceiling formerly imposed on the amount of the annuities.
La. Act 395 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:2294-2295.
35. La. Act 499 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:2923.
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issuance, unless contestation be made within thirty days after
publication of the resolution providing for their issuance.
Another act authorizes police juries to appropriate a sum
not to exceed $1,000 a year for fairs, festivals or other agricul36
tural activities held within or without the parish.
Streets Improvements. After completing the preliminary cost
estimates of proposed construction or improvements of streets,
roads, or sidewalks, the governing authority of a municipality
shall adopt an ordinance levying an assessment on the real estate
abutting the improvement. The amounts assessed become due
immediately upon passage of the ordinance. If not paid within
thirty days, it will be conclusively presumed that the property
owner has exercised the option of paying the amount due in
annual installments.3 7 Before the 1952 amendment, the presumption became effective if the assessment was not paid within
ten days.
In municipalities having a population of over one thousand, a
property owner who has been assessed for a payment for construction or improvements of streets or sidewalks may, if the
municipal ordinance allows it, exercise the option of paying the
assessment within ten days, or of paying such assessment in
88
equal annual installments not to exceed fifteen in number.
Prior to this new act, the property owner who elected to pay in
installments could pay either in fifteen installments or in four,
depending on the amount of down payment he was willing to
make.
Sub-part G under "Street Improvements" is entitled "Special Improvements Along Streets." A 1952 act 39 adds Sub-part
G-1, entitled "Improvement of Drainage Ditches." The act
authorizes municipalities to order or undertake the digging or
improvement of drainage ditches and to levy assessments on the
abutting property owners as a means of financing such projects.
Although there has never been any question as to the authority
of municipalities to dig or otherwise improve drainage ditches,
there was no authority prior to the 1952 act for the assessment of
the owners whose property is benefited by the improved drainage.
Such programs were heretofore necessarily accomplished at the
expense of the municipality. The municipality may now issue
36. La. Act 388 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:3001.
37. La. Act 144 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:3306.

38. La. Act 280 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:3389.
39. La. Act 379 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:3521-3536.
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negotiable certificates in payment to contractors and the assessed
landowners may pay such assessments in ten or fewer equal
annual installments.
Statutory provisions relative to street improvements formerly
granted to parishes the authority to transfer to the contractor,
without recourse, the notes of the property owners who were
assessed for improvements, which notes evidenced the amount
due under such assessment. 40 This created an undesirable collection problem for contractors who constructed parish projects.
A 1952 act 41 appears to remedy this problem. It provides that the

parish may issue its own negotiable certificates for the amounts
due. The police jury may either sell these certificates and apply
42
the income to the debt, or it may transfer them to the contractor.
Sewage Disposal-Orleans. Several changes were made in
the powers and functions of the Sewerage and Water Board of
43
the City of New Orleans.

Police Power-Regulation of Business and OccupationsGambling. Municipalities are now authorized to suspend or
revoke permits issued to retail dealers in alcoholic beverages, for
causes set forth in R.S. 26:88, 89, 285, and 286. The act conferring
this authority also provides for petitions, notices, and hearings
before the municipal governing body, and appeals. Although all
conflicting laws are repealed, the new act specifically provides
that it is not to supersede the Alcoholic Beverage Control Law
44
set forth in Chapter I of Title 26, nor Chapter II of Title 26.
Section 4851 of Title 33 of the Revised Statutes provides that
municipalities having a population of more than 5,000 and less
than 100,000 may pass ordinances prohibiting gambling. Gambling, however, is not defined in that section. In City of Alexandriav. LaCombe,45 the Supreme Court pointed out that the only
statutory definition of gambling was in R.S. 14:90, a part of the
Criminal Code. The criminal statute defines gambling to be conducting games of chance "as a business." The conviction of the
defendant in the LaCombe case was reversed for they were not
gambling "as a business." R.S. 33:4851.1 is added by the 1952
40. See La. R.S. 1950, 33:3688.
41. La. Act 430 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:3689.1-3689.17.
42. For the possibility of attacking the validity of these instruments, see
supra p. 105.
43. La. Act 262 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:4078, 4081-4085, 4089,
4092.
44. La. Act 493 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:4785-4788.
45. 220 La. 618, 57 So. 2d 206 (1952).
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legislation and allows municipalities having a population of
100,000 or less not only to prohibit gambling but also to define
46
what shall constitute gambling.
Group Insurance. A municipality or other political subdivision is now authorized 47 to contract with insurance companies
for group insurance covering hospitalization and retirement of
public employees and officials. Previously such authorization
was limited to hospitalization insurance for employees.
Parochial Employees' Retirement System. A new chapter
entitled "Parochial Employees' Retirement System" was added
to Title 33 of the Revised Statutes. 48 The act provides for a
retirement fund for aged and incapacitated employees of the
parishes of the state, except Orleans and East Baton Rouge. The
system is modeled on the retirement system used for teachers,
school bus drivers, New Orleans city employees, and other groups
of public employees. The system was first introduced by Act 116
of 1910; it has since been used as a model for the various groups.
Title 34: Navigation and Shipping
Ports and Harbors. Harbor -districts have been established
in both the Baton Rouge and Morgan City areas. Act 10,1 creating the Greater Baton Rouge Port Commission, is almost identical
with a proposed constitutional amendment 2 which, if passed, will
give constitutional status to the commission. There is no constitutional amendment proposal corresponding to Act 530,3 which
creates the Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District.
The Greater Baton Rouge Port Commission is composed of
nine members appointed by the Governor to serve without compensation. 4 Its purpose is to regulate commerce and traffic
within the port area consisting of the Parishes of East Baton
Rouge, West Baton Rouge and Iberville. 5 The powers of the
commission are extensive and include, among others, the authority to administer public wharves and docks, to construct or
acquire and equip wharves and other landing facilities and to
46. La. Act 327 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:4851.1.

47. La. Act 523 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 33:5151.
48. La. Act 205 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 33:6101-6112.
1. La. Act 10 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:351-356.

2. La. Act 9 of 1952, proposing an amendment to the Constitution of 1921,
by adding to Article VI a new Section 29 creating the Greater Baton Rouge
Port Commission and defining its powers and duties.
3. La. Act 530 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:321-332.
4. La. Act 10 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:351.

5. La. Act 10 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:353.
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charge for their use, to construct and maintain terminal rail
facilities, to charge inspection fees and general fees for the use
of the port area, and to enter into contracts for a period not
exceeding forty years.6 The commission is expressly given the
power to expropriate wharves, landings, and other needed properties. 7 Title to properties and improvements operated by the commission vest in the State of Louisiana.8 The port area cannot be
discriminated against in the levying of any ad valorem tax.0
The commission may, with the approval of the Board of
Liquidation of the State Debt, incur debt and issue bonds. To
secure their payment the commission may pledge the revenues
from facilities operated by it or grant conventional mortgages on
its properties. 10
The Morgan City Harbor and Terminal District, which serves
a designated area in St. Mary Parish,11 is governed by a board
of commissioners appointed by the Governor and composed of
five members serving without compensation. 12 The board has
powers similar to those vested in the Greater Baton Rouge Port
Commission, discussed above. But unlike the latter commission,
the Board of Commissioners for the Morgan City Harbor and
Terminal District is expressly given the authority, when necessary to defray its expenses, to levy an ad valorem tax on the
property subject to taxation situated in the district.'8
Pilots. Bar pilots' 4 and river port pilots 5 for the Port of
New Orleans have been granted increases in the rates which
they may charge for their services. Also granted pilotage fee
increases are the New Orleans and Baton Rouge port pilots,16
and other pilots operating on navigable streams, channels and
17
other waters in general.
Title 35: Notaries and Commissioners
Notaries public throughout the state who supplied a cor6. Ibid.
7. La. Act 10 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:356.
8. La. Act 10 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:353.
9. La. Act 10 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:354.
10. Ibid.
11. La. Act 530 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:321.
12. La. Act 530 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:322.
13. La. Act 530 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:329.
14. La. Act 431 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 34:954.
15. La. Act 177 of 1952, superseding La. R.S. 1950, 34:991-1003, and substituting therefor La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 34:991-1003.
16. La. Act 312 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 34:1048.
17. La. Act 363 of 1952, amending L R.S. 1950, 34:1076.
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porate surety may now substitute a personal surety bond acceptable to the presiding judge of the parish.' Upon filing and
recordation with the Secretary of State of the personal surety
bond, the Secretary of State "shall upon request execute a
release of the surety company effective as of the date of the
acceptance of the personal surety bond in lieu thereof. ' 2 When
a clerk of court (or the register of mortgages in Orleans) is presented with a certificate of approval from the Secretary of State,
the bond, and a certificate of sufficiency from the judge, and is
requested by an interested party to cancel the corporate surety,
he shall execute such cancellation. 3 Formerly, the only substitution permitted was the replacement of a personal surety by a
corporate surety (Orleans and Caddo Parishes excepted).4
The limit upon the number of notaries appointed in Orleans
Parish has been raised from one thousand to eleven hundred. 5
Title 37: Professionsand Occupations
Dentists. The method for selection of members of the State
Board of Dentistry has been changed. The new statute provides
that each of the seven dental associations of the Louisiana State
Dental Society shall submit a list of three nominees to the Governor, who is to select one member from each list."a Formerly all
seven members were chosen by the Governor directly from the
roster of the State Dental Society. 2a The secretary-treasurer of the
board is to be chosen by its own membership instead of by the
Governor. The number of regular meetings is reduced from two
to one a year.3a
Real Estate and Business Brokers. A real estate broker, real
estate salesman, business chance broker, or curb broker is now
required to notify the Louisiana Real Estate Board of certain
1. La. Act 497 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 35:75-77.
2. The language used in this phrase is ambiguous. It is submitted, however, that the proper meaning to be ascribed to this phrase and phrases in
par materiae (see note 3, infra) is that the effective date of the liability of
the new surety is the date of the acceptance by the presiding judge, but that
the effective date of the release of the corporate surety is not until the datehis bond is cancelled in accordance with the provisions of La. R.S. Supp.
1952, 35:76.
3. See note 2 supra. Apparently the corporate surety would be liable on
his bond for offenses occurring prior to cancellation, despite the fact that
suit on such cause of action is not filed until after this cancellation.
4. La. R.S. 1950, 35:194-195.
5. La. Act 414 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 35:251-252.
la. La. Act 314 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:753.
2a. La. R.S. 1950, 37:753.
3a. La. Act 314 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:754.
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judicial actions brought against him concerning real estate and
business chance transactions, involving charges of misconduct
which would ground suspension or revocation of his license. 4 The
failure to give such notice shall automatically suspend the license.
The board must also be notified of any compromise, judgment,
or dismissal of the action, civil or criminal.
Automatic suspension now results from failure to obtain
a renewal license by January 1 of each year. Notice is to be given
to the licensee of the suspension and upon his failure to renew
the license within ten days it shall be revoked by the board.
Practice during the period of suspension is forbidden. 5
Veterinarians. Several changes have been effected in this
chapter of the title. Members of the State Board of Veterinary
Medical Examiners are now required to have had at least five
years of experience in practice; the requirement was formerly
only two years.6 Higher standards are also set for applicants for
a permanent license to practice veterinary medicine. All such
applicants must be graduates of an accredited school of veterinary
medicine.7 Formerly only the passing of an examination was
required. In addition to the added educational requirements, it
would seem to be the legislative intent to require a more rigid
examination. The examination is now required to be written,
oral, and demonstrative, whereas no specifics for conduct of the
examination were mentioned in the prior statute.8 A temporary
license now may be granted with the consent of two members of
the board; consent of only one member was formerly required.9
Habitual drunkenness and the habitual use of drugs or narcotics have been added as causes for the revocation of a license.10
Persons gratuitously treating the animals of others, who did
not represent themselves to be veterinarians, were formerly
expressly excluded from the coverage of this chapter. Likewise
excluded were the operations known as castration, spaying and
dehorning. These exemptions were deleted by the 1952 legislation. A provision was made, however, under which persons
treating their own animals are exempt."
4. La. Act 233 of 1952, adding La. R.S. 1952, 37:1437.1.
5. La. Act 232 of 1952, adding La. R.S. 1952, 37:1445.1.
6. La. Act 409 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1511.
7. La. Act 409 of 1952, adding La. R.S. 1952, 37:1531.
8. La. Act 409 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1519.
9. La. Act 409 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1521.
10. La. Act 409 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1527.
11. La. Act 409 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1530.
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Horticulture. The chairman of the Horticulture Commission
has been given authority to employ the necessary personnel to
12
carry on the work of the commission.
Fees. Various fees provided for in Title 37 have been raised
13
and several additional fees have been added.
Title 38: Public Contracts, Works and Improvements
The Legislature has shortened the period during which the
operators of wells may turn water from wells and reservoirs
into natural streams. Formerly this period extended from September 1 through March 1; now it includes only the three months
between October 1 and December 31 of each year.' The prohibitions of this act do not apply to the drainage of salt water, brine,
and chemical salts from industry, oil, or mining, into those portions of natural streams which normally contain more than 110.
grains of salt per gallon. 'The salt content of the stream is to be
determined by the daily average of the preceding ten years
feet. The act also
measured at a depth no greater than 12
expressly provides that the prohibitions of the act are inapplicable to the drainage of chemicals, solids and other substances
from such operations into any stream having its source outside
of Louisiana, or into the tributary of such a stream. The act specifically provides that it does not repeal the provisions of Sections
1431-1445 of Title 56. Section 1440 of that title is particularly
pertinent. 2 It provides for a prohibition against the discharge of
waste or pollution which would tend to destroy fish or other
aquatic life, wild or domestic animals, or which would be injurious to the public health in violation of any rule or regulation of
the Stream Control Commission.
Parishes engaged in parish-wide drainage construction and
maintenance programs are now allowed to use, for their drainage
programs, funds remaining after the dissolution of a drainage
district.3 If the district includes territory of two or more parishes,
one or more of which is not engaged in a parish-wide drainage
program, then the funds are to be transferred to those parishes
12. La. Act 272 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1962.
13. La. Act 195 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:152-153 (architects);
La. Act 53 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1281 (physicians, surgeons, and
midwives); La. Act 222 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1446 (real estate
and business brokers); La. Act 409 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 37:1523
(veterinarians).
1. La. Act 203 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 38:216.
2. La. R.S. 1950, 56:1440.
3. La. Act 354 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 38:1798.1.
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in the district engaged in such a program for their use for their
programs.
A State Building Authority is established for the purpose
of planning, constructing, and improving the buildings and facilities of the state, for which purposes the authority is authorized to
acquire land. 4 This board is empowered to issue up to $9,750,000
in bonds for the financing of projects at the Louisiana State Penitentiary, the Central Louisiana State Hospital, the East Louisiana
State Hospital, Southern University and Grambling College.
These bonds are to be the obligations solely of the Louisiana
State Building Authority and not those of the State of Louisiana.
To finance the payment of the principal and interest, the i.47 mill
tax, known as the State Bond and Interest Tax,5 will continue
to be levied. Subject to prior dedications, this tax shall be dedicated to payment of the bonds. The board is a corporate body
politic made up of seven members, 6 and its duties include the
making of a survey of the facilities needed by the other institutions of the state.
Public work to be done by a political corporation or political
subdivision must be let by bids if the cost, including labor and
materials, exceeds $2,500.7 This requirement formerly applied to
contracts exceeding $1,000, and no mention was made of the
inclusion of the cost of labor and materials. All purchases of
materials or supplies exceeding $1,000 which are to be paid out
of public funds must be let by bids; formerly this requirement
applied as well to purchases under $1,000. Neither bid requirement
applies, however, in cases of extreme public emergency, so recognized and certified to by the governing authority of the agency
or body. The new legislation further excepts from application
of the above-mentioned requirements (1) public work which
consists merely of maintenance of public works already completed, (2) construction of works in correctional or mental institutions by use of inmate or patient labor, provided materials and
supplies be purchased under the above-mentioned requirements.
4. La. Act 317 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 38:2431-2438.
5. La. R.S. 1950, 47:1704.
6. La. Act 317 of 1952, § 1, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 38:2431. The
members of the board are (1) the Governor or his executive counsei, (2) the
Lieutenant Governor, (3) the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
(4) the Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, (5) the Chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, (6) the State Auditor, and (7) the State
Treasurer.
7. La. Act 370 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 38:2211.
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Title 39: Public Finance
State finance. Act 581 has been widely publicized as the
"budgetary control law." Prior to 1952, all budgetary functions
of the state were vested in the Division of Administration, 2 a
division of the Governor's office. Act 58, however, establishes a
budget office as a separate division of the Governor's offices and
transferred to it all functions relating to the budget which had
4
previously been exercised by the Division of Administration.
The only functions left with the Division of Administration are
those of (1) purchasing for state agencies as directed by the
Governor and (2) controlling surplus property of the state.5
The director of the budget office is the Governor serving exofficio. He, in turn, appoints an assistant director of the budget
who is responsible for the clerical duties of the budget office. The
budget officer and the assistant director are given the duties relative to budgetary control which were previously performed by
the Commissioner of Administration (the head of the Division
of Administration). 6
In addition to establishing the budget office, Act 58 brought
about the following changes in our public finance law:
1. The Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Treasurer, Secretary of State, the offices of those officials, and the Legislature and the judiciary are excepted from the control exercised by the Division of Administration and the budget
office.7 Prior to Act 58, budgetary control was applicable to
all divisions of the state government except the judiciary.
2. Subsection B of Section 43 provides that "each budget
unit of the state shall receive a separate appropriation in the
appropriation act covering each year in the ensuing biennium." Act 58 adds to this the provision that even though the
appropriation to each unit may be by lump sum, there must
be distinguished for each fiscal year, the amount appropriated for maintenance and operations of the unit and the
1. La. Act 58 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 39:1-9, 43, 44, 46, 49, 52, 53,
57, 91, 92, 94, 95, 97, 232, 233, 234.
2. As established in La. R.S. 1950, 39:1 et seq.
3. La. Act 58 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 39:1.
4. La. Act 58 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 39:4.
5. Ibid.
6. Since both the budget oTfice and the Division of Administration are
subdivisions of the Governor's office, it would seem that little change was
brought about merely by the creation of the new office.
7. Ibid.
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amount appropriated to the unit for capital improvements or
fixed charges.
3. Act 58 amended Section 46, relative to preparation
and revision of the tentative budget for the ensuing biennium,
so as to remove the provision entitling the head of each
budget unit to be heard at public hearings on the tentative
budget. The present section states instead that the Governor
"may provide for public hearings. ' 8 Act 58 also adds the
provision that "The Governor-elect may advise and confer
with the Governor in the preparation and revision of estimates, and for this purpose he shall have access to all estimates and requests submitted by the budget units in compliance with the instructions of the Governor."9
4. An addition to Section 52 provides that the head of
any budget unit may appeal to a Budget Appeals Commission 10 if he is not satisfied with the quarterly allotments from
the appropriation which the Governor approves for his unit.
Section 53 was amended to require the head of each budget
unit to present a work program and request for each quarterly allotment on or before the first day of each quarter
for which the allotment is to be made. Prior to Act 58, these
requests for allotments were made at the beginning of each
fiscal year rather than quarterly. Whereas Section 57 formerly provided that transfers from an allowance for one
budget class to an allowance for another such budget class
in the same allotment could be authorized by the head of the
budget unit receiving the allotment, it now states that "transfers of allotments from one category to another shall be made
only upon approval of the Governor or the Budget Appeals
Commission." The "category" referred to in the amended
section is apparently the equivalent of the "budget class"
found in the original section. It thus appears that the amendments to Sections 52, 53, and 57 add control by the Governor
over spending of the state's agencies. This is evident when
one considers the greater degree of control which can be
exercised when the work programs and requests for allotments of the budget units are submitted quarterly rather
8. Ample protection is afforded by the newly created right to appeal
grievances to the Budget Appeals Commission, created by Act 60 of 1952.
9. La. Act 58 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 39:46.
10. Established by La. Act 60 of 1952, incorporated into the Revised
Statutes as Sections 291-294 of Title 39.
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than annually and when no change within an allotment can
be made by the head of the budget unit without approval
of the Governor or the Budget Appeals Commission.
5. Act 58 amends Sections 94 and 97 so as to place a
greater degree of executive control over spending by the
Department of Highways of the Louisiana Highway Commission. This was done in Section 94 by deleting a provision
which allowed that department to "spend sums in excess of
those appropriated for any previous year or biennium to the
extent of any sums remaining in the general highway fund
after full provision for the payment of interest and retirement costs on its bonded debt and after adequate provisions
for the reserves required by law."" Subsection C of Section
97 was amended to delete the provision that "revenues dedicated in the constitution to the construction and maintenance
of the highway system of the state" 12 might be disbursed
without being subject to the condition set out in Subsection
A of the section. The condition referred to is that no money
of the state "shall be withdrawn from the treasury or otherwise disbursed for any purpose except to pay obligations
under expenditures authorized either by appropriation, dedication of revenues or other lawful authority and pursuant
to allotment as in this Chapter provided and not in excess
of the amount so authorized. 1 3 Apparently, these changes
were adopted in order to bring the spending of highway
funds clearly under the quarterly allotment budget program.
Act 6014 adds to the Revised Statutes Sections 291-294 establishing the Budget Appeals Commission. The membership of
the commission consists of the Governor, the Chairman of the
Appropriations Committee of the House of Representatives, the
Chairman of the Finance Committee of the Senate, the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, and the Lieutenant Governor. 15
Although the commission is given the duty of assisting the Governor upon his request in the preparation of the executive budget,
its principal function is to hear appeals brought by the various
11. La. R.S. 1950, 39:94.
12. La. R.S. 1950, 39:97.
13. Ibid.
14. La. Act 60 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 39:291-294.
15. La. Act 60 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 39:291. The Governor and the
Lieutenant Governor serve without compensation, but those members of the
Legislature or the commission receive $20 per diem and traveling expenses
while attending meetings of the commission.
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budget units of the state dissatisfied with some aspect of the
quarterly allotment approved for them by the Governor.16 When
such an appeal is taken before the commisson, its decision on the
matter is final and binding on all parties, subject, however, to
17
judicial review.
Section 253 was amended by Act 13018 to restrict the disposition of the surplus monies remaining in the Property Tax
Relief Fund after the various governmental subdivisions of the
state have been reimbursed for revenues lost because of the
homestead tax exemption. 19 The periodic payments which the
State Treasurer made to the State Department of Education for
the purpose of reimbursing local school boards for their contributions to the two teachers' retirement systems 20 are no longer
authorized. The same is true with respect to the transfer of funds
which the Treasurer was directed to make from time to time to
the State Public School Fund. As amended, Section 253 provides
only for the transfer to the state general fund of monies in excess'
of that amount necessary for reimbursement purposes. However,
an adequate reserve must be maintained in the Property Tax
Relief Fund at all times.
Act 31521 adds Section 136 to Title 39 to provide that when
any department, agency or budget unit of the state does not remit
its unexpended balance or receipts as provided by law to the
State Treasury, the Governor may draw a warrant on that unit
in favor of the State Treasurer for the amount due. If the unit
does not honor the warrant within ten days, the Treasurer is
authorized to charge the amount due against any appropriation,
allotment, or other funds due to the unit which the Treasurer
may have in his custody.
Act 37022 amends Section 174 to extend from one year to two
years the maximum length of time for which a budget unit can
enter into a contract for the furnishing of supplies, materials,
contractual services, et cetera. Under the amended section, however, a contract can be made for more than one year only if it
16. La. Act 60 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 39:293. Such appeals are also
provided for in La. R.S. 1950, 39:53, as amended by La. Act 58 of 1952.
17. Ibid.
18. La. Act 130 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 39:253.
19. Provided for by La. Const. of 1921, Art. X, § 4.
20. Teachers' Retirement System of Louisiana, La. R.S. 1950, 17:571 et
seq.; and the Orleans Parish Teachers' Retirement System, La. R.S. 1950,
17:771 et seq.
21. La. Act 315 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 39:136.
22. La. Act 370 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 39:174.
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is clearly advantageous to the state to enter into the contract
for such period of time, and if the contract contains a "downward only escalator clause" to protect the state against price
decreases, and is approved by the Commissioner of Administration.
Local finance. Section 562 was amended by Act 46923 to
increase the maximum amount of indebtedness which parishwide school districts and special school districts might incur from
15 per cent to 20 per cent of the assessed valuation of the taxable
property of the subdivision.
Title 40: Public Health and Safety
Prior to the 1952 session of the Legislature, whenever the
governing body of a fire protection district held an election on
the issuance of bonds for acquiring property for fire protection
purposes, it could also submit to the electorate a proposal to levy
a special tax of five mills for up to ten years for the maintenance
of fire protection facilities. The 1952 Legislature increased to ten
mills the amount of the tax which may be proposed in this
1
manner.
Part III of Chapter 7 of this title dealing with fire prevention
and protection was amended by Act 340 of 1952 in a number of
2
particulars.
23. La. Act 469 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 39:562.
1. La. Act 123 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1501.
2. La. Act 340 of 1952, amending La. RS. 1950, 40:1563-1587, 1601-1604, 1621.
The interiors 'of private homes are excepted from inspection by the fire
marshal. La. Act 340 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1563. Such an exception was set out by La. R.S. 1950, 40:1575, but was not contained in La. R.S.
1950, 40:1563.
Section 4 of the act changed the statutory definitions of "structure,"
"watercraft," and "movable." La. Act 340 of 1952, § 4, amending La. R.S.
1950, 40:1573.
Act 340 also provides that choir balconies in churches need have only one
exit if the balcony seats no more than thirty and/or does not exceed four
hundred square feet in area. La. Act 340 of 1952, § 6, amending La. R.S. 1950,
40:1580.
The fire marshal is given authority to order unsafe premises razed. La.
Act 340 of 1952, § 5, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1575.
The act also specifies the maximum number of feet allowed from room
doors to exit doors. La. Act 340 of 1952, § 7, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1581.
The requirement that exit-ways be marked by signs is relaxed by excepting several types of buildings previously required to have such signs. La. Act
340 of 1952, § 8, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1584.
Moving stairways in certain buildings need no longer be enclosed. La.
Act 340 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1585.
Removable seats may be used in places of public assembly if they are
fastened to a frame and contain not less than twelve seats on each frame.

La. Act 340 of 1952, § 11, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1587.
A fire alarm system must be had in instances where they are required by
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The state law concerning narcotics and barbiturates was
altered and expanded by 1952 legislation. The sale and administering of tincture of opium camphorated (paregoric) is not
prohibited if there are no more than two grains of opium per
fluid ounce and if no more than one preparation is sold or administered to one person within a twenty-four hour period.8
The Louisiana Barbiturate and Central Nervous System
Stimulant Act adds Sections 1031-1046 to Title 40.4 Section 1033
makes unlawful the delivery of a barbiturate or central nervous
system stimulant, except by a pharmacist acting in good faith upon
a prescription or by a practitioner 5 acting in good faith and during
the course of professional activity. The act also makes unlawful
the actual or constructive possession of such drugs unless they
were obtained upon prescription or directly from a practitioner
for medical use. Other matters outlawed are the failure to keep
the required records of the sale of these drugs and the obtaining
of these drugs by fraud. Exemptions from the provisions on
unlawful possession and delivery are granted to practitioners,
pharmacists, those engaged in lawful research and testing, hospitals and druggists, officers or employees of federal, state or
local governments, and manufacturers, wholesalers, carriers, and
warehousemen. All of these persons, except carriers and warehousemen, are required to keep such records as may reasonably
be required by the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy.
Provision is made for the seizure and confiscation of contraband and for the seizure and confiscation of vessels, vehicles and
aircraft used in the violation of the act. 6 The enforcement prothe 1951 edition of the Building Exits Code or when they are deemed necessary by the fire marshal. La. Act 340 of 1952, § 12, amending La. R.S. 1950,
40:1589.
Gas pipes shall not be concealed where it is practicable to leave them
exposed. La. Act 340 of 1952, § 15, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1604.
Penalties are provided for the violation of any of the sections of Part III
of Chapter 7 of this title. La. Act 340 of 1952, § 16, amending La. R.S. 1950,
40:1621. Part III, Chapter 7, deals with the State Fire Marshal.
Other amendments required compliance with the newest edition of the
various codes.
3. La. Act 213 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:968.
4. La. Act 296 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:1031-1046.
5. A "practitioner" is defined by Section 1032 to be a person authorized by
law to practice medicine, dentistry, osteopathy, or veterinary medicine in this
state.
6. A common carrier is subject to the seizure and confiscation provisions
of the act only if "it shall appear that (1) in the case of a railway car or
engine, the owner, or (2) in the case of any other such vessel, vehicle or aircraft, the owner or the master of such vessel or the owner or conductor,
driver, pilot, or other person in charge of such vehicle or aircraft was at the
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visions authorize the Louisiana Board of Pharmacy to institute
an action for an injunction against violation of any of the provisions of the act. An information or indictment charging violation of the act need not negative any exception, proviso, or exemption contained in the act, and the burden of proving same is upon
the defendant. Penalties of not more than $1,000 and/or two
years' imprisonment in the parish jail are provided for violations
of the act. If the offense is a second violation of the act, then the
offender is to be fined not more than $5,000 and/or confined in the
state penitentiary, with or without hard labor, for not more than
7
five years.
An amendment to the Louisiana Narcotics Act 4 sets out specific penalties for habitual offenders who violate the act.8 Apparently the purpose of the change is to remedy the incongruity
which might result from trying to apply the general habitual
offender statute to Narcotics Act violators. As an example of
that impracticality, suppose that A, after conviction for a prior
felony (armed robbery), violates the Narcotics Act. If the provisions of the general habitual offender statute were applicable,
A could be given a sentence of between five and thirty years as
a second offender.) A five year sentence (one-third of the maximum of fifteen years) would be impossible in view of the minimum penalty of ten years which the Narcotics Act imposes on
first offenders. 10 To meet this situation the special second offender
clause has been added to the Narcotics Act, and the penalty for
hypothetical second offender A would now be a minimum sentence of fifteen years." It would appear that in order to effectutime of the alleged illegal act a consenting party or privy thereto.
La.
Act 296 of 1952, § 8, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:1039.
7. Although the punishment attached might lead to the conclusion, that
the second offense would be a felony, the crime remains a misdemeanor. An
analogy can be drawn between this provision and the law which provides for

increasing penalties for subsequent violations of the drunken driving statute,
La. R.S. 1950, 14:98.

8. La. Act .429 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:981.
9. La. R.S. 1950, 15:529.1, which is the general statute on habitual offenders, which reads in part:
"(1) If the second felony is such that, upon a first conviction the offender would be punishable by imprisonment for any term less than his natural
life, then the sentence to imprisonment shall be for a determinate term not

less than one-third the longest term and not more than twice the longest
term prescribed for a first conviction ....
10. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:981.
11. The provision reads in part: "Persons who are convicted as multiple
felonious offenders under the provisions of R.S. 15:529.1 after having been
found guilty as charged of a violation of this Sub-part shall if guilty of a
second felony be sentenced to imprisonment for a term of not less than
fifteen years at hard labor. .. ."
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ate the purpose of the new penalty provision of the Narcotics Act
that provision should be applied not only (1) where all the convictions of the habitual offender are for violations of the Narcotics
Act, 1 2 but also (2) where the current conviction is for a violation
of the Narcotics Act and the prior convictions were for other
felonies, as in the illustration given above.
An amendment to the food and drug laws adds an additional
prohibition against "the possession in any place where sales or
service is made to the public of any food, drug, or cosmetic that
13
is adulterated or misbranded.'
An Evaluation Center for Exceptional Children was created
by the Legislature and placed under the supervision of the State
Board of Health. 14 The main purposes of this center are (1) to
evaluate exceptional children, 15 (2) to train personnel to staff
other such centers, and (3) to provide counseling and guidance to
parents of exceptional children.
There were two acts passed concerning nursing homes. One
act prohibits administration of hypodermic injections or sleeping
potions to an inmate except upon a doctor's prescription.1 6 The
other requires that such a home must be annually licensed by the
Board of Health, and sets up grounds for the revocation of
licenses, establishes minimum requirements, and authorizes investigation of premises and inspection of records by the board. 17 An
Advisory Nursing Home Council is set up to consult with the
Board of Health on matters of policy affecting administration of
the act. The Board of Health is directed to notify the State
Department of Public Welfare of the licensing status or any
change thereof concerning any home that has one or more
inmates who are recipients of public assistance.
Act 472 prohibits certain alterations in the ratio or formula
12. Although not quite analogous to the situation discussed above, State
v. Duncan, 219 La. 1030, 55 So. 2d 234 (1951)

is interesting to note at this

point. In that case it was held that a violator of Article 98 of the Louisiana
Criminal Code (on drunken driving) could not, on the ground that he had

been previously convicted of a similar offense under a city ordinance, be
sentenced as a second offender within the provisions of Article 98.
13. La. Act 482 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:636.
14. La. Act 238 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:88-91.
15. The language of Section 89A is somewhat obscure, and it is difficult
to determine whether the Legislature intended that the center should itself
provide "treatment" for the children.
16. La. Act 373 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:19.
17. La. Act 406 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:20-29.
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used by the State Board of Health in distributing state and
federal funds to parish health units.'8
The Legislature repealed the provisions which allowed a
former member of the State Police Retirement Fund re-entering
the service of the Division of State Police to receive credit for
past time served by repaying contributions which had been withdrawn. 19 Membership in the fund, however, is extended to include employees of the Division of State Police "who were
employed and left on deposit the amount paid into the fund. '20
In order for members of the fund to receive credit for time served
in-state departments or agencies other than the Division of State
Police and certain other law enforcement agencies, the member
must have served twelve years in the specified law enforcement
21
agencies.
Act 299 contains salary provisions for state police and sets
22
forth the time in grade required for promotions.
Sub-Part B of Part VII of Chapter 4 of Title 40 sets forth the
requirements which must be met before milk and milk products
may be shipped into this state. The Legislature added ice cream,
frozen dessert, and frozen dessert mix to the products affected by
this sub-part.

28

Title 41: Public Lands
The 1952 Legislature passed only two acts dealing directly
with Title 41 of the Revised Statutes. One raised the salary of
the Register of the State Land Office from $7,500 to $10,000; 1 the
other authorized that officer to appoint an assistant.2
Title 42: Public Officers and Employees
Prior to this past session of the Legislature, a person in state
employ who was retained in service past the age of 65 on the
basis of his expert knowledge and qualifications could get one
year extensions before having to retire, until he was 70 years
old. This last Legislature removed this upper age limit of 70 and
18. La. Act 472 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:18.1.

used in the act is quite obscure.
19. La. Act 385 of 1952; La. R.S. 1950, 40:1427.
20. La. Act 385 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1424.
21. La. Act 385 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1427.
22. La. Act 299 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:1394.
23. La. Act 319 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 40:921-922.
1. La. Act 397 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 41:5.
2. La. Act 143 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 41:2.1.

The language
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thus leaves the way open for an employee to continue applying
for one year extensions as long as his services are needed.1
Louisiana State Employee's Retirement System. The age
requirement for retirement allowances for state employees was
changed from 50 to 55 for those with 30 years of creditable
service. 2 Also the Legislature by one act abolished the provision
for paying one-half retirement allowance to the widow as provided in Section 582. Another act of the 1952 Legislature, however, again provided for one-half retirement allowance for the
widow. 3 Under this latter act, for the widow of a member of the
system to receive this allowance on his decease, the member
must have been at least 55 years old at the time of his death.
Formerly the minimum age requirement was 70. The length of
service requirement was raised from 20 to 35 years. The age of
the widow required for her eligibility was reduced from 65 to 50
and the required number of years of marriage to the deceased
was lowered from 25 to 20 years. The right of option as to the
method of payment of the allowance provided in R.S. 42:602 was
taken away from the widow. 4 The maximum which might be
paid to the widow was provided for. Now a 60 year old retiring
member with a minimum of 30 years' service may receive his
allowances without the deductions provided in R.S. 42:584.1
Now credit toward retirement is given members of the
retirement system for prior service with the Department of
Public Works or its equivalent in any city in the state having a
population of more than 300,000. Credit for state service prior
to July 1, 1947, was extended to all persons who became members of the retirement system before August 10, 1952 (as contrasted with July 1, 1950, in the old law)." Another act allows
such credit to all who become part of the system prior to July 1,
7
1953.
1. La. Act 108 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:585.
2. La. Act 201 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:582.
3. La. Act 535 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 42:582. Act 201 deletes
that part of La. R.S. 1950, 42:582 which allows the widow of a member of the
system to receive one-half of the amount of the member's retirement allowance. Act 535 provides for such allowance. However, the acts are not in
conflict, because Act 201 makes a deletion from one paragraph, while Act 525
adds a new paragraph to the section.
4. La. R.S. 1950, 42:602.
5. La. Act 201 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:582.
6. La. Act 326 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:571.
7. La. Act 364 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:571. Although Act 326
allows credit to those who become members prior to August 10, 1952, and
Act 364 allows credit to those who become members prior to July 1, 1953, the
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When an employee leaves state employ he is reimbursed for
his contributions made to the retirement fund. If he is reemployed and re-enters the system for a certain number of years,
he can get credit for the previous time of employment by paying
into the fund the back contributions which had been refunded to
him, plus interest. The 1952 Legislature reduced from 5 to 4 the
number of years an employee re-entering state employment must
remain a contributor before being able to take advantage of the
option to repay past contributions refunded to him.8 , The law
provides that those who do not receive the refund when they
leave state employ are eligible for retirement allowancesY In
lieu of the provision which gave the allowances to those with 30
years service who withdrew prior to the age of 50, provision is
made for allowances to those with 30 years' service who withdrew upon or after the age of 55.10 Such allowances are subject
to a deduction of 3 per cent for each year of age below 65, as
provided in R.S. 1950, 42:584.
Formerly, the computation of retirement allowances was
based on the number of years of service not exceeding 35; but
now the computation is to be based on the actual number of
years of service, even though greater than 35.11
The membership of the Board of Trustees of the retirement
system was increased from seven to nine members. The State
Treasurer was made an ex-officio member, and the number of
those elected by the members of the system was increased from
four to five.12 None of those elected may be elected for two consecutive terms. Any employee member of the board who leaves
the employ of the state is automatically relieved of board membership, but this provision shall not apply to any present member of the board not currently employed by the state. Vacancies
will be filled at the next regular election if there are two or more
acts are not necessarily in conflict, because the latter date includes the
former.
There is another difference between these two acts. Act 326 re-enacted
all of Section 571 (with the 1952 amendments). But Act 364 re-enacted only
the first sentence of Section 571 (with a 1952 amendment). However, the
two acts can be reconciled, because the re-enactment by Act 326 supplies
all the provisions which were omitted in the re-enactment by Act 364.
Apparently, the reason why certain provisions were omitted from the reenactment of Section 571 by Act 364 is that the drafter of that act failed to
notice the provisions which had been added to Section 571 by Act 194 of 1950.
8. La. Act 364 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:633.
9. La. R.S. 1950, 42:581.
10. La. Act 490 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:581.
11. La. Act 481 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:583.
12. La. Act 442 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:612.
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years left to run on the term.13

In such cases the Board of

Trustees may make an interim appointment of a person to serve
only until this election is held, and the new trustee takes office.
If there is less than two years to run on the unexpired term,
the vacancy shall be filled by a person selected by the board.
An Old Age and Survivors Insurance Act' 4 was enacted for
the protection of state employees and their dependents and survivors. The act expressly stafes that it seeks to extend to employees of the state, its political subdivisions, and the instrumentalities of both, the basic protection afforded by the federal
Social Security Act. The Public Employees Board is created to
administer the Louisiana act and is authorized to enter into
agreement with the federal government to provide benefits to the
Louisiana employees. The state shall pay such contributions,
with respect to wages, as may be required by federal statute or
regulations. All employees covered by the federal-state agreement are required to contribute an amount equal to that imposed
by Section 1400 of the Federal Insurance Contribution Act.' 5
Each political subdivision of the state, and each instrumentality
of the state or of a political subdivision thereof is authorized to
submit to the Public Employees Board a plan for extending the
benefits of the Social Security Act to its employees. The plan,
to be effective, must be approved by the board. A contribution
fund is to be administered by the Public Employees Board, which
shall make rules and regulations necessary to carry out the purposes of the act. The board is to make a report to the Governor
each year that the regular session of the Legislature is held and
recommendations of amendments which it deems
shall make
6
proper.'
Several miscellaneous laws concerning state employees were
also passed. One of these allows the New Orleans Parish School
Board to select its own attorney and fix and pay his salary. But
a problem arises as to the efficacy of this act.' 7 Formerly the city'
13. La. Act 442 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:614.
14. La. Act 204 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 42:1001-1009.
15. 64 Stat. 524 (1950), 26 U.S.C. § 1400 (1951).
16. La. Act 204 of 1952, § 7; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 42:1007. This section provides for a full-time executive director who will receive a salary of $4,800
per year and who will serve as secretary of the board.
17. La. Act 264 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:261(c). La. R.S. 1950,
42:261, was also amended by Act 127 of 1952, and corrects a typographical
error in the prior section. Of course, there is a question as to which of

these two acts represents the present law. On their face, the two statutes
show a direct conflict as to who shall be the attorney of the Orleans Parish
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attorney for New Orleans was ex-officio attorney for the school.
board.
The accrued annual leave payable to employees or exemployees of the state or of a state agency was changed from
fourteen days or $250 to thirty days or $600.18
A person may now hold temporary employment with the
state for fifteen days without taking the oath of office set forth
in R.S. 42:52.19 If the oath is not taken before the end of the
fifteen day period, the employee shall be discharged.
Title 43: Public Printingand Advertisements
Act 1681 excepts the Department of Commerce and Industry
and the port authorities of Baton Rouge, Lake Charles and New
Orleans from the provision that "The state, or any department,
officer, board or commission shall not expend any public funds
for advertising in any newspaper, book, pamphlet or periodical. . . ." The Department of Commerce and Industry had
been excluded from this prohibition against advertising by Sec•tion 3 of Act 13 of the 1940 Extraordinary Session, but this
provision was omitted in the Revised Statutes of 1950. Despite
the lack of specific authority to do so, the department continued
to advertise. This exercise of power would probably have been
unheld even in the absence of Act 168, for the power is impliedly
School Board. There is, however, less of a problem than might at first
appear.
Act 264, which allows the Orleans Parish School Board to select its own
attorney, is the act which should be followed. Act 127 was designed merely
to correct several typographical errors in the Revised Statutes of 1950, that
is, in this case to change the statutory reference in Subdivision c from R.S.
42:463 to R.S. 42:263. On the other hand, Act 264 attempts to make a substantive change in the law. In view of the purposes of the two acts it would
seem that Act 264 should be controlling as to the substantive provisions of
the law. Some support for this view may be found in the very recent case
of State v. St. Julian, La. Sup. Ct. Docket No. 41,020 (November 1952), which
dealt with a conflict arising out of two acts passed by the 1952 Legislature,
both amending the same sections of the Revised Statutes. The State Supreme
Court pointed out that where there are two acts passed by the same Legislature, amending the same law, it is the court's duty to harmonize and
reconcile the acts if possible. The court quotes State v. Shushan, 206 La. 415,
431, 19 So. 2d 185, 190 (1944), to the effect that "where two acts relating to
the same subject matter are passed at the same legislative session, there is a
strong presumption against implied repeal, and they are to be construed
together if possible . . . giving effect to each. . . ." In this case effect may
be given each act by looking to the purpose for which the two acts were
passed.
18. La. Act 300 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:421. Whichever alternative (thirty days or $600) is smaller will be paid.
19. La. Act 504 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 42:52.
1. La. Act 168 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 43:111.
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granted in the act establishing the departmenta and is necessary
for fulfilling the purposes of the department. The port authorities of New Orleans and Lake Charles also had been advertising
without express legislative authority, but, as in the case of the
Department of Commerce and Industry, this power seemed to
be implied by other legislation.a
Title 44: Public Records and Recorders
Meetings of Governing Bodies and Boards. By a new Part
added to this title, meetings of governing bodies and boards shall
be open to the public.' Closed or executive meetings may be
held but no final or binding action may be taken therein, and
they may not be used to defeat the purposes of the statute.
Whenever the time or place of the regular meetings shall be
changed or whenever special meetings shall be held, advance
2
public notice must be posted.
Recorders and Recordation: Parish of Orleans. Most of the
fees which may be charged by the recorder of mortgages for the
Parish of Orleans have been raised,3 and the list of specified
services and fees has been extended. 4 The former introductory
clause to Section 234 has been deleted. This clause had provided
that "The following charges shall be made for the services of the
recorder of mortgages and no more."5
2a. La. Act 19 of 1936, as amended by La. Act 204 of 1944 and La. Act 112

of 1946. These acts have been repealed and superseded by La. Act 129 of
1952; adding La. R.S. 1952, 51:921-927.
3a. New Orleans: La. R.S. 1950, 34:21; Lake Charles: La. R.S. 1950, 34:203.
1. Part III of Chapter 1 is added to this title by La. Act 484 of 1952, § 1,
La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 44:40-53. It shall be unlawful to hold meetings in contravention of this Part. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 44:43.

The following meetings are subject to the new statute: town and city
councils; police juries and other governing bodies; school boards and boards

of levee and port commissioners; boards of publicly operated utilities; and
all state, parish, district or municipal boards or authorities with policy
making or administrative functions which receive or expend tax funds. The
legislature is specifically exempted from the coverage of this provision. La.
Act 484 of 1952, § 1, La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 44:40.

2. Notice must be posted in a prominent place at the "domicile" (and at
the place at which the meeting Is to be held, if different from the domicile)
of the council, police jury, governing body, board or authority calling such
meeting. And notice shall be given "by such other means as are consistent
with circumstances." This section is an extension of, not a limitation on,
existing law on the subject matter. La. Act 484 of 1952, § 1, La. R.S. Supp.
1952, 44:42.
3. La. Act 391 of 1952, §§ 1, 2, La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 44:234.
4. Two services for which specified fees may be charged are (1) for
registry of a chattel mortgage and (2) for a certificate of paving ordinance
bearing against property. However, this amendment shall not affect chattel

mortgages on motor vehicles as provided in Chapter 4, Title 32. La. Act 391
of 1952, §§ 1, 2; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 44:234(14), (15).
5. La. R.S. 1950, 44:234.
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In the Parish of Orleans salaries of the register of conveyances and the recorder of mortgages have been raised.0
Title 45: Public Utilities and Carriers
With the exception of an act increasing the salaries of members of the Louisiana Public Service Commission,la and aside from
an act correcting errors in grammar, 2a Title 45 remains unaltered
by the 1952 legislation.
Title 46: Public Welfare
Department of Public Welfare. The State Board of Public
Welfare was reorganized by Act 55.1 Prior to this act, the board's
membership consisted of five members serving concurrent terms
of five years. Act 55 provides for nine members, eight of whom
are appointed by the Governor (one from each congressional
district) to serve overlapping terms of six years. The ninth
member is the Governor serving ex-officio. The Governor is given
full discretion in appointing the first board, but in the future
every vacancy on the board, regardless of its cause, is to be filled
by gubernatorial appointment from the "State Boards Panel."
This State Boards Panel consists of names of persons submitted
to the Secretary of State by non-profit groups and organizations
having certain qualifications and by interested individuals. Within thirty days after a vacancy occurs on the board, the remaining
members of the board shall nominate from this panel seven
persons from the congressional district of the member to be
replaced. These seven names are submitted to the Governor,
who "normally" shall appoint one of them to fill the vacancy, but
he may in his discretion disregard these nominations and appoint
anyone from the State Boards Panel. No member who has served
on the board for as many as four years is eligible for reappointment.
Subsection 14 of Section 52, which made it the duty of the
State Department of Public Welfare to regulate the licensing of
6. La. Act 345 of 1952, § 1, La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 44:207, raises the salary of
the register of conveyances from six thousand to seven thousand dollars per
annum.
La. Act 359 of 1952, § 1, La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 44:235 raises the salary of
the recorder of mortgages from seven thousand to eight thousand dollars per
annum.
la. La. Act 171 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 45:1162. The salaries of the
members of the Louisiana Public Service Commission are increased from
$6,000 to $8,500 per annum.
2a. La. Act 127 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 45:902, 1182.
1. La. Act 55 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:53, 54.
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nursing homes, has been repealed by Act 406.2 That duty is transferred to the State Board of Health.3
Act 410, 4 which has been popularly referred to as the "opening of the roles" act, amended Section 65. The amended section
substantially retains the provisions of the old section prohibiting
the use of lists of names, applications or case records of clients
of the state, parish or district departments for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of public assistance.5
The significant change effected by Act 410 is the addition of a
provision which directs that, effective January 1, 1953, each
parish or district welfare office shall maintain for public inspection "a current monthly roster or listing by category of recipients
showing the names, and amounts received by each." The names
and salaries of all employees of the parish or district department
of public welfare are also to be included in this report. Upon
request, the department must give the addresses of any of the
"recipients." Any person desiring to examine any roster maintained under the provisions of this act must fill out and sign a
form supplied for that purpose by the State Department of Welfare. The contents of the roster cannot be used for any political
or commercial purpose. 6 Every welfare recipient who has not
requested before October 31, 1952, that his grant be closed will
have his name and the amount of his grant made public on
January 1, 1953. By specific provision, nothing in the amended
section is to be construed to require or authorize the disclosure of
any names or information which the Welfare Department may
have relative to adoption of children or children placed in foster
homes.
2. La. Act 406 of 1952.
3. La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 40:20-29.
4. La. Act 410 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:65.
5. The amended section, like its predecessor, provides that applications
for assistance and case records of clients of the state, parish and district
departments shall be confidential. This is followed by a provision making it
unlawful to use or knowingly permit the use of "any lists or names for
commercial or political purposes of any nature, or for any purpose not
directly connected with the administration of public assistance." Before the
amendment, the phrase "any list or names" was followed by the phrase "or
any information concerning, persons applying for or receiving such assistance, derived from the records, papers or files, or other records of the
state, parish or district thereof, or acquired in the course of the performance
of official duties." It may be wondered whether the disclosures comprehended
in the deleted phrase constitute a punishable offense under the penalty
clause of the amended section.
6. This prohibition against use of the information for any political or
commercial purpose is in keeping with a requirement of the federal statute
which allowed states to make public their welfare roles. See 65 Stat. 569
(1951), 42 U.S.C. § 302 (Supp. 1951).
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Act 297 makes it a punishable offense for recipients of welfare
assistance who come into possession of property or income in
excess of the amount stated on their applications to fail to report
this fact immediately to the parish office of the Welfare Department.
Previously, the Welfare Department had set up its own rules
and regulations relative to the circumstances under which transfers of property would make a person ineligible to receive welfare
assistance." Act 4359 has had the effect of abrogating many of
these administrative rules.
Old Age Assistance. One of the eligibility requirements for
old age assistance under both Sections 151 and 153 is that the
person "is not an inmate of a public institution.' 10 Act 28111
has added to this requirement a proviso to the effect that a person is not rendered ineligible by the fact that he is a patient at a
nursing or convalescent home owned and operated by a parish
or municipality, or because he is a patient in the United States
Marine Hospital at Carville, Louisiana.
Dependent Children. Acts 6712 and 3871s by their terms both
amend Section 233, concerning eligibility requirements for assistance to dependent children. In order to make the Louisiana eligibility requirements conform with those established by a 1950
act of Congress, 14 which conformity is required as a prerequisite
to receiving federal matching funds,' 5 Act 67 deletes classifications (2) and (3) of Section 233,16 and substitutes therefor a
7. La. Act 29 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:114.
8. Under the authority vested in the department by La. R.S. 1950, 46:52.
9. La. Act 435 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 46:114.1. Under provisions of
this act, any person who, within five years immediately preceding the filing
of application for assistance, assigns, transfers, or sells any personal or real
property with a value in excess of $500 "for the purpose of becoming eligible
to receive any assistance" shall have his eligibility determined as follows:
'The value of the property shall be considered as available to the applicant
and shall be applied at a monthly rate to be determined by the department
of public welfare from the time of such transfer or gift and he will be
ineligible as long as such resource would have provided for him until the
resource is reduced to come within the maximum amount established under
the rules and regulations of the department of public welfare." The assignments, transfers, or sales shall be presumed to have been for the purpose of
becoming eligible for assistance if they were made by a person to certain of
his near relatives or to those of his wife.
10. La. R.S. 1950, 46:151, 153.
11. La. Act 281 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:151, 153.
12. La. Act 67 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:233.
13. La. Act 387 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:233.
14. 64 Stat. 549 (1950), 42 U.S.C. § 602b (Supp. 1952).
15. 64 Stat. 558 (1950), 42 U.S.C. § 604 (Supp. 1952).
16. "(2) Whose parent, or whose relative with whom he lives, has resided
In the state for one year immediately preceding application; or (3) who, if
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single classification. 1'7 As a result of this act, a child in necessitous
circumstances is no longer entitled to assistance by virtue of the
fact that its parent or guardian has resided in Louisiana for a
year preceding application, except in the one case where the child
is less than one year old at the time of application. Act 387 added
a new classification of children eligible for assistance-exceptional children voluntarily placed by parents or guardians in
institutions outside the state in instances where there are no
comparable state operated institutions in Louisiana.
Blind Persons. Section 293 previously required that an applicant for aid to the needy blind must have been examined by
"a physician skilled in diseases of the eye." This section was
amended by Act 11018 to permit such an examination to be made
also by a licensed optometrist.
Section 294, relative to the amount of assistance which the
needy blind shall receive, was amended by Act 28.19 The first
fifty dollars of current monthly income earned by the applicant
or recipient shall now be disregarded in determining need under
the provisions of Section 294.
Title 47: Revenue and Taxation
Income Taxes. The personal exemption of single persons
has been increased from $1,000 to $2,500, that of married persons
filing joint returns has been raised from $2,500 to $5,000, and
that of married persons filing separate returns has been increased
from $1,250 to $2,500.1
The amount of income below which no return is required to
be filed has been raised. Now all single persons whose net income
is $2,500 or over must file a return. 2 For married persons living
with their spouse, the figure is $5,000.3 Formerly these figures
were $1,000 and $2,500 respectively. These same bases are used
in determining when a fiduciary is bound to file a return for
born within the year immediately preceding application, was born within the

state, or has resided in the state substantially from the time of birth, provided in either case that either of his parents or the relative with whom he
lives

has

resided

in

the

state

for one

year

immediately

preceding

his

birth .. "
17. "(2) Who was born within one year immediately preceding the application, if the parent or other relative with whom the child is living has
resided in the state for one year preceding the birth; or ....
18. La. Act 110 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:293.
19. La. Act 28 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 46:294.
1. La. Act 3 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:79.
2. La. Act 3 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:101.
3. Ibid.
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single or married persons for whom he acts. 4 Every individual
whose gross income is $6,000 or over must file a return, regardless
of his net income; formerly this figue was set at $5,000. 5
The requirement that if an individual files a federal income
tax return, he must attach a copy thereof to his state return has
been deleted; now the amount of the federal net income only
need be stated in the state return.6
Occupational License Tax. Section 380, imposing a tax on
cleaning, dyeing, and pressing businesses, is repealed,7 and the
tax due by such businesses is now set out in Section 355, as
amended.
Three additional classes of persons are excluded from payment of the tax on peddling or hawking at wholesale, namely,
(1) peddlers or hawkers of frozen foods, (2) persons engaged in
selling at wholesale from a fixed place of business to licensed
retailers, (3) "representatives of a manufacturer who makes
sales and deliveries to retailers or dealers or merchandise of any
kind for the account of and in behalf of wholesalers licensed to
do business in the State."
A new annual license tax of $100 is imposed upon the peddling of lumber and building materials within the stateY The
definition of peddling set forth in this act may be subject to
constitutional objection. Peddling is defined as the "act of selling
or offering for sale, or the taking of orders for the sale. .. ."
(Italics supplied.) In Memphis Steam Laundry v. Stone the
United States Supreme Court held "that a tax imposed upon the
solicitation of interstate business is a tax upon interstate commerce itself."' 0 It has also held that a business entering a state
other than that in which it is domiciled may be taxed when its
goods are peddled and sold."' The distinction between the two
cases is that in the latter the transactions take place within the
state, whereas in the former instance the orders are taken in one
state and filled in another. It is arguable that it would be unconstitutional to apply R.S. 47:364 to foreign businesses which enter
4. La. Act 120 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:162.
5. La. Act 3 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:101.
6. La. Act 4 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:103.
7. La. Act 100 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:355 and repealing La.
R.S. 1950, 47:380. This results in a smaller occupational license tax for such
businesses.
8. La. Act 261 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:368.
9. La. Act 394 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 47:363, 364.
10. 72 S. Ct. 424, 426 (U.S. 1952).
11. Caskey Baking Co. v. Commonwealth of Virginia, 313 U.S. 117 (1941).
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Louisiana for the express purpose of "offering for sale, or. . . taking of orders for the sale"'12 of lumber and other building materials.
Vehicle Registration License Tax. Two separate annual
renewal dates for motor vehicle licenses were established by Act
216 of 1952. Prior to this act it was necessary to renew all licenses
by February 6th. This date is retained only for vehicles carrying
only persons and their personal effects. 13 All other vehicles must
14
renew their licenses before May 1st of each year.
Act 86 deletes the requirement in R.S. 47:509 that, after
acquiring the transferor's signature, the transferee of a vehicle
must immediately forward the registration certificate to the commissioner. This deletion enables a person acquiring a vehicle
during the year to keep the registration certificate and thus to
be able to produce it upon request.
Taxes on Natural Resources. Section 645 was amended 15 to
accord with a 1948 amendment to the Constitution 16 providing
that no severance taxes collected on timber are hereafter to be
allocated to the parish within which the taxes are collected.
Taxes on Petroleum Products. The Louisiana tax on gasoline was reduced two cents per gallon;I' the tax is now seven
cents per gallon.
Railroads operating in interstate commerce are now exempt
from payment of the tax on lubricating oils. Heretofore only oil
sold to ships engaged in foreign or coastwise commerce was
exempt. The tax now covers fuel used or consumed, as well as
8
fuel sold.'
The use fuel tax, Part 5 of the chapter pertaining to taxes on
petroleum products, underwent many changes. Only the most
important of these will be here mentioned. 9
12. La. Act 394 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 47:363. A question of the

amount the peddler owes for the current year might arise since the new tax
provision is effective twenty days after the adjournment of the Legislature.
13. La. Act 216 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:508. Vehicles operated

upon rails or other permanent tracks are excluded.
14. Ibid.

The old statute provided that a pro rata reduction would be

given after April 1. This date is now changed to June 1. In no case, however,
is the reduction to exceed the minimum provided in La. R.S. 1950, 47:475.
15. La. Act 128 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:645.
16. La. Const. of 1921, Art. X, § 21(2), as amended in 1948.
17. La. Act 5 of 1952, repealing La. R.S. 1950, 47:711C. However, this is
not to be considered as waiving any accrued taxes owing.
18. La. Act 358 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:734.
19. La. Act 428 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 47:760. This section provides
that the tax collected on kerosene in accordance with La. R.S. 1950, 47:751 is
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The amount of tax collected per gallon on fuel is reduced
from nine cents to seven cents. The tax is to be collected at the
time the fuel is put into the supply tank of the motor vehicle,
20
If the
provided that the fuel is purchased from a fuel dealer.
a
from
purchase
by
than
manner
fuel is obtained in any other
Section
with
fuel dealer, the user is to pay the tax in accordance
21
804 to the Collector of Revenue at the time the fuel is used.
Fuel used in agricultural vehicles propelled "upon the highways
22
of this State" is no longer specifically exempt from this tax.
The United States Government, however, is exempt from this
tax.23
Ir the statute defining the terms used with reference to the
use fuel tax, a "motor vehicle" is a vehicle "propelled by an
internal combustion engine and licensed for operation or operated
upon the highways." "Use" is no longer defined, and the definition
of "user" is replaced by a definition of a "fuel user" as a person
responsible for the operation of the vehicle at the time the fuel
is placed in a supply tank in this state. "Fuel dealer" is defined
as a person who, as a business, places fuel in a vehicle not owned
or controlled by him.2 4 Heretofore, the term "user" included a
fuel dealer, unless he deposited fuel in the supply tank of one
who had a valid fuel use permit.
Fuel dealers and fuel users, except those users who purchase
fuel from a fuel dealer, are required to have a fuel dealer's
license. 25 A person applying for a license must now post a bond;
formerly this matter was in the discretion of the collector. The
license will be issued after the receipt of the bond, provided the
26
collector does not find "sufficient cause" for refusing its issuance.
Such licenses are subject to cancellation by the collector for
"reasonable cause.) 27
All fuel dealers and users, except those users who purchase
to be refunded in toto If such kerosene is for the purpose of operating motor
vehicles on state highways and if such a purchaser or acquirer Is subject to
the use fuel tax set forth in La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 47:801.

20. La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:801. The fuel dealer
then pays such tax as collected to the Collector of Revenue.
21.
22.
23.
24.

La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:801.
Ibid.
La. Act 157 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 47:813.
La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:802.

25. La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:803. The act also
removed the penalty provisions from Section 803 and placed them in Section 812.
26. La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:805.

27. La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:806.
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only from fuel dealers, must file a monthly report. 28 They must
also keep for three years records of all deliveries, purchases,
sales, et cetera.29 In addition they must keep individual sales
30
tickets, including the name of the purchaser and his address.
Tobacco Tax. Dealers 31 are now permitted to use metered
stamp machines without being specially authorized to do so by
the collector.32 A discount of 9 per cent is allowed wholesalers
and retail dealers in Louisiana who have a direct purchasing
contract with the manufacturer and who buy stamps in quantities of not less than $100.33 Heretofore this discount was given
to all wholesalers and those retailers who had a direct purchasing
contract. It would appear that this was constitutional because
anyone in Louisiana can become a wholesaler upon payment of
five dollars and the posting of a bond. Therefore, a method was
available to avoid the provision requiring a direct contract with
the manufacturer. At present, however, even wholesalers are
required to have such a direct contract in order to take advantage of the stipulated discount, and such a provision could be
held to be unwarranted class legislation.
The disposition of the tobacco tax has been changed to some
degree. Louisiana State University will receive $1,000,000 a year
from this source, whereas it formerly received $700,000.34 The
basis on which a portion of the proceeds are allocated to the
municipalities of the state has been changed. Cities having a
population of over 50,000 receive the greatest benefit of the
change, but all municipalities will now receive an additional 9
per cent of the amount due them under the per capita table. 35
If, after the portion dedicated to the University and that
portion to be withheld by the collector are subtracted, 37.5 per
cent of the remainder exceeds the total amount distributed to the
municipalities, then an allotment is to be made at the rate of
28. La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:804.
29. La. Act 157 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:807.
30. La. Act 157 of 1952, adding La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 47:811.
31. Additional grounds for refusal to grant or to revoke a tobacco dealer's
permit have been set forth by La. Act 107 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950,
47:844.
32. La. Act 107 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:842-843. The collector
may refuse to allow the use of metered devices if the dealer is found to have
violated any of the provisions of the chapter on tobacco tax, according to La.
R.S. 1950, 47:868.
33. This same provision applies to dealers who use metered machines.
La. Act 107 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:843.
34. La. Act 154 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:869.
35. Ibid.
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one dollar per inhabitant to those parishes which do not have
any incorporated municipalities.36 If this 37.5 per cent is still not
exhausted, then a second distribution is to be made to the municipalities, on a basis designed more nearly to equalize the per
7
capita allotments.8
Power Use Tax. The horsepower capacity of all machinery
used in operating a cooperage mill is no longer exempt from the
Power Use Tax.88 The following exemption, however, was added:
horsepower capacity "directly used in manufacturing products
by the electrolytic process. '"89
Administrative Provisions. The Collector of Revenue is
now authorized to administer "any other Chapter of these Revised
Statutes . . . which has been delegated . . ." to him for such
40
purposes.
State Supervision of Levy and Assessment. 1 The salaries of
all parish tax assessors, with the exception of the assessors for
Orleans and St. Helena Parishes, were increased, as were the
expense allowances of all assessors except those of Orleans, Madison, St. Helena and Washington Parishes.4 Unexpended portions
of such allowances which exist at the end of an assessor's term
of office are impliedly to be carried over into the succeeding
48
assessor's term.
36. Ibid.
37. La. Act 154 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:869. If a municipality
was not incorporated at the time of the 1950 census, then the municipality
shall take a census at its own expense, rather than have the population
estimated at double the number of registered voters, as formerly provided.
State hospital or institution inmates are not to be counted in computing the
population of parishes or of municipalities.
38. La. Act 210 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:1153. It is doubtful
whether this change was intended. The original bill, as drawn up for
presentation to the House (H.B. 466), exempted "cooperage mills" and no
amendment was found either in the House Journal or in the Senate Journal
which would warrant the exclusion of "cooperage mills" from the list of
exemptions. The horsepower capacity of all machinery used in operating a
"cooperage stock mill" continues to be exempt. (Italics supplied.)
39. La. Act 210 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:1153.
40. La. Act 142 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:1501.
41. La. Act 71 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:1956, provides that the
tax commissioner shall prepare the forms necessary for the listing and
assessing of property, except in the Parish of Orleans where the tax commissioner shall furnish such forms as requested by the Board of Assessors.
42. La. Act 72 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:1908. La. Act 73 of
1952 amended La. R.S. 1950, 47:1907.
43. La. Act 73 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:1908. This is implied by
the omission of the following sentence: "Any funds remaining at the end of
each four-year term of office, shall not be drawn or otherwise expended by
the said officials. (Italics supplied.)
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The State Tax Collector for the City of New Orleans is now
44
covered by the Assessors' Retirement Fund.
Tax Sales and Redemptions. Act 626 of 1952 repealed R.S.
47:2191, which dealt with the sale of immovable property adjudicated to the City of New Orleans for nonpayment of taxes.
Article X, Section 11, of the Louisiana Constitution of 1921,
provides that "The manner of notice and form of proceeding to
quiet tax titles shall be provided by law." Act 106 of 1934,
amended by Act 153 of 1948 (now R.S. 47:2228), set forth such a
procedure for quieting tax titles, but the Louisiana Supreme
Court in 1935, 45 and again in 194846 and 1949,47 held that this
procedure does not apply to property which was adjudicated to
the state, or one of its political subdivisions for want of a bidder.
Act 476 of 195048 filled this hiatus in the law, but is different in
some respects from the procedure to be followed by persons
acquiring through tax sales.
Act 277 of 1952 amends the procedure for quieting title to
property acquired from the state or any of its political subdivisions, which had been adjudicated to the state for nonpayment
of taxes. 49 When another person possesses under the title which
44. La. Act 220 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:1915. La. Act 255 of
1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:2057, reduced the base pay for the State
Tax Collector for the City of New Orleans (not to be confused with the tax
assessor for the Parish of Orleans) from $7,000 to $6,000. This was done in
order to comply with Section 21 of Article XIV of the Constitution of Louisiana. This officer is to be paid an additional sum of $2,500 out of his
expense fund, but Is now denied the 1/10 of 1 per cent which he was heretofore allowed from the taxes collected. His expense fund was increased
from $26,000 to $50,000 per year. From this fund he Is now allowed to pay
his own bond premium. The State Tax Collector for the City of New Orleans
is no longer allowed to anticipate his collections, but is now allowed to draw
1/12 of his annual allowance each month for the payment of salaries and
other expenses. He is required to pay his employees and deputies semimonthly instead of monthly, as was previously required.
45. Police Jury of Parish of Jefferson Davis v. Grace, 182 La. 64, 161 So.
22 (1935).
46. "Act No. 106 of 1934 is designed to quiet tax titles in accordance with
this section of the Constitution [Article X, § lla nd its context leaves no
doubt that It refers to tax sales properly and not to adjudications made to
the State for want of a bidder." Doll v. Meyer, 214 La. 444, 451-452, 38 So. 2d
69, 72 (1948).
is reasonable and proper that the interpretation of the Consti47. "[It
tution and the act given by the court in the Doll case [Ibid.] should apply to
an adjudication of property for unpaid taxes to a municipality." Trasher v.
Flintkote, 216 La. 73, 77, 43 So. 2d 222, 223 (1949).
48. La. R.S. Supp. 1950, 47:2228.1.
49. La. R.S. Supp. 1950, 47:2228.1, provides that a person who acquires
land which is adjudicated to the state due to nonpayment of taxes, may
quiet title by filing suit, apparently immediately after the recordation of
his title, but that he must give the tax debtor ten days in which to annul
the proceedings. Act 277 of 1952 eliminated the requirement of ten days
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the owner had at the time of the adjudication of the property,
the suit must be brought against him, and if he is a nonresident
or is unknown, or his residence is unknown, then the court shall
appoint a curator ad hoc upon whom service shall be made. The
filing in evidence of a certified copy of the tax adjudication and
of the patent establishes prima facie their validity. If the suit
to quiet title is filed more than five years after the deed of the
adjudication was registered, and more than five years since the
original owner, his heirs or assigns have had possession, then the
only defenses permitted are (1) the payment of the tax prior to
the adjudication and (2) redemption subsequent to the adjudication. The act establishes a rebuttable presumption that the original owner, or his heirs or assigns, did not have possession of the
property after the deed to the state was registered."°
Inheritance and Estate Taxes.51 In the statute dealing with
interest on delinquent inheritance tax, an exception is made
whereby the district judge having jurisdiction over the succession is allowed to grant an extension in time for the payment of
the tax, provided that it is applied for by the proper person and
that the reason given meets the satisfaction of the judge. Furthermore, when a federal estate tax return must be filed, this
will be ipso facto a reasonable cause for an extension. This
extension, however, shall not exceed fifteen months after the
death of the decedent. The aforementioned extensions preclude
52
the assessment of all penalties and interest.
Act 93 of 1952 provides that estate transfer tax "shall not
be payable until fifteen months after the date of the death of
the decedent or until thirty days following the filing of an estate
tax return pursuant to the United States Internal Revenue Code,
'53
whichever is earlier.
Title 48: Roads, Bridges and Ferries
Bridges and Ferry Authorities. The "Bridge and Ferry
delay from La. R.S. 1950, 47:2228.1. Apparently, Article 180 of the Code of
Practice will serve a like and sufficient purpose, for its provides that a
default judgment will be rendered if the defendant fails to answer within

the stipulated time (ten days plus one additional day for every ten miles
distance the defendant resides from the court where the action to quiet title
is brought. The total, however, is not to exceed fifteen days).
50. La. Act 277 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:2228.1.

51. In connection with this topic, see La. Act 539 of 1952, adding La. R.S.
Supp. 1952, 9:1513. It provides that a bank or other depository may pay to
the surviving widow up to $500 without the necessity of court proceedings.

La. R.S. 47:2410 shall not apply in such cases. See discussion p. 30, supra.
52. La. Act 21 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:2420.
53. La. Act 93 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 47:2433.
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Authorities Act of 1952' provides a convenient method by which
several parishes may join together and issue bonds to acquire
or construct toll bridges and ferries. The act "shall be deemed
to provide an additional and alternative method for doing the
things authorized thereby," 2 and its provisions do not affect the
use of other statutes authorizing the construction or acquisition
of toll bridges or ferries.
Every authority incorporated under the 1952 act "shall be
for the purpose of constructing or acquiring toll bridges and
ferries to improve and extend the highway system of the State
of Louisiana.' 3 Whenever two or more parishes wish to organize
an authority for the foregoing purpose, they must each begin
by adopting a resolution setting forth the proposed articles of
incorporation, and, after public advertisement, they must file
with the Secretary of State the proposed articles. After the
articles have been approved and properly recorded in the parish
where the principal office of the authority is to be located, the
authority is duly incorporated. Each participating parish is to
appoint two members to the board of the authority, and the
Governor is to appoint three other members. The board mem4
bers serve without compensation.
The powers of an authority are extremely broad. In addition to being given express powers to borrow money and issue
notes and bonds,5 enter into contracts,6 and purchase or expropriate franchises, the authority is given "all such powers neces1. La. Act 7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1091-1107. This act and La.

Act 8 of 1952 constitute a new Chapter ("Chapter 5. Bridge and Ferry Authorities")
2.
3.
4.

in Title
La. Act
La. Act
La. Act

48.
7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1107.
7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1094.
7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1093.

5. Bonds issued by an authority cannot bear interest at greater than 6
per cent and must mature within fifty years. The payment of such bonds
may be secured by pledge or deed of trust of its revenues, but the authority
has "no power to mortgage or to create any lien upon properties operated or
controlled by it."

The legality of the resolution to issue bonds or of the

bond issue itself can only be contested for a period of sixty days from the
adoption of the resolution. After thirty days' default in payment of interest
or principal, the holders of 25 per cent of all bonds then outstanding may

appoint a trustee to represent them in enforcing their rights. Any such
trustee "shall be entitled as of right to the appointment of a receiver" to

operate the facilities of the authority until all claims are satisfied, but a
receiver cannot alienate or encumber any of the facilities. La. Act 7 of 1952;
La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1095, 1096, 1097.
6. If an authority does not wish to operate and maintain a bridge or
ferry acquired by it, it may contract with state agencies authorized to enter
into contracts to perform such services. La. Act 7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp.

1952, 48:1102.
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sary or convenient for carrying out" its purposes.7 An authority
has power where necessary to construct, grade, vacate, or relocate
any public highway, or to relocate "public utility facilities," but
8
any such operation must be at its own expense.
The maintenance and operation of bridges and ferries by an
authority are declared to be the performance of essential governmental functions and are exempt from taxation or assessment.
Also exempt are the bonds and income therefrom." When all
the bonds issued to finance any bridge or ferry under the provisions of the Bridge and Ferry Authorities Act have been paid,
the authority is permitted to charge only such tolls and fares as
are necessary to provide the annual expense of maintenance and
operation.' 0
Act 81" adds Part II of Chapter 5, Title 48. This act authorizes the Department of Highways to enter into contracts with
bridge and ferry authorities "for the construction, maintenance
and operation of bridges and ferries.' '1 2 Such contracts shall be
between the bondholders on the one hand and on the other the
14
13
state, the Department of Highways, and the authority. Bridges
that are the subjects of such contracts are expressly declared not
to be under the jurisdiction of the Louisiana Public Service Commission.' 5 After all the indebtedness of the authority has been
fully paid, the Department of Highways may in its discretion
continue to charge fares or toll until all advances made from the
highway fund with respect to the bridge or ferry in question
have been refunded, or alternatively it may operate the bridge
or ferry without charge to the public. 16
Department of Highways. The Director of Highways, the
executive officer of the department, now receives his appointment
from and has his salary fixed by the Board of Highways, rather
than by the Governor.' 7 Formerly, the director had complete
management of the department; the Board of Highways served
7. La. Act 7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1094.
8. La. Act 7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1098.
9. La. Act 7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1100.
10. La. Act 7 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1105.

11. La. Act 8 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1131-1138. "Part II. Contracts with Department of Highways."
12. La. Act 8 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1132.

13. La. Act 8 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1137.
14. The term "bridge" is defined by the act to include "a ferry or ferries
operated by such authority." La. Act 8 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1131.
15. La. Act 8 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1136.
16. La. Act 8 of 1952; La R.S. Supp. 1952, 48:1138.

17. La. Act 81 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 48:51.
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merely as an advisory group.' Now he has the management
"under the direction, supervision and control of the board....
The director is presently authorized, upon approval of the board
(or of the Governor in an emergency) to set up all agencies necessary to conduct affairs of the department with the United States
20
Government.
The Board of Highways continues to consist of nine members, one of whom is the Governor as ex-officio member. Of the
remaining eight members, 21 each must be from a different congressional district. Two members serve a term coinciding with
that of the Governor; and six serve for six years, each term ending in a separate year. The Governor is authorized to make all
appointments, but in each case he will "normally" do so from a
list of seven nominees selected by the board from the "State
Boards Panel," which is a panel of names submitted by the governing authorities of the several parishes of the state. However,
the Governor "may within his discretion appoint any one. ' '22 No
compensation is paid any board member other than a per diem
of $25 for each day of meeting plus traveling expenses. 23 The
chairman of the House Committee on Public Roads is no longer
chairman of the board. Instead, one of the board members other
than the Governor is elected by the board to serve in this capacity.24 An open meeting of the board must be held at least once
25
each month, and may be held more often if desired.
Under the prior law, before issuing a permit of convenience
and necessity for the use and occupancy of the rights of way of
state highways, the Director of Highways was directed to require
in certain instances 26 a deposit in the form of a certified check.
18. La. R.S. 1950, 48:75.

19. La. Act 81 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 48:52. La. R.S. 1950, 48:75,
as amended by La. Act 81 of 1952, makes clear this transfer of control. The
chief engineer, the maintenance engineer, and the general counsel and his
assistants of the Department of Highways are now appointed by the board
rather than by the director.
20. La. Act 252 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 48:53.
21. Formerly these eight members were appointed by the Governor and
served at his pleasure. La. R.S. 1950, 48:71.
22. La. Act 81 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 48:71.
23. La. Act 81 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 48:72. Previously, each
member received a salary of $500 per month.
24. La. Act 81 of 1952 repealed La. R.S. 1950, 48:73. Section 71 now designates the manner of selecting the chairman of the board.
25. La. Act 81 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 48:74.
26. When the installations required excavations and at other times when
the director considered the deposit necessary for the protection of the
department's interest. La. R.S. 1950, 48:381A.
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This provision has now been changed by Act 19027 so that in such
cases the director "may" require "a deposit in the form of a certified check or other guaranty" deemed by him sufficient.
Title 49: State Administration
Board of Institutions. Probably the most significant legislation falling under Title 49 is Act 156, which creates the Louisiana
Board of Institutions.' The board consists of the Governor and
2
eight appointive members who serve staggered six year terms.
The purpose of the board is to administer the various state hospitals and penal institutions. 3 It appoints a director of institutions, who serves at its pleasure and is charged with the general
27. La. Act 190 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 48:381A.
1. La. Act 156 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:501-510. The board Is
created under authority of La. Const. of 1921, Art. III, § 32.
2. La. Act 156 of 1952, § 3; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:503. Except for the
first board, the Governor is to appoint members from the "State Boards
Panel," which is composed of names submitted by "all non-profit organizations in the state having either a constitution and by-laws governing the
organization or a charter recorded with the Secretary of State, or by any
interested individuals." No member of the board who has served four years
or more is eligible for reappointment. No member except the Governor may
be a member of the Legislature or hold any salaried public office (other than
per diem) existing under the laws of the United States, the State of Louisiana,
or any municipality or subdivision thereof. Members of the board receive no
compensation except a per diem of $25 for each day of meeting and actual
travelling expenses incurred in attending to board duties. La. Act 156 of 1952,
§ 3; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:503B(4), D, E.
3. The functions of the following boards, commissions, agencies and
institutions are transferred to the Board of Institutions:
The State Hospital Board,
The Board of Directors of the State Industrial School for Colored Youths,
The Board of Commissioners of the State Industrial School for Girls,
The Board of Commissioners of the Louisiana Training Institute,
The Board of Administrators of the State Colony and Training School,
The Board of Administrators of the East Louisiana State Hospital,
The Board of Administrators of the Central Louisiana State Hospital,
The Huey P. Long Hospital (Pineville),
The Washington-St. Tammany Charity Hospital (Bogalusa),
The Lallie Kemp Charity Hospital (Independence),
The Southwest Louisiana Charity Hospital (Lafayette),
The Jonesboro Charity Hospital (Jonesboro),
The Board of Directors of the E. A. Conway Memorial Charity Hospital
(Monroe),
The Board of Directors of the Hot Wells Hospital (Rapides Parish),
The Board of Administrators of the Baton Rouge Charity Hospital
(Baton Rouge),
The Maternity Hospital (Baton Rouge),
The General Manager of the Louisiana State Penitentiary,
The State Warden of the Penitentiary,
The Board of Directors of the Southeast Louisiana Hospital (Mandeville),
The Commission for the Establishment of State Industrial School for
Colored Girls,
The Tuberculosis Commission for the State of Louisiana,
The Advisory Council, State Hospital Board.
La. Act 156 of 1952, § 2; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:502.
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supervision of the institutions covered by the act. 4 The heads of
the institutions 5 and an advisory committee for each 6 are also
appointed by the board. Meetings of the board are required to
7
be held once a month.
The Board of Institutions also has constitutional status by
reason of passage of an amendment identical in terms to Act 156.8
General Provisions. The Legislature created the non.remunerative position of artist laureate, who shall serve during
the administration of the appointing Governor.9 "Louisiana, My
Home Sweet Home" has been adopted as the official state march
song. 10 This does not,11however, replace "Song of Louisiana" as
the official state song.
State Auditor. Act 323 provides that the Auditor is under
no obligation to draw any warrant upon the treasury until after
a quarterly budget has been approved, nor shall he be compelled
to draw warrants until all the legal requirements and formalities
have been met. 12
A new statute states that the Auditor shall make triplicate
copies of all reports of examinations, investigations, or audits
which he is required by law to make: one copy to be filed at the
office of the Governor, one in the office being investigated, and
the third to be kept at the Auditor's office and is to be available
to the public and the press. If any violation of law by any public
officer is noted, an additional copy is to be furnished to the district attorney of the parish where the violation occurred. The
reports are required to call attention to any illegality, improper
to
or unnecessary expenditures, or other irregularities, and also
13
make specific recommendations for avoidance of the same.
Supervisor of Public Funds. The office of Supervisor of Pub4. La. Act 156 of 1952, § 5; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:505.
5. La. Act 156 of 1952, § 4(8); La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:504(8).
6. La. Act 156 of 1952, § 6; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:506.
7. La. Act 156 of 1952, § 3(F) ; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:503(F).
8. Proposed by La. Act 48 of 1952 to add La. Const. of 1921, Art. VI, §
30. The amendment contains a provision which repeals Act 156. Act 156,
however, contains the following repealing clause: "All laws or parts of laws
in conflict with the provisions of this Act are hereby repealed and the provisions of this Act shall supersede the provisions of any other Act adopted
at this session of the Legislature, whether adopted prior to or subsequent
to this Act." It seems possible that this clause repeals the act proposing the
constitutional amendment.
9. La. Act 14 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:157.
10. La. Act 196 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:155.1.
11. La. R.S. 1950, 49:155.
12. La. Act 323 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 49:361(2).
13. La. Act 61 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 49:376.
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lic Funds has been abolished and the former duties thereof have
been transferred to the State Auditor. 14 All statutory references
to the supervisor are to be construed to mean State Auditor.
Salaries. The following important salary increases were
made this session:
Governor: $15,000 to $18,000 per annum'15
Secretary of State: $6,500 to $8,000 per annum 6
Attorney General: $10,000 to $12,500 per annum
8
State Treasurer: $8,500 to $10,000 per annum
9
State Auditor: $7,500 to $10,000 per annum

7

Title 51: Trade and Commerce
The statute' which formerly fixed the minimum price at
which crude petroleum could be purchased from any royalty
owner or producer has been repealed by Act 115.2
Unfair Sales Law. Unless exempt by R.S. 51:426, sales at
less than cost by any retailer or wholesaler violate the provisions
of R.S. 51:422. Act 1813 has added to this latter section a paragraph which makes it clear that any sale, transfer or exchange
between wholesale outlets or between retail outlets or between
wholesale and retail outlets operating a separate business, for
less than cost, regardless of the device used to reduce the minimum price, are included within the prohibition of the section.
Act 181 also amended Section 426 so as to exempt sales by manufacturers and producers from the provisions of the Unfair
Sales Law.
Commission Merchants. An amendment to R.S. 51:34 has
established the maximum commission which a commission merchant may charge on consigned goods. Generally the maximum
chargeable is 10 per cent of the amount paid by the purchaser.
However, in the case of shrimp, the commission may not exceed
5 per cent. The amended provision also requires the commission
14. La. Act 59 of 1952. The act specifically repeals La. R.S. 1950, 49:
421-422.
15. La. Act 30 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 49:201.
16. La. Act 474 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 49:221.
17. La. Act 478 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 49:256. The salaries of
the first and second assistant attorneys general were also increased. La. Acts
475 and 476 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 49:258, 257.
18. La. Act 397 of 1952, § 3, amending La. R.S. 1950, 49:302.
19. La. Act 397 of 1952, § 4, amending La. R.S. 1950, 49:352.
1. La. R.S. 1950, 51:821, 822.
2. La. Act 115 of 1952.
3. La. Act 181 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 51:422, 426.
4. La. Act 347 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 51:3.
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merchant to furnish the consignor with a complete account of
the sale.
Departmentof Commerce and Industry. Although the Department of Commerce and Industry has been in existence since
1936, 5 the Revised Statutes of 1950 did not contain any provisions
relative to it. Act 129 has repealed Act 204 of 1944 and amendments thereto, 6 but it contains the substance of the repealed pro7
visions and is expressly made a part of the Revised Statutes.
Title 54: Warehouses
The Commissioner of Agriculture and Immigration, ex-officio
member of the State Warehouse Commission, is vested with the
authority to employ all personnel necessary to effectuate the
rules, regulations and ordinances adopted by that commission.la
Title 55: Weights and Measures
The Commissioner of Agriculture and Immigration, a member of the Commission of Weights and Measures, has been given
authority to "employ all personnel necessary to carry into effect
such rules, regulations, and ordinances as may be adopted by
2
the commission. a
Title 56: Wild Life, Fisheries,and Forestry
Wild Birds and Game. The Legislature has brought about
several changes which should be of interest to the amateur
hunter. The resident hunting license has been increased from
one to two dollars.' The squirrel and chipmunk season has been
changed,2 and the bear season in all parishes is now open from
December 16th to 31st.3 The closed season on turkeys has been
5. La. Act 19 of 1936, as amended by La. Act 43 of 1938, was superseded
by La. Act 204 of 1944, amended by La. Act 112 of 1946.
6. La. Act 204 of 1944, as amended by La. Act 112 of 1946, provided for
the Department of Commerce and Industry at the time La. Act 129 of 1952
was passed.
7. La. Act 129 of 1952, adding Sections 921-927 to the Revised Statutes

of 1950.
la. La. Act 272 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 54:243.
2a. La. Act 272 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 55:3B. Heretofore, the Commission of Weights and Measures could appoint a director, inspectors of
weights and measures, and clerical assistants, but there was no provision for
additional personnel.
1. La. Act 25 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:104. Act 25 also provided
for the expenditure of this additional revenue.

2. La. Act 343 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:123. The previous season
for both animals was October 15 to January 1; the new season is October 20
to January 10.
3. La. Act 343 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:123. Previously, the
bear season was open only in several named coastal parishes.
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extended to July 26, 1954. 4 Section 126 of Title 56, which dealt
with the taking of non-game quadrupeds, has been repealed.5
Trapping Fur-Bearing Animals or Alligators. The open season on muskrat, mink, nutria, and all other non-game quadrupeds has been changed,6 and the severance tax levied on hides
taken from this state has been reduced on raccoon and nutria
skins. 7 The taking or possession of alligator eggs or alligators or
their skins under two feet in length is now illegal.8
A manufacturer in this state who buys raw furs and skins
from a dealer is himself now termed a dealer. Previously, only
manufacturers buying from a "trapper or buyer" were included
in this category.9
Commercial and Game Fish. Several acts have been passed
relating to commercial and game fish. In 1950 the United States
Congress enacted a statute offering federal aid to the various
states in fish restoration and management projects. 10 The Louisiana Legislature passed Act 54011 as a formal acceptance of the
federal aid. In further compliance with the federal statute, Act
540 contains a provision directing that all funds accruing from
license fees from fishermen be used for "the administration of
the division of fish and game and for the protection, propagation,
preservation, and investigation of fish and game.' 2 Act 540 also
vested in the Commissioner of Wild Life and Fisheries power to
acquire all property necessary, useful, or convenient for the use
of the department."3
Section 323, which deals with the illegal taking of fresh or
4. La. Act 343 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:115.
5. La. Act 127 of 1952. The probable reason for this repeal is that the
substance of the provisions of the repealed section is found in R.S. 56:262,
as amended. The only difference between the two is that in the repealed
section there was a provision which made it illegal to cut down or damage
a tree in the taking of opossums and raccoons.
6. La. Act 324 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:262. The old season
was as follows: Muskrat, November 10 to February 15; Mink, November 10
to January 15; Nutria, January 1 to February 15; and all others, November 10
to February 15. The new season is as follows: Muskrat, November 15 to
February 15; Mink, November 15 to January 10; Nutria, December 15 to
February 15; and all others, November 15 to February 15.
7. La. Act 324 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:253.
8. La. Act 324 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:263.
9. La. Act 324 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:251. It was probably
never intended that manufacturers buying exclusively from dealers were to
be excluded from paying the dealer's license fee.
10. 64 Stat. 430 (1950), 16 U.S.C.A. § 777 et seq. (1950).
11. La. Act 540 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 56:25, 26.
12. La. Act 540 of 1952; La. R.S. Supp. 1952, 56:26.
13. Ibid.
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salt water game fish, was amended by Act 28514 to provide that
"traps (including lead nets . . .)" are among the enumerated fishing devices declared illegal. Previously, the section read "traps
(including nets . ..)." This phrase was apparently considered
ambiguous. The amended section makes illegal not only the use
of certain designated instruments or devices, but also their possession "under circumstances which indicate that said possession
is for the purpose of illegally taking commercial fish. '15 (Italics
supplied.) The imprisonment term for violation of this section is
now "without suspension thereof.' '1 6 Section 366, providing the
methods of taking commercial fish, has been amendedT in a
manner similar to that of Section 323.18
Several provisions have been added by Act 62711 to Section
376, relating to licenses for commercial fishermen and licenses on
nets and boats. The first two paragraphs found in the amended
section appear to have been accidently omitted when Act 386 of

1948 was incorporated in the Revised Statutes of

1950.20

These

two paragraphs, which are identical with prior provisions in the
1948 act, provide for a "Commercial Fisherman's License" fee of
five dollars per annum for every fisherman taking fresh or salt
water commercial fish for sale or exchange, except by the use of
hoop nets, seines, or other nets one hundred feet or over in
length,2 1 and for a license fee of five dollars per annum on each
set of fifteen hoop nets or fraction thereof. Two entirely new
provisions were added to Section 376 by Act 627. These require
that commercial salt water fishermen pay an annual license fee
of fifty dollars on each separate non-edible fish net over one thou14. La. Act 285 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:323.
15. The italicized words "commercial fish" in the amended provision
appear to have been inadvertently substituted for "game fish." The provision
governing the possession of illegal devices for the purpose of taking "com-

mercial fish" is found in La. R.S. 1950, 56:366, as amended by La. Act 194
of 1952.
16. La. Act 285 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:334.

17. La. Act 194 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:366.
18. "Traps (including nets . . .)" was changed to "traps (including lead
nets . . .)"; possession of any of the enumerated illegal devices under conditions indicating an unlawful purpose is punishable. The penalty provided

for the violation of this section is "without suspension" (La. Act 194 of 1952,
amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:384).
19. La. Act 627 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:376.
20. This seems clear when one considers the title of Section 376 found in
the Revised Statutes of 1950: "License for commercial fishermen; net
licenses; boat licenses." Yet, as the section then read, there was no provision for any "license for commercial fishermen."

21. Fishermen using fresh water seines, trammel nets, gill nets, or other
webbing one hundred feet or longer must pay an annual license fee of five
dollars for each hundred feet or fraction thereof of webbing.
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sand feet in length, and that a license fee of fifty dollars be paid
on each boat over fifty feet in length engaged in "commercial
non-edible fishing."
In a recent federal district court case, Gospodonovich v.
Clements,22 it was held that Sections 377, 500, 551, 552 and 554 of
Title 56 are unconstitutional, insofar as they undertake to regulate and govern nonresident fishermen and fishing vessels owned
by nonresidents, under the Privileges and Immunities Clause of
the Federal Constitution. 23 This decision 24 seems to have been
largely responsible for the passage of Act 627,25 which repealed
Sections 551-553,26 and amended Sections 377, 496, and 500.27
Section 377 formerly provided that no vessel should be licensed
or permitted to engage in commercial fishing or freighting operations unless the vessel had been registered at a customs port
within the state and the owner of the vessel was a citizen of
Louisiana. In the amended version of the section the citizenship
requirement has been omitted, and a penalty provision has been
added which applies to vessels which have not been registered
and upon which the fishing boat or net license fees have not been
paid.28 The clauses discriminating against nonresidents have
been removed from both Section 496 (relative to the taking and
processing of shrimp by any persons, firm or association) and
Section 500 (relative to license fees on shrimp seines or trawls
and licensing of vessels used in buying and transporting shrimp.)
Stream Control Commission. Act 25429 makes the Commissioner of Conservation a member of the Stream Control Commission.
Severance Tax on Reforested Land. Section 1543 formerly
22. U.S. District Court, E.D. La., Docket No. 3055 (August 13, 1951). An
appeal has been taken to the Supreme Court of the United States.
23. U.S. Const. Art. IV, § 2.
24. The district court relied heavily upon the case of Toomer v. Witsell,
334 U.S. 385 (1948).
25. La. Act 627 of 1952.
26. Sections 551 and 552 designated certain Louisiana waters as being
closed to nonresident fishermen and established a nonresident commercial
fisherman's license fee at $200 and a nonresident commercial fishing boat

license fee at $2,500. Section 553 directed the Department of Wild Life and
Fisheries to refuse these licenses to the residents of any state that refuses
to sell or grant equal privileges or licenses to the citizens of this state.
27. Act 627 also amended La. R.S. 1950, 56:376, 378. The former section
has already been discussed, and the latter provides for a reduction in price
of the resident wholesale dealer's license.
28. Such a vessel "shall not be entitled to another such license nor permitted to engage in such operations within two years thereafter."
29. La. Act 254 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:1431.
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provided that three-fourths of the severance tax levied and collected on forest products grown on land reforested under contract with the Department of Conservation or the Forestry Commission was to be allocated to the parish from which the forest
products were severed. Act 13730 has amended this section to
agree with Article X, Section 21 (2) of the Louisiana Constitution
of 1921, as amended, which specifically dedicates all severance
taxes on all forms of timber to the Louisiana Forestry Commission.
State Parks Commission. The State Parks Commission has
undergone an administrative reorganization as a result of Act
390.31
Civil Code Amendments
Article 102. This article, which authorizes "any minister of
the gospel or priest of any religious sect" to celebrate marriages,
has been amended so as to require such clergymen to register
with the clerk of the appropriate district court as a prerequisite
to performing any ceremonies. In Orleans Parish, the registration is to be made with the City of New Orleans Health Department.'
It is to be hoped that this new requirement will be interpreted
to be only directory, as have other provisions of the same character. If this be done, a marriage performed by an unregistered
clergyman would not be null.
Article 226. The amendment to this article is discussed in
connection with Act 266 of 1952.2
Articles 271-272. Act 141 amends and reenacts Article 271
and repeals Article 272.3 The former deals with the procedure
and conditions for dispensing with the security normally required
to be given by a tutor. The latter deals with the appointment of
a tutor to a foundling or abandoned child. In 1948 the Legislature provided a procedure for voluntary surrender for the purpose of adoption of a child under seventeen years of age, for
declaring a child abandoned, for the appointment of a legal
custodian, and for the placement of children for adoption. 4 This
30. La. Act 137 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 56:1543.
31. La. Act 390 of 1952, amending La. R.S. 1950, 36:1681, 1682.
1. La. Act 229 of 1952, amending Art. 102, La. Civil Code of 1870.
2. La. Act 265 of 1952, amending Art. 226, La. Civil Code of 1870. See
supra p. 31.
3. La. Act 141 of 1952, amending Art. 271, La. Civil Code of 1870.
4. La. Act 227 of 1948; La. R.S. 1950, 9:401-405.
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1948 legislation specifically repealed Article 271 of the Civil Code.5
Since Article 272 (and not Article 271) is the article dealing with
foundlings, it would appear that Article 272 was the article
intended to be repealed.6 The 1952 act accomplishes the result
apparently intended by the 1948 Legislature.
Article 271 as reenacted omits the requirement that the
judge summon a family meeting in connection with the appointment of a tutor to a minor when no one will assume said minor's
tutorship.7
Article 348. An addition has been made to the list of investments which may be made by tutors of funds belonging to their
wards. Investment may now be made in "policies of life or
endowment insurance, or annuity contracts issued by a life insurance company duly authorized to transact business in the state
on the life of the minor or on the life of a person in whose life
the minor has insurable interest, provided that in such latter
case, the minor shall be named as the irrevocable beneficiary
until such time as he reaches the age of majority." As is the case
with other approved investments under this article, a decree of
the court having jurisdiction over the tutorship is required prior
to investment of the funds. The insurance policies shall not be
changed from one type contract to another or from one company
to another without a decree of the court.8
Article 3158. Several changes have been made in Article 3158,
which deals with the requirements for the pledge of written
obligations.
The pledge of life insurance policies is now specifically dealt
with. In addition to the private writing necessary for the pledge
of other obligations dealt with in the article, the pledge of a life
insurance policy must also be evidenced by a written assignment
and by delivery of the pledge or the assignment to the insurer.9
"[U]nless the beneficiary thereof may be changed upon the sole
request of the insured, or unless pledge or assignment without the
consent of the beneficiary be specifically provided for in the
policy, [the written assignment] must be accompanied by the
5. La. Act 227 of 1948, § 7.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Louisiana Legislation of 1948, 9 LOUISIANA LAW REVIEW 30 (1948).
La. Act 141 of 1952, amending Art. 271, La. Civil Code of 1870.
La. Act 508 of 1952, amending Art. 348, La. Civil Code of 1870.
The pledge of a life insurance policy in favor of the insurer need not,

however, be accompanied by actual delivery. Although the word "insurer"
is used in the act, It would seem that the word "insured" was intended. La.

Act 290 of 1952, amending Art. 3158, La. Civil Code of 1870.
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consent of any named beneficiary who is not the insured or his
estate."
Another significant change is made by the provision that
where a pledged instrument or item has remained in the hands
of the pledgee, it may continue to remain in his hands to secure
any renewal of the original loan, a new loan, or any other obligation to the pledgee, whether then existing or thereafter arising.
This repledge requires no added notification or other formality
and is valid against third parties to the same extent as if it had
come into existence when the instrument was originally pledged.
The pledge of corporation stock is now specifically excepted
from the requirement that "where the pledge [is] 10 of instruments not negotiable, the debtor must be notified thereof."
An added provision declares that nothing in the article is to
be construed as repealing Sections 4301 through 438211 of Title 9
12
of the Revised Statutes.
Amendments to Code of Practice
Opening Succession-Place. Article 929 of the Code of Practice,' which prescribes the place of opening a succession, has
undergone three modifications: 2 (1) The phrase "fixed place of
residence" is deleted, and in its place the word "domicile" is used
exclusively. Since the jurisprudence has established no definite
distinction between these terms, it is questionable whether or
not a change in substance was intended. (2) Where the deceased
was neither domiciled in this state nor owned immovable property here the succession may now be opened in the parish in
10. The word "is" is omitted from the article as amended; the omission
is obviously an error.
11. La. R.S. 1950, 9:4301-4304 deal with the pledge of rights under mineral
contracts; La. R.S. 1950, 9:4321-4323 with the pledge of incorporeal rights
not evidenced in writing; La. R.S. 1950, 9:4341-4382 with crop pledges. The
remaining sections in the group are blank.
12. La. Act 290 of 1952, amending Art. 3158, La. Civil Code of 1870.
1. Art. 929, La. Code of Practice of 1870, before amendment, read:
"The place in which a succession is opened is, and in future shall be
held to be, as follows, notwithstanding any former law to the contrary:
"In the parish where the deceased resided, if he had a domicil or fixed
place of residence in the State;
"In the parish where he left landed property, If he had neither domicil
nor place of residence In the State; or in the parish In which it appears
from the inventory that his principal property was situated, if he had
property in several parishes;
"In the parish where he died, if he had no certain [domicill nor any
fixed property."
2. La. Act 87 of 1952, § 1, amending Art. 929, La. Code of Practice of 1870.
This act also Impliedly modifies Art. 935, La. Civil Code of 1870; the two
articles were almost identical prior to passage of La. Act 87 of 1952.
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which he left movable property. (3) Where the deceased was not
domiciled in this state, but owned real property in several parishes, the succession may now be opened in any of such parishes,
rather than in the parish where the inventory showed his principal property to be located.
Non-Judicial Days. Prior to the 1952 legislation, Article 207
of the Code of Practice provided that on certain named holidays
there could be no citation issued, no demand made, no proceedings had, nor any suits instituted. The 1952 amendment
deletes the enumeration of holidays and substitutes therefor the
phrase "legal holidays as provided in R.S. 1: 55."8 Because R.S.
1:55 lists all the legal holidays for the state the result is to
increase the number of days included by the prohibition of
Article 207. The Legislature further amended the article by
providing that where a suit has already been filed and citation
issued therein, service of citation may be executed on legal holidays, but the running of prescription shall not be considered
interrupted by the application of R.S. 9:5801 and the delays for
answering shall not begin to run until the next following day
which is not a legal holiday.
3. La. Act 105 of 1952, § 1, amending Art. 207, La. Code of Practice
of 1870.

